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Perfect symmetry and elegance of design, and maximum efficiency on
every technical point have made LEWCOS components the standard by
which all others are judged. This pre-eminence ha'l been achieved by
skilled workmen using only the very finest of materi 'lls, and by a staff of
experts vvho constantly experiment to ensure that LEWCOS components
·
live up to their manufacturers' reputation for being in
the forefront of radio L.esign.
All-British materials and labour
are used in the manufacture of
LEWCOf) p:-od:1cts.

THE LEWCOS
BAND PASS FILTER
For Super Selectivity. (Reference
Wavelength
ranges,
B.P.F.)
235j550 m. and 1000/2000 m.
Price 12/· each

Price 216 (Reference M.C.)
The
well-known LEWCOS
Super H.F. Choke i~ now reduced to 6/Writ~

for fully d~s
criptive Leaflet
Re:erence R.73

Screen 2/6 extra.
(Re~erence B.P.F.S.)
Write for fully descriptive Leaflet
Re~erence R.73

WE ARE EXHIBITING AT
I

LEWCOS TRIPLE
I.F. COIL UNIT
Price 3116 (Re:erence I.F.U.

I

THE HATJONAL

RADIO:

·EXHIBITION
126 13)

SpeciallydesignedforMr. W.james'
masterpiece, the " Super Senior."
Ste Octccer issue of "Wireless Magazin ~."

OLYMPIA
VISIT OuR STAND
No. 27 (National P. nli)
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EVER

THE
FAMOUS

BULGIN
CATALOGUE
New 1931-32 Edition
ERE it _Is, 7 5 pages packed with details
of new components essential to up-todate radio.

H

Pages of practical hints and diagrams. An entirely fresh
section detailing the new Bulgin Technical SerVice. Send 2d.
postage for a copy without delay. Below are listed some
of the BRAND NEW BULGIN PRODUCTIONS.

SEE THEM ON STAND 102
Empire Hall -

Ground Floor

Thermo Switch, New Range of Toggle Switches, Moving
Coil Meters, Volume CoAtrols, Valve Holders, D.C. Mains
Equipment, New Range Anode Resistances, Grid Leaks,
Spaghettis, Condensers, Fuseholders, Terminals, Pick-ups,
Mains Plugs, Quickwyre, etc., etc.

..

QUALITY COMPONENTS
A. F. BULGIN & CO., LTD ..
ABBEY ROAD, BARKING, ESSEX
Telephones:

GRANGEWOOD

3266

and 3267

.London Showrooms: 9, I 0, i I, Cursitor Street, Chancery
Lane, E.C.4

Advertisers At>m'eciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Ordet
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New Value
and

Efficiency I
e APortable with real punch !
Here is Model 66-the new Super-Tuned Portable IVa set with amazing range and volume, fine-toned and
exceptionally economical in use. High gain S. G. stage,
compensated pentode output, special balanced armature
speaker, single dial tuning calibrated in metres, automatic
wavelength indicator and. d~al volume control. Provision
for pick-up and external aerial and earth (constant
calibration).

Super-Tuned Portable IV • • Price 16 GNS.

e The Supreme Speaker Unit
In only a few months, the Marconiphone permanent magnet
moving coil unit (Model 91) has established its leadership
In its class. Outstanding features are its extremely high
sensitivity, due to the large cobalt steel magnet and very
small air gap, its fine reproduction thanks to the duplex
laminated one-piece diaphragm, and, of course, its complete
reliability. Supplied with universal input transformer for
super power, pentode and push-pull circuits.

Marconiphone " 91"
Price 6 GNS.
(omplete with Cabinet "131" rr 10 rr

Striking New
Mains Valves

A· (Omplete range for D.(.
Marconiphone announce a complete ranee of high efficiency indirectly heated valves for D.C.
mains. Each has a .25 ampere 16 volt filament, thus reducing the power of consumption of the
average D.C. receiver to about 60 watts. Types available are:Price 22 6
Marconi DS Screen grid
Mutual conductance 1.1
,
DH General purpose
3. 7
.. 1(,
DL L.F. & Power
-4.S
.. 17,6
.. OPT Power Pentode
3.0
.. 27,6

MARCONI VALVES - THE CHOICE

Please Mention "A. W." When Corresponding with Advertiser•
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e The Intriguing Transportable
Another striking newcomer-The Moving Coil Transportable Ill
(Model 42)-a set which initiates a new fashion in all-mains radio.
Entirely self-contained, three new type high efficiency valves,
compensated power pentode output, permanent magnet speaker,
band pass bi-resonant tuning with 3 synchronised circuits,
illuminated wavelength dial and switch indica~or, provision for
mains aerial, pick-up and external speakers, speech output I!
watts, provides extreme selectivity with really superb quality
of reproduction.

Moving (oil Transportable Ill Price 20
A.C. or D.C.

GNS.

e The Most Efficient ol all
Pick-ups now Reduced in Price !
The Marconiphone pick-up, universally accepted as the world's finest electrical
reproducer, is now, at its new price, within reach of all. Well-known superiorities include an average output of 1.5 volts R.M.S., compensation in the
lower register for recording deficiencies, sharp cut-off at 5,000 cycles to
minimise surface noise, negligible record wear and perfect tracking. Complete
with rotating head and quick-grip terminals.

Marconiphone Pick-up - ::~ £2. 5. 0

Marconi phone
New A. C. screen grid Types YMU and MUb
Two new indirectly heated A.C. screen grid valves of
particular interest :-Marconi VMS. 4, the first "Variable
Mu" valve, reducing cross-modulation and providing perfect control of volume. Marconi MSAb, a
screen grid amplifier with a mutual conductance
of 3.2 M.A. per volt.
Prices VMS.4 & MS.4b

22f 6

OF THE EXPERTS!

Radio~~:.
..
Advertisement of the Marconiphone Company
Limited, Radio House, 210 Tottenham Court
Road, London, W.l.

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertiser•
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JUNIOR MULTI-CELLU·
LAR H.F. CHOKE
Chokes effieiently on both waw~
bands, either in detector or H.f'.
stages.
lllductanc€', l~),t)t}4)
microhenries. List Xo. BP.
Price 3,6

Inductance, 15 henries (no D.C.),
10 lH:-nriC's (:mo n1.a.).
D.C
resistance. lOO ohms.
Price 45i·
EP31 CENTRE-TAPPED
L.F. CHOKE

m.a.
Price 27

liO

Compensated bass output.
Ball bearings.
Suits all
turntables
b~tween 10 in. and 12 in.
Pick-up enclosed
in
dustprouf black bakc1ite

case.
Arm in
No. CP1:38.

bronze

fini-;h.

]_ist

TENFOLD INCREASE IN SELECTIVITY

MATCHED COILS ENSURE PERFECT
GANGING

VARLEY "SQUARE
PEAK" COIL
Easily fitted to most existing sets. Needs no screening.
Complete
with
wave-change switch and.
mounting bracket,
IS f·
List No. SPS.
Regd. Design
Patent Pending

(New Model BPi with terminals
instead of S"XJtch, same pnce.)

H.F. INTERVALVE COIL
(Dual range) for use with
"Square Peak" Coil. Completely screened. Its inductance in8ide screen exactly
matched to that of the
" Square Peak " Coil to
ensure perfect ganging.
Complete with extension
rods for coupling the
switch to that of the
"Square Peak" Coil. List
No. BP6. 8/6
tNew Model BPR, with terminals
instead of S\Vitch, !>ame price.)

AJL"..:rtisr.:i::t:nt ,)fO/i. 'er Pdl C'ontrol Lttl., f..:.ingsu;ay !-louse, JOJ Kingswuy, London, \V.C.2

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A. W." to Advertisers
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The new range of Varley components.
Recommended by the leading technical
~

journals in the strongest terms.

Care-

fully designed in every detail and made
with the most scrupulous care.
VOLUME CONTROL
Two or mor~ maY be- ganged
together and controlled by- a
siitgle knob.
Valuf's: 25,000,
50,(t00, and 250,000 ohms.
Price 6/6 €aeh.
GANGING EQUIPMENT
To gang two eontrols.
Price 1:- per set.

The

standard of quality and workmanship,
POPULAR
RESISTANCE
Spiral wire-wound. Yalues from .
5,(Kl0 to 300,000 ohms.
}Jrices (without Universal hol-

ders), 1;6 to 4/- each.
UNIVERSAL HOLDER
Price 1/6

VARLEY'S standard •..• yet selling
at these amazingly low prices !
Time is always short at exhibitions, so
make a bee-line for the "Square Peak''
Stand.

Whatever you do be sure tc

see these new Va~ley components, the
"Square Peak, coils, and the amazing

THERMAL DELAY SWITCH
Specially designed for use with
Osram G.tJ.l rectifier. Allows
filament to be run for dE'sired
1 minute before automatically
switching on the anode current.
Heater circuit, 4 volts, and is
eotmected across the G.U.l
filament.
Price 1216

new "Square Peak, Mains Receivers

~:::::::::::~b::

SPAGHETTI RESISTANCE
Twenty-two values, IOU to
100,000 ohms. Prices 6d. tol/6
"TAG" RESISTANCE
Same values, wire \'wund, compact. Can be soldered direct to
wiri
Prices 1 1- to 2/ ...

and Radiograms.

Write for the new Varley Catalogues

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Promf)t Attention
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"SAY 99·: .. and
STAND

q::;
OLYMPIA

see
the woOblq · valve/.

Giant sprung valves, gently swaying to and fro .... look
out for them on Stand 99 at Olympia.
You need not examine them, they stand for the Benjamin
system of supporting valves in sprung holders so as to
damp out shocks and protect sensitive filaments from
premature loss of emission.

just let these wobbly valve holders remind you that these same Ben jam in valve holders have literally sold in millions, that they are to-day as
at any time in the past five years outstanding the most popular valve
holders made, that they are the only valve holders used by those who
know the wisdom of protecting their valves from shock or jar.
--~-

------------ ---

lbliiJ"W~N

The Name is Benjamin and the Stand Number is 99

The Benjamin Electric Ltd., Tariff Road, Tottenham, N.17.

To Ensure Speedy Dellvery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers

Tottenham 1500
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LOUD-SPEAKERS
UNITS & CHASSIS

·MoToR SUPER UNIT S.B
This new MoToR balanced-armature unit is a
revelation in clarity, tone,
purity, and power; It is
unapproached for superb
workmanship at a more
than reasonable price.

2 3/6

OUR set gets the programmes you want
to hear, but your loud-speaker determines
WHAT you hear. The quality of speech
or :music can be no better than your loudspeaker permits, and experts are agreed that it
can be no better than the rich and realistic
reproduction ofthe new 1932 MoToR barancedar~ature Loud-speaker Units.
Unlimited research facilities and vast resources combined with persistent striving after
the:ideal in sound reproduction, have produced
a range of MoToR Units that set up a new conception of loud-speaker excellence, new high

Y

standards of pure tonal quality, of rich and
undistorted volume, of vivid realism that
fascinates and even thrills the most critically
sensitive ear.
Three new MoToR Units and three corresponding Chassis assemblies are designed and
priced each to afford the finest loud-speaker
value in its class. Each is double-tapped and
provided with two pairs of terminals so as to
ensure best results with YOUR output valve ;
handling immense power without overloading,
tremendous volume without the slightest trace
of chatter or distortion. High notes are sweet
and clear, bass notes rich and full, speech just
natural and easy to hear.
The five new MoToR Cabinet Speakers
combine the superlative qualities of MoToR
Units with the dignified and exquisite charm
of Caucasian Walnut Cabinets accurately and
scientifically proportioned for the best acoustic
properties.
See and hear these new wonder MoToR
loud-speakers at your radio dealer's and ask for
the complete MoToR catalogue. In case of
difficulty only, send the name of your nearest
dealer to:-

MoToR

SUPER POWER
UNIT S.9

3 5I

This is the masterpiece of all balanced armature units. Double powerful
1nagnets, super sensitive adjustment, an.d amazing in its
•
punch and nch tonal· quality.
.

TEKADE Radio & Electric LTD.
147 FARRINGDON ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1

MoToR
LOUD-SPEAKERS

Telephone: Clerkenwell 2486.
Northern Wholesale Distributors: L. KREMNER, LTD.,
2 Bradshaw Street, Manchester; HARD MAN <.1 CO.,
LTD., The Baum, Yorkshire Street, Rochdale; 61 Bridge
Street, Manchester.: 12 Back Lord Street, Blackpool;
25 Trinity Street, Leeds,
Agent for Scotland :-R. G. J. NISBET, lJ2 Renfrew
Street, Glasgow, c.z.
West of England :-BRUNWEC, LTD., 28 Cumberland
Street, St. Paul's, Bristol.

The "Beta," at 47/6, is typical of the
value and the disti.n.cti ve beautv of the
five cabinets in the nc\V 1\1oToR
range, each proportioned after exhaustive tCsts for the best aco.ustic
properties.
MoToR CHASSIS Model C88
fitted with SS unit
43/8
MoToR CHASSIS Model C46
(S4unlt)
•
•
•
•
• 47/8
MoToR CHASSIS Model C99
{S9unlt)
•
58/(as Illustrated)

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt. Attention
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ALL BAKE LITE
ELIMINATOR

20M.A.
OUTPUT

2

60!.

Variable Wire Wound Resistances
0/120, and I Fixed I 20 volts.

MODEL A. C. I A.
20 m.a. output and trickle charger

. 80'-

DE-LUXE
MODELS
A.C.2
30 m.a. output

D.C.
MODELS

80'-

A.C.3
30 m.a. output and
trickle charger

A.C.4
30ma. G.B.I!-16v.

A.C.5
30 m.a. G.B. and
trickle charger

£5

D.C.I
30 m.a. output

£S

27f6

D.C.2

30 ~.a. 2 variable
tappmgs

.1)6

42'-

All de luxe models are fitted with 2 variable tappings,
4 v. raw A.C., I fixed max. ISO volts.

al;l

NIGHTINGALE S.G.3 KIT
ALL .BAKE LITE
CABINET
19" X 8" X 9"

£3.15.0
As illustrated
Less valves

Ganged Extenser
Condenser

With valves

Automatic Long and
Short-wave Switch

I

SEE US ON STAND No. 12
OLYMPIA

BULLPHONE

RADIO

BARKINGSIDE, ESSEX
You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning

I

PRODUCTS
Phone: Chigwell

~'A. W."

to Advertisers

162
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CHANGE
FOR THE

8 ETTE R

-change to
MAZDA
If you can't get that station you want-change to
Mazda. If you need a little more selectivitychange to Mazda. "Amazing" was the original
verdict-and amazing still they are. There is exactly
the valve for your purpose in the Mazda range. Ask
your dealer for Mazda valves and see that you get them.

THE AMAZING

STAND No.

21

.,.HE
•

~

BRITISH

VALVES

The Edison Swan Electric Co. Ltd.

Don't Forget

to

~
V

155 Charing Cross

Sav That You Saw it itt ..A.w:•

NATIONAl
RADIO
EXHIBITION.
OLYMPIAi

Road~..·~::~::~··:~~~~
V.l31
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11

GRAHAM
FARISA

n

LTD.

BROMLEY

••
••
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KENT

GRAHAM FARISH "LITLOS"
VARIABLE CONDENSER
A solid dielectric tuning eon·
denser, withlogmidlinccapacity
variation. With knob. )lade in
capaeities .0001 mfd.,
•0003mfd., and .0005
•

2/

mfd.

l'rice

GRAHAM FARISH "LITLOS"
DIFFERENTIAL CONDENSER
Similar to the tuning condenser
but with two sets of fixed vane",
each side being accurately
matched. Complete with knob.
Capacities, .0001,
.00015, and .0003
•
rufd.
11 rice

GRAHAM FARISH "SNAP" SPEAKER
UNIT
A marvellous production at the price •
Powerful cobalt magnet gives seiMitivity
aml the unit handl€':5 large outputs.
Bakelite cased and complete
with reed.
!'rice

5/6

2/

GRAHAM FARISH FLEXIBLE
RESISTANCE LINKS
rhrome wire wound, accurate and
wdl within their rating:5. All sizes from:
1,000 ohms to 20,000 ohms
23,000 ohms to 100,000
•
ohms, 1/6
~ickel

GRAHAM
GRAHAM
FARISH
FIXED
CONDENSERS
Complete rauge of capacitie~,
upright or flat mounting. Regis-.
tcred design No. 723271 and
tested on 750 volts D.C.
.00005 mfd. to .002 mfd •
•003 mfd. to .006 mfd.
1/·
,007 mfd. to .01 mfd.
1/8

64.

FARISH VOLUME
OONTROL
Potentiometer type for pick·up
or any grid circ'Uit control.
Finely graduated, with smoojJJ.

~.~~ g~~;· ;;~;x.
Pnce

3/6

32/&

9d.

1od-

·

. GRAitAM FARISH PICK-UP
TONE ARM UNIT
Extraordinary large output, with even
balance. Moulded in walnut or mahogany
in ~wdern design.
Ballbeanng p1vots,
l'nce

GRAHAM FARISH KONE KAP
GRID LEAKS
A good carbon type Grid Leak.
Fits all condeneers and
holders. ~Jade in 1, 2, 3, 4,
and 5 megohn1s.
Price

GRAHAM FARISH STANDARD
.
GRID 'LEAKS
Counterpart of above, but fitted
with terminal ends for
su.rc contAct.
Price

1/

GRAHAM FARISH HOLDERS
Suitable for all resistances,
l:pfight or horizontal
mouuting,
Price

6d.

GRAHAM FARISH
AUDION R.C. UNIT

GRAH AM

FAR ISH
AUDION
L.F.
CHOKES

GRAHAM
FAR ISH
PRE-SET
CONDENSER
Popular capacities coyering all
requirements.
F. ·000005 to
.0001 mfd.
J.
.000025 to
.0003 mfrl.
.0002 to
.001 mfd.
H. .OOltol/6
~~~ mfd.

Another popular line reduced in
prier. Incorporates "Ollmite••
(100.000 ohms) and '')Iegite'" (:!
meg.) resistan('Cl3 on base with
sealer! )IJC.\ con·
den~:>l'r
of correct
capacity,
!,rice

4/6

A range of
chokeR covering
all L.~'. requirements and
including;
~moothin~

chokes.
.:?5 henry 15 mil-

litnupereti

Price

10/6

henry 20 mil~
liamperc" 15/·
30 henry jQ milliampere8 20/·
~3

0

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A, W." to Advertisers

GRAHAM FARISH MULTI·
WAVE H.F. CHOKE
Specially dc~igned Choke for all
radio!reqnendes between 50 and
J.llOO metre•.
Impedance at
4o0 metres, 1!7,000
ohm~. Complete with
ho!Uer.
!)rice

4/6

SEPTEMBER 19, 1931
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Use our Post Free Mail Order Service if your DeJ.ler does. not Stock

GRAHAM FARISH H.F. CHOKE
Of new desi~n. thi~ ehoke coven;
medium aud long broad('ast wav€'~
lengths. D.U.rcsistancr 1 400 ohms.
l)riee

2/-

GRAHAM FARISH PUSH·PULL
SWITCH
value. I)osit.in~ contart with snap action. Will !'ive
1-'ati;;.;faetion for :\'ears.
:;elf~
clcuning cont.cts:
I' rice
]~xreptional

ao.

THE GRAHAM FARISH "AMAZING" SPEAKER
JlPrtHnm·nt eobalt nwgnrt system of gn·at powrr. The
piston mon•mrnt COli{' giyrs rrmarka blr sensitivity at all
fit>'lUPiwies and C'IlBtucs n fidelity of tone value unsurpa~~Pd by any. The cabinet work is second to none and
eau br ~upplipd in oak, mahogany,
or walnut at the 8~uue pri~e. !'rice
•

42/

GRAHAM FARISH
ANTIMICROPHONIC
HOLDER
Beautifully sprung with
spring contacts, 1mre
grip. ~asy
withdrawt\1.
l'rice

go.

GRAHAM I' ARISH COUPLING UNIT
A eomplet(• H.F. coupling: unit incorporating
the" ~lultiwave" H.F. choke and" llieglte ••
grid leak, mounted on Lmsc, with
sealrd coudem;cr.
!)rice

5/6

G R·A H A M F A R 18 H
A.C .• 4 CHASSIS
SPEAKER
Incorporating powerful
and setL';itivr mot.or.
with sperial waterproof
fabric conE' of new
desi~n. Aluminium
hou~i.ng

3/6

rrire

GRAHAM FARISH "SNAP" L.F.
TRANSFORMER AND CHOKE
A rrmnrkable transformer of ;;.;mall sizp-g:iVE'fi
in trur stage gain at hil!h and low frt:'qm•ncip:-;, ('!'preinlly
when mt>d in conjnnc·tion with thf' "Snap" l .. F. Choke Pri<'eo
ill parallelfeedfollowingdrtector ntln·.
Transfornwr-3 : 1, 5 : 1
...
"1:\nap" L.F. Choke
5,'·

21/-

· finishrd

frosted l•laek.
:Pnce

GRAHAM FARISH AERIAL
CAPACITY UNIT
A continuously variable eondens('r
for serif'S arrial ronneetion. eon~
venien~ly nrrangrd for
mountmg.

5/6

GRAHAM FARISH PICK-UP
Of simil:u internal design to the

22/6

Pkk-upand Tone Arm Unit., but

withoutann,for easy
connection to existi.ng

t.one arm.

GRAHAM FARISH OHMITES AND MEGITEa
A _popular re~istan('e for all grrwral
pnrpOl!es. "]letter than Wire 'Yound."
All ntlues from 300 ohms to 5 ml"goln~u;:.
Jlnce

1/6

~

GRAHAM FARISH HEAVY DUTY OHMITE
\YhPre. the required tUIT<'nt is too high for the
ohmitc resi.F:trmre u~c thf' hf'nvy duty
typr. All values from 300 oh1~1s _to
U mrgohm::..
l'nce

2/3

rnre

32 AT OLYMPIA ••
••willSTAND
have a complete range of our Radio Components.
We shall be there to answer your questions. You will
have an opportunity of seeing the quality of Graham
Farish components. Our eleven years' experience of
component manufacture has enabled us to give you tiptop quality at _rock-bottom prices. This is our invitation-we shall be pleased to see you at Olympia.

Please mention "A.W." when Corresponding with Advertisers
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Hl(iH IPOWim OIJIIliJI
1¥&l~ll

The four new Tungsrmn High Power Output Yalves, P4H, P430,
P460. and 1'4100, are particularly useful to constructors of grarno·
phone amplifiers '"''here immense volume is required~
Using these four types, an undistortcd output. of the amplifier ranging
from 500 to 4,500 milliwat.ts tan be obtained, The filaments can be
operated from a 4-volt accumulator., or from the secondary winding
oi a suitable transformer.
P414., P430.., and P460 are suitable for operation at an anode voltage
of 200.. 2.)0., and 220 volts respectively.. The anode c.urrent consumptiOn is 18., 25, and 50 m/A r~peetively at grid bias volt ages of
20., 2i'>, and 3o volts.. P4100 can be operated at an anodo voltage of
400 volts,, the grid bias at. this voltag~ being 35 mJA and it consumes
301 n;/A. It has an undistorted output of 4,500 milliwatts, By con·
necting t\vg or ruorl" valves in push~pull or parallel.. even greater output can be obtained. Write for further particular• to Dept. S.T.4.
Prices: P414, 8/-; P43Q, 11./·; P46Q, 16. •;; P4100., 17/.., Other
types lrom ~/6 to 19,'~
•rungsram Barium Valves are manufacture:d under one or more. of the
following British patents;; ~81),762., it\9,,763.~ al1,705, and ~13,151.

TUNGSRAM ELECTRIC LAMPWORKS(Gt.Britain)Ltd.
Radio Department, Commerce House, 72 Oxford Street, London., W.1.
C)Iakers of the famous Tungsram b'Iectric Lam;p•
Birmingham, Bristol, Cardiff., Glasgow,
castle, Nottingham Southampton..

Leed~

Mancb.estcr, K cw-

1,

Lamp, Yalve., and Glass Factories in Austria, Czechos1ovak1a,
Hungary., Italy., and Poland.
I.F..S. Organisatio~, Tungsrurn Lam_pE & Radio., Ltd.~ ll -Burglll
Qllll,y,, .Dublin.
T.nngsram Photo Electrit· Cell>:: Nava "E~ (for scientifi:. measur.cment) £2 17~. 6d.. :; "Sa\""a "Jt" red sensitive eell (for colour matching
devic~sl, £$ 3•.. Od.. ;; .Nava "'EH~ (for talkie work;), £3 13!\. 6d.

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W!•
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New Ekeo Power Units.

&

•

a trimnph over aD previous standards
EKCO-leading specialists in All-Electric
Radio- introduce their unique range of
1931-32 Power Units . . . surpassing all
previous achievements. Wonderfully compact ..• triumphs of efficiency ..• housed
in beautifully designed bronze-metal
cabinets • • • embodying unique features
• • . combining highest efficiency with
greatest simplicity.
Immediately adjustable fer different output
voltages by a method which eliminates all
variable reslstances and their attendant defects.
Adjustable to every type of receiver and valve.
All the controls compactly arranged, readily
accessible, clearly marked. Cleverly recessed,
too, so that they do not protrude above the
surface of the cabinet. Measuring 9 in. by 5 in.
by 3~ in .••• ideal for portable sets •.. and
for all o.ther receivers.
Banish all battery
worries, renewals and expenses for evel' •.. and
give you better radio . . . permanently , •. for
only a few pence a month.

EKCO NEW H.T. UNITS
Model
Mode!
Model
Model

(For A.C. Mains)
A.C.l2 for 1 to 3 valve sets (12 m{a
A.C.l8 for 1 to 5 valve sets (18 m{a
A.C,25 for multi-valve sets (25 m{a
D.C.15/25 for D.C. Mains (15 or ~5 m(a

output)
output)
output)
output)

£2 15 0
£3 7 6
£3 17 6
£1 19 6

EKCO NEW. COMBINED
H.T. AND L.T. CHARGER UNITS
(For A.C. Mains. Supply H.T. and also keep your accumulator
constantly charged).
Model K.l2 for 1 to 3 valve sets (12 m{a output)
£3 19 6
Model K.l8 for 1 to 5 valve sets (18 m/a output)
£4 12 6
Model K.25 for multi - valve sets (25 m/a output)
£5 7 6

All obtainable on EASY PAYMENT
TERMS from as little as 3/8 per month!
Worth knowing more about I Post coupon now for full details.

·-------------------------------------------------·-------To E. K. Cole, Ltd., Dept. K.ll, EKCO Works, Soutrn,nd-on-Sea.
Please send me full descriptions of l:KCO Power Units \\ith v. htch I can
fimsh \\tth batteries for e\"Pr awl obtam permanently perfect racho at a cost
of only a fe\\' pence a month.
·
Nan1e ............................................................................................... .

ALL-ELECTRIC
'. POWE UNITS

AJdrrss ........................... .
(If you require details of Easy Payment Terms put a cross here ......... }

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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~onvert

your

SUPER ".
~(' 1931 ETHER SEARCHER"
(1('1931 BRITAIN'S FAVOURITE 3"
~~CENTURY

TO AN AUTOMATI~ RECORD . CHANGING
RADIO-GRAMOPHONE OR AN ARMCHAIR·
~ONTROLLED RADIO-GRAMOPHONE
In a handsome walnut
cabinet of compact design
is fitted the new "His
Master's Voice" automatic
record changing mechan·
ism, pick-up and volume
control. By connecting
it to your radio teceiver
eight, 10 or 12 inch
records (unmixed) may be
played at one loading or
a single record repeated
up to eight times. A unit
you have been waiting
years for. A.C. or D.C.
Model 117.

The new "His Master's
Voice" pick-up, volume
control, electric turntable
motor and automatic start
and stop, housed in an oak
cabinet of pleasing design.
By connecting it to a
loudspeaker
radio • re·
ceiver records may be
played from one's arm·
chair.
Interchangeable
resistances may be clipped
in to the volume control
to match the pick-up to
any radio receiver. A.C.
or D.C. Model 116.

Price 18 guineas

Price 10 guineas

NEW
RADIO

~~HIS

A~~ESSORIES

i

·~'·-----·--··-·

MASTER!S VOICE !1!1
FOR THE RADIO EXPERIMENTER

This pick-up is similar
to the one fitted to
all our new instru•
ments. It can be at•
tached easily to any
type of tone-arm and

A permanent magnet
moving-coil loud•
speaker in an arched
walnut cabinet of at·
tractive design. It is
extremelysensitive and

is supplied complete with a
logarithmic volume control
and connecting leads. The
weight of the pick-up is 5~
ozs.; it has an input of over
1 volt R.M.S., and a D.C.
Resistance of 6.000 ohms.

willhandleuptoJwattswithout difficulty. A universal
input transformer incorpor~
ated in the instrument
enables it to be matched to
receivers with triode, pent.ode or :push pull output.

2 gns.

Price 5 guineas

Price Complete

~See

all the ne'w ~~His Master's Voice " Models at the ~~His Master's
Voice Modern Hall of Music," opposite Olympia, September 18th-26th.
Admission free. Special measuring apparatus designed in the ~~His Master's
Voice " Research Laboratory will · be shown publicly for the first time.

"BisHaste:rSVOiei
7he Gramophone Co. Ltd., London, W.1.

To Ensure Speedy Delivery. Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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formulation of a new plan of wavelength
OLYMPIA-~AND "A.W."
ELL, here is the first of the Special distribution to take the place of the out-ofBumper Show Kumbers of AMATEFR date Prague plan now in operation.
\YIRELESS, and the largest issue ever to he
GERMAN OPPOSITION
published. A wonderful three-pennyworth.
HE idea of a Lugano plan or some other
isn't it? There is no need for us to blow
plan implying a gn'ater separation than
our own trumpets and detail the contents. 9 kilocycles between adjacent high-power
Go through the pages for yourself and see stations is opposed by the German post
the full Olympia report, the particulars of office and Rundfunk organisation. The
our new set for Olympia, the "Olympian German attitude is that it is better to leave
Three," the new "Amatf'ur's Linen Spea- the present wavelengths alone than to sacriker," and many other good things.
fice wavelengths in an endeavour to obtain
wider frequency separation. \Ve hope the
SEEING THE SHOW
Germans will be overruled in this matter,
HE Show opens to-morrow, Friday,
for however many wavelengths one may
September r8, and full details of
have in theory, the present practice ~hows
Olympia, time~. prices of admission, and so
that practically all wavelengths are mution are given on the first page of our detailed
lated.
Show Report, page 392.
THE ECONOMY CUT
MEETING IN ROME
E now ha;·~ some inside f~cts abo~t
s a preparation for the meeting of the
the B.B.( . s fight for ex1stence m
International Broadcasting Union in opposing the drastic cut in reven~te sugRome on October I 4, the Technical Com- gested by the .May Report. It may surprise
mission is now considering ways and means readers to know that the amount of the
at Brussels. It_ is hoped that, following the proposed cut entertained in some quarters
Rome meeting, when the proposals of the was no less than half a million pounds.
Technical Commission will be discussed, a There was even a suggestion that threesequel will be a meeting between the quarters of a million would not be too much
broadcasters and administrations of Europe. of a cut.
LUGANO PLAN ?
B.B.C. SELLING TIME
F the B.B.C.'s highest hopes are realised,
S the Treasury was asked to regard the
the Lugano meeting may result in the
whole of the B.B.C. revenue as a tas on

W

T

T

A

W

I

A

Olympia, the Mecca of radio
"fans" while the National
Radio Exhibition is open
from September 18 to 26.
Read all about the Show
in this issue

ASSISTANT EDITOR:

H. CORBISHLEY.

receiving apparatus and not necessarily as
payment for programmes, it was suggested
that the B.B.C. had no real right to any of
the money. The suggestion was seriously
considered by a certain section of the
Treasury that the B.B.C. should be
deprived of its present source of revenue
and should pay for its programmes with
money made out of selling broadcast time
to advertisers !

A FUTURE POSSIBILITY
S things have turned out, the B.B.C.
will not have to commercialise itself.
But the idea of selling time has been merely
postponed for two years, when there is quite
a possibility of a drastic change in the
B.B.C.'s mode of existence. During the
last two or three weeks we have been much
nearer to advertised broadcasting than
any of us could possibly have imagined.

A

SEVERE CUT
HE cut in the B.B.C. 's revenue now
decided upon by the Treasury is severe
but not crippling. Everything in the
B.B.C. service is to be scaled down, but
nothing essential is to be impaired.
Broadcasting House will certainly suffer
from the economies.
The furnishing
scheines will have to be simplified. \Ye
understand that the cut will be· about
ro per cent. of the B.B.C.'s present licence
revenue.

T

~IIUllmr w~
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[NEWS·&· G,OSSIP·oFTHE·WEEK
B.B.C. 's CASE
is to tell the story of his escape, was in
HE B.B.C. takes the attitude that the charge of a landing party on Direction
May Committee have no right to touch Islan.J when the Emdm was attacked.
the B.B.C., since it is not a Government
BEATING THE POLICE
Department, but a Corporation working
under Royal Charter. \Ye believe that the ~~ _-\merica efforts are bt>ing .made to
efforts of Sir John Reith and l\Ir. \Vhiteley,
check criminals by means
wirelessthe Chairman of the B.B.C., were largely equipped police cars controlled by a headresponsible for saving the B.B.C. from quarters broadcasting station. Bnt trouble
- - - - - - - - · · - - - - - - i~ experienced from enthusiastic radio fans,
who pick up the calls
and arrive in their cars
at the scene of the latest
crime a·; soon as the
police. That is one of
the interesting d isclosures made in a
fiye - page illu~trated
article dealing '"it h
radio and crime that
appean in the October
Wireless .llaga:i11e.

T

A SECOND BUMPER
SHOW NUMBER I

of

FREE STATION
LOG
HIS particul<lr
i~sue of
Wirclcs.s
Jlaga:ine lit is pubA rear
Jished on Friday, St>pview of the
tember r8) is the Jarcr__ est
" Olympian Three,''
··
"A. w. 's" fine new set
yet puhli'3hed. Our .. big
for the Exhibition. See this
brother" has made great
on our Stand 71 at Olympia.
strides during the past
·----·-··-··-··-··-······-··----·-··-·-·······---··-·-··-·-··"'""""'"'- year and is now the nn<:ommercialisation or from a crippling of the disputed leader in its field. Each copy of the
Hf'gional Scheme.
Autumn Double ~umber contains a freegift station log that \Yill be of Yalue to ewry
AFTER OLYMPIA
listener and there is a "key to the circuit
FTER the Olympia Show comes the diagram" for the benefit of beginner~.
1\orthern ~ati01wl Radio Exhibition Better get a copy, only J.S.--and the he:0t
in the City Hall, Deansgate, Manchester. shillings\Yorth in radio !
fhis runs from October 7 to I] and is of
FOR THE SHORT-WAVER
;utstanding interest to all ~orthem lis--.HE priYate Portugneoc transn.littin~;
tener~.
station CTIAA is now operating on a
B.B.C. 's NEW MEDIUM
JSTE'l'\ERS who crave to see their
fa...-ourite radio folk in the flesh, so to
'peak, will haYe an opportunity when the
H.B.C.'s annual S\vim.ming gala takes place
m September 23 at the .:\Iarshall Street
tJaths, Regent Street. :\!embers of the
Military Band will be in the water as well as
In the studio at WGBS,
Derek :\IcCulloch as :\!aster of Ceremonies.
one of the New York
stations w h i c h give
THE OPERA SEASON
television broadcasts.
--.HE coming sea~on of opera in Engli:;h
To right and left of the
at the Covent Garden Opera House is
microphone and artiste
the first to be held there for many years.
are the photo-electric
The season opens 011 September q and the
cells, while the scanB. B. C. will relay excerpts from many of the
ning light source can
thirteen operas to he performed. \Yith one
be seen through the
exception, the artistes taking part are all
small
window of the
British, and many of them are well 1.-nown
Control Room. These
to listeners.
television broadcasts
ANOTHER " ESCAPE "
are relayed through
W2XR, a station often
~?THEI~, thril!ing i~stalment in the
heard by DX enthusiEscape· senal will be heard on
asts
September 26. This episode will deal with
the Emden, the German warship that was
eventually sunk by the Australian cruiser
Sydney, after the former had captured or
sunk fifteen ships within two or three
months. Kapitanleutnant von Mflcke. who

T
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!-Continued

week's issue of "A.W." will
N EXT
be a second Bumper Show Number,
extra large and full of good features.
There will be for the interest of Showgoers a description of the outstanding
exhibits, and all the new sets and
components will be dealt with. Constructional notes for the " Olympian
Three " and the " Amateur's Linendiaphragm Loud-speaker " will attract
home constructors, and listeners will
find many special articles and features.

USUAL PRICE 3d.

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW
wavelength of 2<)1 metres and with a power
uf 2 kilmYatts, says a Philips Special Correspondent. Eegular transmissions take place
on :\Iomlays, \Yednt:sdctys, and Saturdays,
from ro.2o p.m.-r 2.20 a. m. On Thursdays, there are short-wave transmissions
(wavelength .p.<J metres) which are
announced in five languages-Portuguese,
French, Engli~h, German, Italian. ShortwaYe cnthuciasts should try for this.

A WADE PLAY
HlLlP \\'ADE is known to all listeners
to the programmes emanating from
the Productions Department of the B.B.C.
As a broadcast actor he has appeared before
the microphone on many occasions. He
has now turned his attention to the writing
of plays and ,;ketches for broadcasting and
listeners \Yill hear a "iketch by l\Ir. \\·ade
called .Yc.d to G·Jdliwss on September 21.

P
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Make sure you see everything ! This impression of Olympia shows how the .exhibits are arranged in the National and Empire
Halls. Study this in conjunction with the detailed floor-plans given in our Exhibition Report, starting on page 392.
HE National Radio Exhibition at Olympia special rates.
Provided application is made facturers' Association in advancE'.
opens its door3 on FridaY, September t 8- before actual admission is desired, pat ties
Olympia is within easy reach of all Lonthis·time an even bigger exhibition than bdorc. of 12 to rg members are admitted for one doners, being served by many bus routes from
the \Yest End, and also bv the
The new Empire Hall is included
Metropolitan and Underground
this year in "·hat is the tenth
Railways. Motorists should note
Radio Exhibition sincP the start
that there is a large car park
of broadcasting and the fourth
under RA.C supervision in
held under the auspices of the
See the AMATEUR WIRELESS and WIRELESS
Korth End Road.
Radio Manufacturers' Association.
MAGAZINE
Stand
first.
Come
and
see
the
latest
In the Complete GujdE' to
The pictorial diagram above shows
"A.W.', and "W.M.', sets actually in the making, and
the Exhibition, which commencE's
the positions of the Exhibition
on page 392, you will find,
Halls and will prove a help in
make a detailed inspection of the "Olympian Three,
in numerical order of stands,
locating any particular portion
described in the centre pages of this issue. There is
a detailed description of the
of the show.
a
representative
selection
of
full-size
blueprints
and
sets and components shown by
The ex-hibition is open daily
handbooks to help set buyers and· set builders.
leading manufacturers. On page
from II a.m. till 10 p.m. and
393 of tllis Exhibition Report
runs from Friday, September
You can't miss our Stand, See it first.
also is a complete list of the
18, till Saturday, September 26
exhibitors in alphabetical order.
---eight days chock full of interest
to radio fans. The price of admission each shilling each, 'Yhile for parties of 20 and over
Use
"Amateur
Wireless'' as
day is IS. 6d., but there are special arrange- there is a special rate of gd. each. Applicaments whereby parties may be admitted at tion should be made to the Radio 1\Ianu- your Show Guide.

T

OUR STAND-71
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THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO THE EXHIBITION COMMENCES ON PAGE 392
•

•
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liNIN
IPIAKIRwiTn MANY lllTAIL IMPROYfMfNTl
Constructional details of an improved type of linen speaker
which is simple to construct and gives remarkable
reproduction over the whole frequency scale
one takes advantage of the
produced by adequate

period~

l-I

ERE is the new "Amateur's Linen

Speaker.''
The "A.W." Technical Staff produced
linen-diaphragm speakers way back in 191.7
and instruments of this type and also doped
paper diaphragm speakers are well-known
to old readers of AMATE<.:R \VrRELESS.
New readers will :not be so well acquainted
with the theory of this type of speaker
though, unless they have friends owning a
linen instrument, and may not know of the
exceptionally fine reproduction that these
give.
" There is a special reason for the good
reproduction. In a linen speaker there is a
single diaphragm of high-quality linen
which is stretched at considerable tension,
and the natural tension of which is increased by "doping" the strands of the
linen with a special preparation.

tensioning.
The theory is simple. The actual design
and the arrangement of dimensions are not
so straightforward though the construction
is simple.

Special Features
For this new "Amateur's Linen Speaker"
the Technical Staff has tried several models,
several methods of tensioning, and very
many sizes and types of diaphragm. Not
only is the size of the main diaphragm of
great importance, but the special quality of
the linen used and the amount of ''doping''
done affect the tone.
In these initial laboratory experiments,

A Single Diaphragm
The diaphragm is tensioned on one side
by means of a second support which does
not in any way act as a diaphragm, or affect
the resonance, apart from stretching the
main diaphragm so that naturally the
latter emits a drum-like note when tapped
with the finger.
The driving-rod of the speaker movement
is connected by means of a solidly constructed chuck device at the centre of the
diaphragm (solid construction is necessary
because of the considerable Yibration of the
diaphragm centre) and this imparts the
movements of the unit to the diaphragm.
The natural tension of the whole of the
moving parts of the speaker is readily
adjustable and at the same time, all fixing
screws are damped to prevent undesirable
resonances. The peculiar construction of
the diaphragm results in the speaker having
a fine deep tone and, in fact, many users of
linen speakers prefer the natural tone to
that of a moving-coil speaker, because the
high notes are very well maintained with
the linen diaphragm, despite the preponderance of "lows."
So far, you see, the theory of the speaker is simple and differs only from that of
an ordinary free-edge cone in that with this
type one relies on the natural unrestricted
vibration of the cone, whereas with a linen

•

too, many good diaphragms are strained
and even damaged by accidental overtensioning, because one has over-estimated
the strength of the linen. But in this final
design all snag'> have been overcome and if
you make up the new '"Amateur's Linen
Speaker " with the material specified and
exactly according to size, then you ·will
have no trouble in getting good results and
you will not damage the diaphragm or the
mechanism of the speaker unit. The main
components needed will b2 obvious from
an inspection of the scale drawing.

The Diaphragm
The big diaphragm is made up on a 7-ply
board measuring 24 in. by .!.4 in., and a
z.o-in. diameter hole must he cut in the
centre. This can be marked out by drawing diagonal lines to find the exact centre of
the z-ft. square board and improvising a
pair of compasses out of a piece of string
and two nails.
One nail should be lightly tapped into th€
centre of the board and the string .->ecured
to it. At a distance of ro in. the string
should be twisted round the other nail and
the 20-in. circle can thus be scribed.
The next job is to cut this out with a
fretsaw. ·with the 7-ply wood used this is
fairly easy, but it is well worth taking time
to get a nice circular edge. In any case,
this is the most difficult part-if such you
can call it-of the constructional work, and
all the rest is plain sailing.

The Frame

· This picture shows the front of the speaker
which lends itself to decorative treatment,
or it may be enclosed in a cabinet
A LIST OF FULL-SIZE BLUEPRINTS
OF "A.W." AND "W.M." SETS
APPEARS ON PAGE 484

The small scale layout is a great help and
from this you can measure off the dimensions of the wooden supports and back
pieces, but a large blueprint has been prepared for this speaker and can be obtained,
price rs., post fret', from the Blueprint
Department of Al\1:\TEn~ \\'IRELESS, s8-6r
Fetter Lane, London, E.C+
This is much more useful even than the
scale layout, which is given as large as pos.
sible on next page. From it you can mea;:ure
off direct the sizes of the various supports
and of the wooden frame for the tensioning
cross-piece.
Two supports for the tensioning device
are required, measuring 24 in. by 4 in. and
preferably cut with sloping ends, as shown.
fhe plywood support for the tensioning
cross-piece is ro in. square, and has a 7-in.
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A FINE SPEAKER YOU CAN MAKE YOURSELF
diameter hole. This is carried on two battens reasonably tightly at this initial stage.
The cross-piece of undoped linen should
on the 4-in. by :q-in. back supports.
The speaker unit itself is carried on a ·be cut to the size shown and stretched over
7-ply platform which should measure 10 in. the edges of the ro-in. square board. This,
too, should be securely glued and tacked.
Kow the 4-in. by 24-in. side-pieces can be
firmly screwed at opposite sides of the
24-in. square board, and the whole woodwork of the speaker may be loosely assembled, but at this stage the screws should not
be tightened down.

A rear view of the Amateur's speaker
showing the tensloning arrangements

Now, with the main
diaphragm set so that
it emits a dull thud
when tapped, but not
tensioned enough to
"ping," the doping
may be done.
One coating of dope
is sufficient with the
specially prepared linen. As the dope dries
it stretches the strands
Assembling
and a diaphragm
To strengthen the main diaphragm a very which "thuds" before
small circle of linen may be glued to it at the it is coated will emit
exact centre, but you must take the greatest a drum-like note after
care to see that a firm joint is made. The doping. Equal adjustspecial chuck may now be placed through ment of each of the
the centres of the diaphragm and tension- four thumscrews may
ing-piece and it should be tightened so that then be carried out,
there is no possibility of slackness arising tuning the diaphragm
between the moving parts after the speaker to the natural period
has been used for a while.
required to suit the
Assemble the woodwork, the diaphragm speaker unit.
and tensioning-piece so that there is no
A unit having a
actual tension between the cross-piece, and natural low tone rediaphragm and do not tighten up the screws quires the diaphragm
of the back supports until you are quite to be stretched more
sure that the h"o linen sections are mounted to a higher tone, and
concentrically, so that there is no side vice versa. The methstrain.
od of securing the unit
If you have followed the various dimen- to the back piece desions' accurately from the blueprint, the pends on the type
whole job should assemble in a central chosen. In any case This side view shows
of the
fashion and there should be no difficulty in make a firm job of the assembly
framework
getting the diaphragm and cross-piece con- securing the driving
centric.
rod to the universal joint in the chuck piece.

by about 3 in. For tensioning four window-sash type thumb screws are used.
These can be obtained from
anv hardware stores.
A
The holes for the four
tensioning thumb screws
should be drilled in the
10-in. board, a trifle smaller
than the actual diameter
of the bolts. A difference
of I /64-in. is enough to
make the bolts cut their
own thread in the wood.
The brass clamps on the
0
other side of the Io-in.
board are threaded, of
course, and these should be
screwed tightly to the
board.
Having rut all the wooden supports and the :w-in.
and 7-in. diameter holes in
the 7-ply wood, you can
start with the construction
of the diaphragm and tensioning cross-piece.
The
new special doped linen
supplied bv various manufacturers for this speaker
is best used.
One side of the 24-in.
by 24-in. board should be
thinly spread \Yith glue.
The linen may then be
stretched tightly over it in
e\-ery direction. turned
over on the four sides,
---If."------.---'¥~¥
glued on the turnovers,
BACK
A ElEYATifJN
SECTION (}(( iiA'
and tacked securelv. It is
very important to· get the
Working drawings of the "Amateur's Linen Speaker." A full-size blueprint which will be
linen stretched evenly and
helpful in construction is available, price 1/-

The Fourth National Radio Exhibition, organised by the
Radio Manufacturers' Association, opens on Friday, September 18, until September 26. The increased size of the present
exhibition is evidence of the remarkable progress that has
been made in the science of wireless during the past twelve
months and the flourishing state of the trade.
This issue of AMATEUR WIRELESS contains a Complete
Guide to the Show, including Floor Plans of the three
Stand I. William Dibben & Sons,
Ltd., St. Mary's Road, Southampton.
Here you will find the full range of
Monarch and Cromwell table-model
sets and radio gramophones. The
range has been considerably extended
since last year and you should make a
point of seeing the ganged circuits
incorporated in the very tine console
models.
Stand 2.
S. G. Brown, Ltd.,
Western Avenue, N. Acton, W.3.
Do not let your examination of the
new Brown speakers take up so
much time that you cannot inspect
the other Brown parts-useful pick·
ups for gramo-radio outfits and units
for home-constructed speakers. See,
too, the Microbox-a special type
of pick-up, which does not need an
amplifier.
Stand 3. Electrieal & Radio
Products, Ltd., Empire Works, Salfords, Redhill, Surrey.

The new A.C.-driven sets should be
seen here, the A355 table model and
the A365 pedestal model. These are
six-valvers, including the rectifier.
There are three screen-grid valves, one
S.G. stage being the detector. A local
station switch is a good feature and
a metal chassis in American style is
used throughout. This same chassis
is fitted in the type :\!455 radio
gramophone. Among the portables
are the P264, a four-valver with two
screen-grid stages; the P274; and the
P225, a five-valver, with two chokecoupled H.F. stages and two transformer-coupled low-frequency stages.

Stand 4. Marconiphone Co., Ltd.,
210 Tottenham Court Road, W.l.
The extensive range of Marconi·
phone sets must not be missed. These
include receivers of practically every
type, from small battery-driven table
models, to large all-electric consoles.
Marconiphone speakers, too, are
worthy of inspection. All-electric
models have been specialised in this
year and some of the latest sets represent the very zenith of 1932 pcrfec-

Exhibition Halls, a Pictorial Diagram of their situations,
Alphabetical List of Exhibitors and a Fully Illustrated
Complete Review of the Exhibits. Readers who, are unable
to visit the Exhibition will find it an invaluable record of the
latest developments. The next issue of AMATEUR WIRELESS
will be the SECOND SPECIAL SHOW NUMBER and will contain,
in addition to many interesting features, detailed descriptions
of exhibits of special novelty and notes on the trend of design.
tion. One-knob control is a feature
of 1nost sets.

Stand 5. L. McMichael, Ltd., Wexham Road, Slough, Bucks.
Mc:\Iichacl portables, console-type
sets and radio-gramophones should
be seen. The new station indicators
fitted to most sets are an outstanding
feature. The new radio gramophone
is well worth seeing and incorporates
many features which will make a
particular appeal to technical enthusiasts, while the ease of control of the
various ganged circuits is a technical
feature which will appeal to nontechnic.:~! users.
Stand 6 and 93. Ready Radio (R.R.)
Ltd., t 59 Borough High Street, S.E. t.
Ready Radio specialise in supplying complete Readi-Rad kits of parts
for home constructors and the service
offered is fullv demonstrated on this
Stand. There are several interesting
components of Readi-Rad manufacture which must be seen. Ready
· Radio, Ltd., have been pioneers in the
supply of kits of parts for super-hets,

such as the "Century Super," and
this t1rm also specialises in the manufacture of special components for
super-het
users, the Readi-Rad
frame aerial and coil and valve assembly strip being well known. Several
interesting new components have
been produced for 1932, such as the
tapped output choke, a Test Report
of which was given last week.
Stand 7. Columbia Graphophone
Co., Ltd., 92 Clerkenwell Road, E.C.t.
Two new radio-gran1ophones 6o2
and 603 respectively, have been
produced. The 6o2 is a three-valve
311-ekctric combination and the 603
is a four-valve ,-\.C. job with two
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One form of cabinet
available for the
Six-Sixty chassikit
One of the Harlie permanent-maAJOet speakers

A fine radio-gramo-

phone by R.I.

~mo~o~rW~
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VITAL DECISION
di~tates

1932 POLICY

START NOW
WITH THE

OIXMPM l
P.S.

For our second
full page announcement in

this isFU", see
Palle 471

PILOT AUTHOR•s KIT FOR THIS NEW SET
CHECK this list of parts with the Author's
specifications, photographs and diagrams on
pages 428-429.
£ s. d.
Three-ply wood pnnel 16" >: 8", nnd
7-ply baseboard. Hi" x 10" ...
. ..
2 6
1 d.B •. 0005-mfd.tripiP-g:an[!: eondensrr
. ..

9 6

reaction condt:nr.cr

4 0
4 6

with t:.low-motion dial

1 Lotus

.000;~-rnfd.

...

1 Sovereign GO.OOO-ohm potent.ionu•te.r
1 Varley Dn<'ll-ran.gc Square Peak

Aerial Coil, and Dual-range H.F.
Intf•rvah·(· Coil
...
...
. ..
1 Dubiller .04-mf<l. fixed roiHirllser. ..

1 Peto-Scott S.U.

YalYe S{'rt~('II

3 6
2

0

2 6

Telsen lJiuocnlar JLF. choke
.. .
5 0
Lissen .000~-mfd. fixed (•ondensers .. .
3 0
Ready Radio grid-lenk holder
6
Dubilier 2-mf:'~.C grid leak
1 9
Busco filament Rwitrh
1 3
Ready Radio high~freqnency (·hol,;e
4 6
Telsen low-fn•t.tm•ney transformer,
8 6
ratio 7-1
...
...
...
. ..
1 Formo condenF-er hank emnprising
two 2-rnfd. and two 1-mftl. fixed
rondcnfiers
.. .
. ..
. ..
9 6
2 Lewcos lli,OOO-ohm. I wo 20,000-ohm
and one :30,{)00-ohm ~pa~hrtti resis• tan<'f'!'; ...
....
. ..
7 6
1 3
1 Bulgin hl'c nnd holder
1 Lotus .J K5 giamophonP j:wk
.3 0
7 Clix wander ping• (mm·ked) ...
10
2 Clix marked spade terminnls
4
4 Belling-Lee markc<l terminals
1 0
1 Belling-Lee anode <'tlnneetor
6
2 Sovereign t.ermiiml!Jlo<'ks .. .
0
1 Siemens 9-Yolt. G.l\. cell
0
.. .
4 Yards Lewcoflex. I.ewcos (•onnt"etiHJ.!:
wire and I.~ewros slerving, SCI~ew~} rtl· ._ _ _3_0
1
3
1
1
1
1
1

KIT "A 1 " Cash or C.O.D.

6 1 11

ACCESSORIES
1Camco rabinrl (IVi11dsor JJiodcl)
2 5 0
1 Cameo stool for rabi111't
1 10 0
SG2l5, H/J2l0, P220, or PJ11~,
PMlHJ,, P.lf2 l'alt'es
1 11 0

£6 I 11
Kit A
or 12 monthly payments of11i2
£8 Q 11
Kit B
or 12 monthly payments of14/9
£11 15 11
Kit C
Author's Kit le!';R valn·~. r·ahinet and
stool. CASH or C.O.D.

•

Author's Kit. with Yalvt:'~. lf'SR rabinet and stool, CASH or C.O.D.

•

Author's Kit. romplrh., with Yaln•t<.,
cabinet and stool, CASH or C.O.D.

•

•

•

•

or 12 monthly payments of 21/7

Of course ! Customers wishing to
depart from the
Auther's Kit may
depend on the cooperation and advice of my technical
staff in the choice
of approved substitutes. Again, we
shall be pleased to
supply separately
any part for the
uts described
whether specified or
substitutes.

• •

Send for PetoScott Radio Bulletin
containing
detailed price list
of Pilot Author's
Kits for all •A. W!
Sets.

Any parts supplied separately. Sent C.O.D. We pay post
charges on all orders ot•er 10/-

SEE AUTHORS' KITS BUILT AT OLYMPIA-STAND 179, EMPIRE HALL (lst Ffoor)

PETO-SCOTT CO., LTD. Head Office: 77 CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.l. Cle,rkenwellg4o6.
62 HIGH HOLBORN, ·LONDON, W.C.l. Chanctry 8zb6. MANCHESTER: 33 WHITELOW
ROAD, CHORLTON-CUM-HARDY. Pltone: Chorlton-cum-Hardy 2028. NEWCASTLE. STAFFS:
7 ALBANY ROAD. Phone: 67190.
-~-~---~--------~-----

----~-

-~-

-----------~----------

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers

~matwrW~
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STAND Nos. 8-14
Among the speakers are the Cltr1,
Imp, :\linor 95, and ~lajor. These are
obtainable ;n chassis forrn or cornplete with cabinet. l\ew productions
are the " Cltra Tiger Three " table
model all~electric. set, '"ith mains
aerial, a control calibrated in wavelengths and with two S.G. and
pentode A. C. valves, and the "Twin
Cub," a ~imilar outfit with A.C.
detector and pentode valves. The
''Panther Four" is a three-valve
:;ere en ~grid and pentode job.

93

w-u-eteSs

BB~

Stand tt.
Radio Gramophone
Development Co., Ltd., 18 Frederick
Street, Birmingham.
Xcw R.G.D. models produced
include the short~\vave adaptor for
A.C. or D.C. mains and for batterv
working, the RG.D. popular radiogram and the R.G.D. super de~Iuxe,
and the cight~valve super-het. radio-

74

ess Magazine

·~~

69 68
54

5s

57

56

gr<.Ullc)pho!le.

Stand 12. Bullphone, Ltd., 38
Holywell Lane, E.C.2.
See here the full range of Bullphone sets, the S.c; ..l kit and the all
bakclitc 20 m.a. output eliminator.

58

Stand 13. Belling & Lee, Ltd.,
Queens way Works, Ponders End,
Middlesex.
All set-constructors will find something to interest them here in the
\Yide range of Belling- Lee tcrn1inals,
connectors, fuse holders, battery
cords and tnany other gadget::; for
improving the details of a set. ::\lake

PLAN OF STANDS ON GROUND FLOOR, EMPIRE HALL

Reference to this List and the Plans will enable you to locate any Exhibitor;
Name

Stand No.

••
Adie & eo.• Ltd.
Amalg&mated Press, Ltd.
Arding & Hobbs, Ltd.
Atalanta
.:
Audiovisor, Ltd.
..
..
..
Auto Electric Devices, Ltd. . .
..
Automatic Coil Winder and Electrical
Equipment Co., Ltd.
..
207.
B. & s. Electrical eo .• Ltd.. .
Baird Television Co., Ltd. . •
Bakers Selhurst Radio
.•

208
181
157
216

Beaver Electrical Supply Co.

185

llelling &; Lee, Ltd. . .
Benjamin Eleetrie, Ltd.

169
67

171
191
226
159

13
99

•.

Bernard J'ooes Publications, Ltd.
Betta Electric Motors, Ltd. . •

71

218
Bird, Sydney S., &:. Sons, Ltd.
172
Birkbys, Ltd. . .
..
.•
206
85
British Blue Spot Co., Ltd. , .
British Broadcasting Corporation
211
British Ebonite Co., Ltd.
..
. . 153
British Generalllannfacturing Co., Ltd. 30
British Hard Rubber Co., Ltd.
. . 182
British Radiophone, Ltd.
. . 155
..Broadcaster"
.•
lM
Broo!n, Ltd., Kennetb
225
Brown Brothers, Ltd.
105
Brown, S. G., Ltd.
2
Brownie Wireless Co. ot Great
Britain, Ltd.
..
.•
31
Bulgin, A. F., &; eo., Ltd. • •
102
Bullphone, Ltd.
••
12
Burton, C. F. &; H. • •
31
Cadisc~ R., &: Sons . .
..
. . 184
Carrington Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Catesbys, Ltd.. •

~~ti~L~..

.•

..

..

51

245
~

Chloride Electrical Storage Co., Ltd.
8
Churchmans~ Ltd.
..
..
200
llla:rke, H., & eo. (111, Cl, Ltd.
33
Climax Radio Electric, Ltd. . .
42
Colassion, Ltd.
209

(Continued from page 392)
screen~grid

Name

Stand No-

Cole, E. K., Ltd.
•.
..
••
Columbia Graphophone Co., Ltd. . •
Colvern, Ltd. . .
..
..
Concordia Electric Wire Co.~ Ltd.
Cossor, A. C., Ltd.
Craufurd Wireless
•.
..
Crypto Electrical Co., Ltd. . •
Danipad Rubber Co., LU.. . •
Darwins, Ltd. . •
Dayzite, Ltd. . •
..
.•
De La Rue, Thos., & Co., Ltd.
Dew, A. J., & Co .. Ltd.
.•
..
Dibben, Wm., & Sons, Ltd.. .
Donotone (Redg.), Loud Speaker
Downing, John 8., & Sons, Ltd. . .
Dubilier Condenser eo. (1925), Ltd.. .
Dulcetto-Polyphon, Ltd.
..
Dyson, J .• &; eo. (Works), Lti.
East London Rubber Co., Ltd.
Eastick, J. J ., & Sons
Ecco Radio, Ltd.
.•
..
Econ&sign eo .• Ltd. . •
..
Edison Bell, Ltd.
..
,.
Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd.
Electric Gramophones, Ltd. . .
Electrical Devices, eo.
..
Electrical & Radio Products. Ltd. . •
Electro-Dynamic Construetion Co.,
Ltd. . .
Ensign, Ltd. . .
..
..
..
Epoch Radio Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Ever Ready eo. ( G.B. l, Ltd. . •
Falk Stadelmann & Co., Ltd.
Faudels, Ltd. . .
..
Fay Home Recorders, Ltd.
Ferranti, Ltd. . .
..
Flinders (Wholesale), Ltd.
Forma Co.
,•
Francke, F. ..
..
..
.•
Fuller Accumulator Co. <1926), Ltd.
Fullotone Gramophones (1929), Ltd.
Gamage, A. W .• Ltd.. •

stages and pentode output. There are four new radio sets,
351,350,352 and 333, and a complete
range of Columbia speakers embodying the new Columbia moving~coil
unit.
Stand 8.
Chloride Electrica I
Storage Co., Ltd., Cll!ton Junction,
Manchester.
On this Stand is the whole range of
Exide accumulators and dry batteries.
Make sure you see the Drydex H.T.
batteries in the Red Triangle, Green
Triangle, and Orange Triangle ranges,
and also the special portable set

26
7
38

248

18
242
235
7()

101

251

164
10~

1
161
M
92
230
78
176
252:
2141
241
41
21
89
185
3
228
85
108
76
81
192
220
45
204
61
224
38
201
195

Name
8

=:~ \t~:l~~ering'

6

&

Stand No.
24

li&nufa~~

luring eo .• Ltd.
..
General Electric Co., Ltd.
Goodmans
..
.•
Graham, R. F., & eo.
Graham Amplion, Ltl.
Graham Farish, Ltd ..•
Greatrex, R. G., & Co.
Gripso Co.
..
..
..
Grosvenor Electric Batteries, Ltd.
Gutta Pereha Co.
••
Hacker, H., & Sons . .
..
Hal:vcon Wireless eo., Ltd. . .
Barlie Brothers ~Edmonton), Ltd.

::~~..!!~ \~i~.~~o. & Eiectri~~l

!)

173
24
~239

189
75

32
197
81
72
196
95
96
8'1

68

Service
..
.•
170
Billman Brothers, Ltd.
166
Hobday Brothers, Ltd.
175
Huut, A. H., Ltd.
232
Bunton, Ltd. . .
..
..
. . 233
Hustler, Simpson & Webb, Ltil.
86
lgranic Electric Co., Ltd.
28
!litre & Sons, Ltd. . •
.•
57
Itonia Gramophones, Ltd. . •
167
.:rackson Brothers. Lti.
62
Jewel Pen Co., Ltd. . •
..
. • 156
lohnson Talking Machine Co., Ltd ... 180
Jtmit Manufacturing eo., Ltd.
97
Kalisky, S. (Aldgatel, Ltd.
161
Kolster-Brandes. Ltd.
25
L.E.S. Distributors, Ltd.
83
Lamplugh, S. A., Ltd.
168
Lectro-Linx, Ltd.
202
••
Lissen, Ltd. • .
17
Lithanode Co., Ltd. . •
2'1~
16)
Lock, W. & T., Ltd.
London Electric Wire Co. & Smith'~
Ltd...
..
27
Lotus Radio. Ltd.
..
.•
23
108
Magnavox lGreat Britain), Ltcl.

batteries. There are s<.nne iine hightension accumulators here, too, and
detail improvements have been
made to the popnlar \V, H. and
W. J. ro-volt units.

Stand 9. Pye Radio, Ltd., Radio
Works, Cambridge.
The new Pye mains-driven transportable sets are of outstanding
interest and technical enthusiasts
gather here to discuss the many
interesting points of design in the new
Pye lines. This firm, too, specialises
in the production of mains parts and
all mains users will find much to inter·
est them in the 1932 range.

Name
Stand
Mains Power Radio Co.
.•
llains Radio Gramophones, Ltd. . .
Manufacturers Accessories Co. (1928),
Ltd...
..
..
ll&rconiphonc Co .• Ltd.
McMichael, L., Ltd.
Jlontague RadiD Inventions
&
Development Co., Ltd.
..
ilullard Raiio Valve Co .• Ltd.
18, 80, 199,
Murphy Ra:Ho, Ltd. • •
..
National Accumulator Co., Ltd.
..
New London Electron Works, Ltd.. •
Oldham & Son. Ltd.
..
Oliver Pell Control, Ltd.

No.
22.l

53
186
4
5
47
221
59
15
35
65
58

g~o~~ "Ct;:;le~f'~~g ~~-~ Lt~:

2g:

Osram Valve3 . .
.•
..
Overseas Trading Corporation
Park Royal Engineering Co., Ltd. . .
.•
..
Paroussi, E. . •
Partridge & M~. Ltd.
Partridge, Wilson & CQ.
Pega,.~us, Ltd. . •
..
Pertrix, Lt1. . .
Peto Scott Co., Ltd. . .
..
Pioneer Manufacturing Co., Lti.
P.R. Products. .
Priestly &; For l
..
..
Primus Manufacturing eo., LU.
Pritchard & Simpson, Ltd. . .
Pye Radio, Ltd.
..
R.C. Railio Electric, Ltd.
..
.•
Radio Gramophone Development Ca ••

77
173
194
158
177
43

Ltd. . .

..

..

238

39
179
188
18(
69
193
243

9
237
11

Radio Instrument!~, Ltd.
.
29
Radio Service \London), Ltd.
162
Radio Saciety of Great Britain
245
241
Radio Trade Revjew . .
Ready Radio <R.R.), LU. . .
6, 93
Rees Mace Manufacturing Co., Ltd. 215
Redfern's Rubber Works, Ltd.
. • 163

The "Q" type portah 1e, a fourvalve screen-grid outfit, "·ith pentode
output, single dial operation of the
twin-gang- condenser~, tnatchecl by
hand adjustment over the whole
range, rnust be seen. This has a low
rnilliarnpere consun1ption and givf:'s
three times the volume previous! y
obtained on battery~operatcd portables.

Stand I 0. Ultra Electric, Ltd.,
Erskine Road, N.W.3.
This firm specialises in loud~speak
ers,and a!llovers of good reproduction
should make a point of seeing the
new lines.

Name
Stand
Regentone, LU.
Rolls Caydon, Ltd. . .
..
Rooke Brothers, Ltd.. .
Sel-Ezi Wireles3 Supply Co., Ltd.
Selector3 (193ll, Ltd. .. .
Selfridge & eo., Ltd .. .

~~~~~~~E~c~;i!ei:a~:~

& s·uppJitis:
Ltd. . .
..
..
Six-Sixty Radio Co., Lti:l.
Smurthwaite, F. W. . .
Sovereign Products, Ltd.
Standard Battery Co ..•
..
Stratton &; eo .• Ltd ..•
Sun Electrical Co., Ltd.
Swain~ Charles, Ltd ...
..
Swift Levick & Sons, Ltd.
Synchrophone, Lt:l. . •
Tannoy Products
..
Ta:vlor, Henry E., Ltd.
..
Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd.
.•
Telsen Electric Co., Ltd.
..
19,
Tbompson, Diamond & Butcher
Touex Co.
Turner & Co...
..
Ultra Electric, Ltd. . •
Umello, Ltd. . .
..
..
Vandervell, C. A., ~ Co., Ltd.
Voltron Electric. Ltd.. .
..
Watmel Wireless Co., Ltd. . .
..
Westingbouse Brake & Saxby Signal
Co .• LU.
..
..
..
.•
Wbiteley Electrical Radio Co., Ltd •.•
Whiteley, Willia.m, Ltd.
.
Wbittingham, Smith & Co ...
Wilkins & Wright, Lt:l.

:l~~~=e :e~l~~~s. ~!~~ci~iion

Great Britain
..Wireless Trader'' ..
Wrigbt & Weaire, Ltd.
Yagerphone, Lt;l.

of

No_
22

li6
79
190
83
234

211

74
20

107

64
94
98

2()3

244
52
223
63

212
14
213
210
231

82

10
73
91
227

lOO
44
46
198
103
90
60
174
55
152
222

point of sccin~ the types l-1, ]-{, ::\f,
D, am! Q terminals.

a

Stand 14. The Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd., Wales Farm Road, North
Acton, W.3.
Interest here centres largely on
the new electric electrolytic condPnscrs which can he had in capacities
from +,ooo microfarads down to
2 microfarads.
There are some fine
moulded-in types micro~condensers
anti a range of non-inductive paper
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Mu lard res4 arch,
ha"~

nd Mul ard w rkmansh p

produ ~ed a range

flawless in constru
ance.

The P.M.1

valve,

2 volt valv
in perfor

L is a gener I purpo e

amplifier in
grid

of

screen
but it will also give excellent

results as a detector or low frequency
amplifier.

Buy one today from your dealer.

Price 8/6

Mullard
THE ·MASTER. ·VALVE

Advt. The Mulrard Wireless

s~rvice

Co. Ltd., Mullard House, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2
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STAND Nos. 15-20
"'Dl +\', an<l many modern A.C. sets
\\·ill be fitted with this new indirectly
heated vain. The idea of it is that by
a simple change of tht~ operating
conditions the etiective amplification of the valve can be varied. It
lws a mutual conductance of 3 milliampcrrs per volt (grid volts,zcro) and
.or milliamperes per volt (grid volt~.
40). This "'DI+V valve is only one of
the new productions for 1932.

Stands 19 and 213. Telsen Electric
Co., Ltd., Thomas Str~et, Aston,
Birmingham.
On these stands there is a wealth
of constructional apparatus of the
greatest use to those who build their
mYn sets. Tdsen have been pioneers in
gigantic price reductions for the new
season and the value now offered in
many components is rc·ally extraordinarv. Visitors to the stand will
be able to fCe for themselves how
excellent quaiil\· has been maintained
concurrent with the lowering of
price. In the wide assortment of
transforn1E'rs, chokes, coils, valve
holders, condensers, rcsistances, and
so on there is son1ething of intE'rest
for everybody.

Stand 20. Six-Sixty Radio Co.,
Ltd., 17-18 Rathbone Place, W.l.

PLAN OF STANDS ON GROUND FLOOR, NATIONAL HALL.

(Continued from page 394)
condensers. Sub-divided block con·
densers will also interest set-builders.

Stand 15. National Accumulator
Co., Ltd., 50 Grosvenor Gardens,
S.W.1.
l\Iost of the H.T. and L.T. accumu·
lators here are fitted with the wellknown National Tell-Tale device
which shows the state of charge.
There are now in the range some new
jelly-acid accumulators.

Stand 16. A. C. Cossor, Ltd., Cossor
House, Highbury Grove, N.5.

lard Radio Valve Co., Ltd., Mullard
House, Charlng Cross Road, W.C.2.
On the stands you find the full
range of Mullard valves, many new

tics of several battery models is
adequate tribute to the \\'Ork of the
i\Iullard Research Department. There
are on show, too, the " l{adio for the

COME TO STAND 71 AND StE THE EXHIBITION
SET DESCRIBED IN THIS ISSSUE
types of which have been brought
out to cope with modern set demands.
The range of mains valves is very
complete and the better characteris-

l\!illion" outfits and plans for the
construction of s<>ts.
'!ullard has also just brought out
a multi-muvalve known as the type

See here the new mains i\Ielody
Maker, the Empire :\Ielody :'.Iaker and
the new Cossor loud-speal<ers, pick-up
and volume control. A full range of
Cossor valves is on show. These well
deserve inspection.
Several new
types have been produced and the
general characteristic of the new
lines is vastly increased magnification
with lower inter-electrode capacity.
In the screen-grid valve range this,
<~ombincd with a high mutual inductance, results in a greater reflected
magnification.
It will well repay
technical enthusiasts to see the
characteristic curves of the new screen
grids and p.ower vc>lves, which are
particularly notable in the range.

size.;;.
Stands 18, 80, 199, and 221. Mul-

SHOW REPORT
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~
196 195

205

T97
19+

198 r-193

Stand 17. Lissen, Ltd., Worple
Road. Isleworth, Middlesex.
Lisscn, Ltd., have long had a name
for rnarket_ing parts of interest to
every set bu;lder ~ne! this reputation
is well borne ont by the wide display
of apparatus on this stand. Lisscn,
Ltd , have produced several new parts
for 1932 and in the range of low-loss
condensers, Torex transformers, resistances, fixed condensers and other
components, set builders will find all
thcv need.
Standard type Lissen H.T. batteries are available in 6o-, roo-, and
r 20-vol t ranges. There arc 6o- and
wo-volt super-power ba tterics and
99- and 6o-volt portable type batteries.
Grid-bias batteries are
available in 4~-, g-, 16-, and 36-volt

Here there is a comprehensive
range of the well-known Six-Sixty
products and several new lines have
been brought out specially for this
purpose.
The Six-Sixty Chassikit
must be seen and ti1e battery mode~
is of particular interest. This is a
useful idea enabling amateurs to
lluild up th0ir own sets on a complete
metal chassis which is providt>d and
can be housed in several types of
cabinet, either table model or console
type. There is an A.C. three-valve
t>dition f1ttcd with indirE'ctly heated
S.G. and detector valves and an S.S.
415 P.P. output valve.

I~::.· I@

171

IBI 178

172 169

199 192

182

200' 191

""iB3

701 190

177

181- 176

~l ______ f
I

170

IBD 179

I

._!
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TELSEN
L.F. TRANSFORMERS

Telsen " Ace "
Ratios 3-1, 5-l.

Telsen
transformers
have
achieved fame in the radio
world on account of the high
standard of their quality and
performance.
Designed and
built on the sound est of engineering principles, these robust, fullsize transformers give not only
efficirnt bnt enduring service.-

Transformer,
Price

5/6

Telsen " Radiogrand " Transformer, Ratios 3-1, 5-l. Price

8/6

Telsen "Radiogrand" 7-1 SuperRatio Transformer. Price ... 12;6
Telsen lntervalve Transformer,
12/6
Ratio 1.75-1. Price ...

THE SECRET OF PERFECT
RADIO RECEPTION
OLYMPIA
NATIONAL HALL
GROUND FLOOR

STAND 19
Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attentio!l

398

TELSEN MANSBRIDGE
TYPE CONDENSERS

SEPTEMBER 19, 1931

final test, all com.bine to give
Telsen n1ansbridge Type Condensers a high insulation through
years of service with freedom from
breakdown.
The type of construction employed makes them
genuinely non-inductive.
The following values are guaranteed
within 5 per cent. :

Telsen have installed the most
advanced plant in the world for
the manufacture of Mansbridge
Type Condensers.
Only genuine
Mansbridge foil paper and the
finest linen tissue are employed
in the exclusive method of manufacture. Every Telsen Mansbridge
Type Condenser is hermetically
sealed from the atmosphere, and
Post Office standards of insulation
are adopted throughout.
The preliminary research, the most
modern plant in the world, the
finest raw materials, the latest
methods of manufacture and the

Cap. 500-volt test.
1,000-volt test.
mfd.
Price
Price
.01
1/6
2/6
.04
1/9
2/9
.1
1/9
2/9
.25
2/3f.5
2/3
3j3
1.0
2/3
3/6
2.0
3/5!-

THE SECRET OF PERFECT
RADIO RECEPTION
SEE YOU ON
STAND 19
Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W," w•'th Your Order

SEPTE~'iBER
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TELSEN
H.F. TRANSFORMER
AND AERIAL COIL

TELSEN DUAL-RANGE
AERIAL COIL
The Telsen Aerial Coil is the very latest
development in dual-range aerial coil
design. It incorporates a v:triable series
condenser which can be set to give any
desired degree of selectivitv, making the
coil suitable for all districts, "·hatever
reception conditions may bP. It has hf'en
tested in various parts of the country,
nnd down to distances of fivf' miles from
H.egional stations, a singk tnnC'd circuit
will definitely separatP the I~q(ional
programnws. This adjw;tment also acts
as an excellent volume control and is
equally effective on long and short '"aves.
The waveband change is effPctPd by means
of a threP-point switch. A reaction winding is provided and the primary and
secondary windings arc scparatro so that
the ae<ial circuit can he isolatf'd in mains
dri V('n or screened grid rC'cf'i vr-rs.

This Coil is primarily designed for
H.F. amplification in conjunction with
screened-grid valves. It is arranged so
that it can be connected as a tuned-grid
or tuned-anode coil, or alternatively
as an H.F. Transformer.
It also makes a highly efficient aerial
coil where the adjustable selectivity
feature is not required. A reaction
winding is incorporated. When used
as an H.F. Transformer the wavechange is effected by means of a twopole (four point) switch. When connected otherwise a three-point switch
should be used.
Telsen H.F. Transformer and
Aerial Coil. Price
5;6

Telsen Aerial Coil with Variable Series
Condenser incorporated
Price 7/6

ALL BRITISH
RADIO COMPONENTS
OUR REPUTATION
STANDS ON
STAND 19
Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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STAND Nos. 21-30

(Continued from page 396)
Stand 21. Edison Swan Electric
Co., Ltd., 123-5 Queen Victoria Street,
E.C.4.
The new range of Mazda valves,
which includes manv new valves
with remarkable characteristics, attract all set users to this stand. The
new R.K. speakers, including the low·
priced permanent-magnet models,
are shown, and the new B.T.H.
pick-ups and gramophone motors
\Yill interest radio-gram users.

Typicalo
modern console set practice, the Dominion Grand
S.G.3, a oneknob control
outfit w it h a
high-efficiency
screen- grid
circuit

Stand 22.
Regentone Ltd., 21
Bartlett's Buildings, Holborn Circus,
E.C.4.
Regentone arc pioneers in mainsdrive apparatus and here you will
find mains units suitable for every
set need and for A.C. and D.C. mains.
An introduction is a two-valve complete set for A.C. mains worl<ing.
This sells at a remarkably low price
and it is well worth inspection by any
amateur who appreciates fine technical features. This is housed in a
!1lOulded bal<eli te cabinet and a

Stand 24. General Electric Co.,
Ltd., Magnet House Kingsway, W.C.2.
The new .\Iusic ~Iagnet, the Osram
Four, is an attraction here, and is the

A useful variable resistance

latest model of the well-known kit
sets which may be built for battery
or all-mains operation. The allpower unit, all-electric S.G. three,
console-type screen-grid four-valver,
and all the other sets in the comprehensive G.E.C. range must be seen.
The technical details of the Gcco-

a high-performance three-valver for
battery or mains operation. Among
the small sets the K.B. Pup range of
receivers, I> at tery and mains operated,
are hound to be popular.

Stand 26. E. K. Cole, Ltd., Ekco
Works, Southend-on-Sea.
The new Ekco sets form a stril<ing
exhibit on this stand aud the excellent technical features of these and
of the new mains units will be

control by Sovereign

notable feature is the mounting of the
mains parts underneath a metal
chassis with complete screening for
tlie power components, such as transformer and choke.

Stand 23. Lotus Radio, Ltd., Lotus
Works, Mill Lane, Old Swan, Liverpool.

The type U20 J.B. gang condenser

1\ew design is eyident in the Lotus
assemulies for 1932, and the range of
component parts, too. is particularly
complete. There is a fine new set in a
table type cabinet, incorporating a
rnoving-coil speaker and selling at a
price which creates a new land111ark
for three-valvers of this type. It is
all A.C. operated. Among the new
parts you ntust rnakc a point of seeing
the new Lotus three-gang condenser
with rcctaugular n1ctal
screens
between each section. Special provision is made for trin1ming and a
condenser of this type is ideal in any
band pass set.

Two useful condensers, (above)

Goltone and (below) T.c.c.

Three types of Bulgln safety
fuse

phone ind uctor dynamic speaker will
mterest loud-speaker fans;who should
also see the Junior Plaque and
Stork instruments.

Stand 25. Kolster Brandes, Ltd.,
Cray Works, Sidcup, Kent.
New K.B. sets include a six-valve
super-het, A.C. mains operated, a
three-valve radio gramophone, and
Two useful switches (left)
Goltone, (riQht) BuiQin '

special cutting and tracking devices,
and the microphone and spe~ch
amplifier gear available for making
music 'records at home are highly
interesting and differ from other
home recorders on the market. The
standard El<co home recorder plugs
straight into any ordinary two, three,
or four-valve set, and without any
additional apparatus one can make
records of broadcast items.

Stand 27. London Electric Wire Co.
and Smiths, Ltd., Church Road,
Leyton, E.IO.
Lewcos super-het components are
among the new lines which must be
inspected. Coils, coil asSemblies, and
frame aerials are of interest and, of
course, there is Le\\· cos wire of every
description.
Among the parts for super· het
enthusiasts will be found the new
super-het coil box, a fine idea, which
incorporates three super-het. coils,
and the associate valve holders. The
Lewcos frame aerial is fine for coupling up to a super-het or to any type
of receiYer with at least one S.G.
stage and, therefore. sensitive enough
to make use of the fine directional
properties possessed by Lewcos
frames, (l\\"ing to the low s~lf capacity
between the turns.

Stand 28. Igranic Electric Co., Ltd.,
147 Queen Victoria Street, E.C.4.
There are several llCW lines in the
Igranic range and home constructors
will find a wealth of material here of
outstanding interest.
Plug-in coils, short-wave coils,
I-I. I-'. chokes, square-law condensers,
Jnicro condenser-;, pre-~cts, Inicadielectric fixed condensers, diHcrentials, and gramophone pick-ups are
mnong the new parts ..

Stand 29. Radio Instruments,
Ltd., Purley Way, Croydon.
Among the complete sets of out·
standing interest are the Stenode
super-het and the ~Iadrigal baudpass receiver.
The RI. Stenode
incorporates the new ultra-selectivity
princi pie.
There are several new
transformers for valve and metal
rectification among the new R.I.
cmnponen ts and the (J nigrad volun1e
control and Dux and Parafeed
transfonners n1ust be seen.
Studv the chassis of the new mains
sets. :-\.ll-Inetal construction, coinp.letely screened condensers and
valvPs, 1netal sub-panel and ganged
control make them very up-to-date.

Stand 30. British General Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Brockley Works,
Brockley, S.E.4.
On this stand von must see the
new British General tuner and the
full range of B.G. small parts such
as low-frequency and output transformers. Several new lines have been
produced, and the workmanship and
general design of these parts well
deserve detailed inspection.

apprfciated by enthusiasts. See the
new Ekco radio-gram and the special
tuning dial which is a feature of all
these sets. There are mains units
for all types of receiver, of course.
Ekco are also marketing a fine home
recorder which has several technical
features deserving of special attention
by enthusiasts in the field o( gramophone·record-making at home. The

COME TO THE "A.W." STAND 71 AND HAVE
YOUR RADIO PROBLEMS SOLVED

(Left) T.C.C. electrolytic condenser,
and (right) Goltone switch
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on show here. There are some new
permanent-magnet models and the
Celestion \\"5 p;ck-up will interest
radio-gramophone builders.
The
type M speaker chassis and the
RP. M. 12B cabinet speaker must not
be mi<,sed.
The type \\"5 pick-up has a special
needle release device which enables
nee<Ues to he changed within two
seconds. The needle mounting. too,
is of the low damping variety, so that
record 11·ear is cut down to a minimum.

Pertrix accumulators and hightension batteries are to be seen hPre.
The accumulators have an incor-

Stand 41. Edlson Bell, Ltd., Edlson
Bell Works, Glen~all Road, S.E.t5.
The complete sets on this stand \Yill

Stand 31. C. F. & H. Burton,
Progress Works, Bernard Street,
Walsall.

S.G. Three. Among small parts are
crystal detectors, transformers, waYetrap and Dominion dials.

Then• are manY new parts in the
Bnrton range a·nd this· stand is
bound to attract set-constructors.
The ne\\- Durton condensers, suitlhk for use in many "A.\Y." sets,
must be seen on this Stand.

Stand 38. Colvern, Ltd., Mawneys
Road, Romford, Essex.

Stand 32. Graham Farish, Ltd.,
Masons Hill, Bromley, Kent.
l\1ake sure to see this exhibit which
:::ornpri5es rnan~· tnost interesting
tH''IY lines. Differential condPnsers,
•·olume controls, new lo\\·-frequenc,·
transformers, gramophone pick-ups,
H.F. chokes, fixed condensers, and
loud -speakers are among the new

Colvern coils are available for
practically every type of set and the
new coils are a\·ailable in matched
sets for ganging, as is necessary in
many modern outfits.

Stand 39.
Pertrlx, Ltd.,
Shartesbury Avenue, W.C.2.

production~.

Stand 33. H. Clarke & Co. (Manchester) Ltd., Eastnor Street, Old
l'rallord, Manchester.

There is, of course, a full range hPrc
of metal rectifiers for A.C. units.
The new model HTS, which gives a
D.C. output of 250 volts, 6o-milli·
an1peres, after srnootbing, is an
::mtstanding rectifier among the H.T.
jobs. Th<Cre is, too, a range of corn·
pletc battery chargers.

Stand 45. Ferrantl, Ltd., Hollinwood, Lancashire.
No Ferranti linPs are being discon,
tinucd and all the old favourites
should be cxamin<Cd. There is a
new range of H.T. supplY units and
among the sets a ne\\· Console type
receiver known as the Ferranti
Inductor Console.

\V.B. speakers must be seen here
The new permanent-magnet model
is guaranteed in respect -of the pcrtnancncy of its tnagnetistn and the
special method of mounting the
speech coil must be seen. The performance of these speakers is remarkallle, as can be seen from characteristic curves available for inspection.
Among the small parts for set users
are \V. and B. vall·e holders.

Stand· 34.
Ormond Engineering
(;o., Ltd., Ormond House, Rosebery
Avenue, E.C.I.

Stand 47. Montague Radio Inventions & Development Co., Ltd.,
Beethoven Works, Great College
Street, N.W.I.

There is a fine selection of parts
here for home constructors and a
number of portable and transportable
sets. Ormond condensers should he
seen, of course, and the new Ormond
loud-speakers.
Among the new speakers are some
fine moving-coil jobs built up on a
sturdy chassis and 11·ith integral
input transformers.

The Beethoven Minor screen-grid
four is the main exhibit here, and
this low-pricPd portable set embodies
many points of interest to show
goers.
Stan~ 51.
Carrlngton Mfg. Co.,
Ltd., 24 Hatton Garden, E.C. 1.

A finn displa,- of Cameo cabinets
can be seen here. These range from
the big Monarch and \\'estminster
models, down to small carrier portable-set cabinets and :lieloclce cabinet
for loud ·speakers.

Stand 35. The New London Electron Works,. Ltd., East Ham, London.
Make a point of seeing the Electron
screen aerial which sells at only 15s.
The ever-popular Electron standard
aerials are also shown.

Stand 52. Swift Levrick & Sons,
Ltd., Clarence Steel Works, Sheflleld.

Stalfd 36. Fuller Accumulator Co.
(1926) Ltd., Woodland Works, Chadwell Heath, Essex.

Stand 37. Brownie Wireless Co.,
of G.B. Ltd., Nelson Street Works,
Mornlngton Crescent.

pora ted carrying device and are in
glass boxes. There is, of course, a
\Yide range of high-tension batteries
embodying the Pertrix paten!Pd
super-life chemical principle. Gridbias batteries are available in q, 12,
15, 18, and 30-volt sizes, and ·large
set-owners should make a point of
~eeing the IOO":" and 12o-volt ultracapacity H.T. batteries.

There arc some fine ven· low-priced
complPte sets for inspection here from
the Bab1· Grand two-valve hattpn·
model to· the Dominion (;rand maitis

Stand 40. Celestion, Ltd.," London
Road, Kingston-on-Thames.
Celcstion speakers of all tnws are

The Blue Spot model
44R Speaker.

Stand 44. Westlnghouse Brake and
Saxby Signal Co., Ltd., 82 York
Road, King's Cross, N.t.

Stand 46. The Whiteley Electrical
Radio Co., Ltd., Nottingham Road.
Mansf\eld, Notts.

The 11·hole range of Atlas mains
units and parts for the home constructor of H.T. and L.T. rectifiers
can be seen. Several improvements
have been made to the H.T. units,
and thPre are models suitable for
every set supply need.
There are some fine speaker and
pentode output chokes in the Atlas
range and these are available with
various primary and secondary winding tappings to match up impedances.
See, too, the new power chokes for
·fitting in yotir home-built eliminator.

Here is a wide range of acenrnulators and high-tension batteries. The.
Fuller range of dn· batterie.s is now
complete and it will he recalled that
these have been specified for use in
connection with many ".Arnateur
\\"ireless " sets.

Road, Leicester.

Wearlte Dual·ranAe
Coil.

interest listeners, and several new
types have been produced for the
1932 season.

Stand 42. Climax Radio Electric,
Ltd., Haverstock Works; Parkhill
Road, Hampstead, N.W.3.
Be sure to see the complete Climax
mains-driven

sets

on

show

here,

together with a range of power
components for home construction of
mains-drive units.

Stand 43. Par bilge, Wilsc n & Co.,
Davenset Works, E~ington Valley

R.LDm<
Transformer.

Stand 53. Mains Radio Gramophones, Ltd., Vaughan Street, Bradford
An S.G. Three pedestal type set,
with band-pass tuning, a de lu tc type
super-het, and the M. R.G. Regionograrn arc interesting fPatures.

· Stand 54. John S. Downing & Sons,
Ltd., Commercial Street, Birmingham.
Stand 55. "Wireless Trader," St.
SHOW REPORT

Continued on page 406
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TELSEN BINOCULAR H.F. CHOKE

TELSEN STANDARD H.F.
CHOKE
The Telsen Standard H.F. Choke
utilises the minimum of baseboard
space. It is designed to cover the
whole broadcast band and has an
extremely low self capacity. The
inductance is ISo,ooo microhenrys and the resistance 400
ohms.
It has proved very popular, anti
has been incorporated by set
d~sig_ners in many of the leading

An inductance of I8o,ooo microhenrys-a self-capacity of .oooooz
micro farad-- figures which prove
that the Telsen Binocular H.F.
Choke fulfils its purpose to the
utmost and meets the demand of
modern set designers and builders.
Owing to the binocular formation
the external field, and therefore
unwanted reaction effects, are reduced to an absolute minimum.
It covers the whole broadcast
band and it is free from para
sitic resonances. Resistance 750
ohms.
Telsen Binocular H.F. Choke,
Price 5/-

CirCUitS.

Telsen Standard H.F. Choke,
Price 2/-

THE SECRET OF PERFECT
RADIO RECEPTION
YOU'VE AN
APPOINTMENT
ON STAND 19
Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertt'sers will Ensure Prompt AttenUon
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TELSEN

TELSEN
LOUD-'SPEAKER CHASSIS

LOUD-SPEAKER
UNIT

The fully floating cone, mounted on
a fiexible felt surround, renders the
Telsen Loud-speaker Chassis very
sensitive, giving perfect balance of
tone. It is unaffected by damp conditions, because the cone material is
practically non-hygroscopic.
The
Telsen Loud-speaker Chassis is substantially made and it is light in weight.
Holes are provided for easy attachment to most of the popular makes of
loud-speaker units. The Chassis may
be readily fixed to a baffle-board or
cabinet by three or more wood screws.

The Telsen Loud-speaker t:nit is
pleasing to the most sensitive ear_
The deep notes of the bass, the bnlliance of the soprano, and the crispness
of diction are clearly reproduced without any distortion.
It empioys cobalt steel magnets, and
the detachable rod which carries the
cone is fitted with cone washers and
clutch. The entire unit is enclosed in
a. beautifully monldcd bakdite dust
cover.

Telsen Loud-speaker Unit
Price 5)6

Telsen Loud-speaker Chassis
Price 5f6

ALL-BRITISH
RADIO COMPONENTS
REMEMBER THE
. NUMBER
STAND 19
You will Help Yourself an.J Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertiser•
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TELSEN VALVE HOLDERS.
(Prot~.
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TELSEN GRID LEAK HOLDER
The Telsen Grid Leak Holder will hold
finnly any standard size or type of Grid Leak.
Ample clearance is provided between the
terminal screw leads and the baseboard {underneath), preventing any surface leakage upsetting the value of the Grid Leak.
The
terminals and fixing holes are accessible without removing the Grid Leak.
Telsen Grid Leak Holder
... Price 6d.

Pat. No. 20286/30)

The Telsen four- and five-pin valve
holders embody patent metal spring
contacts, which are designed to provide
the most efficient contact with split
and non-split valve legs, and are
extended in one piece to form soldering
tags. Low capacity and self-locating.
Telsen 4-Pin Valve Holder. Price 6d.
Telsen S-pin Valve Holder. Price Sd.

TELSEN SPAGHETTI FLEXIBLE
RESISTANCES.
These are made in a range of values from 800200,000 ohms, with a maximum current
varying from 42 rnA· 1 Y.mA. The terminal tags
are firmly fixed to the wire and clearly marked
with their respective resistance values; they
are impregnated with special insulating compound. which renders them proof against
corrosiOn.
Telsen Spa~hettl Flexible Reslstances.
From 6d.
TELSEN FUSE HOLDER
This is a neat and inexpensive device which
should be incorporated in every set as a
precaution against burnt-out valves.
The Telsen Fuse Holder firmly grips the standard
radio fuse giVing a perfect contact.
Telsen Radio Fuse Holder
•.• Price 6d.

TELSEN FIXED MICA CONDENSERS.
(P,... Pat. No. 20287/30)

Telsen fixed mica condensers are made
in capacities from .oooi mfd.-.ooz m'Td.
They can be mounted upright or fiat,
and the .ooo3-mfd. Telsen fixed mica
condenser is supplied complete with
patent grid-leak clips to facilitate series
or parallel connections. All Telsen
fixed mica condensers are tested at
500 volts.
Telsen Fixed Mica Condensers. Price 6d.

THE SECRET OF PERFECT RADIO
RECEPTION
YOU CAN'T
AFFORD TO MISS
STAND 19
Advertisers Aooreciate Mention of "A. W.'' with Your Order
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TELSEN SLOW -MOTION DIAL

TELSEN PUSH-PULL
SWITCHES

The Telsen Slow-motion Dial has an
exceptionally smooth action with an
approximate ratio of 8-r. There is
no toothed gearing, so that it is impossible to strip the dial. The figures are
clear and arranged to provide for rightand left-hand condensers.
Telsen Slow-motion Dial ... Price 2}6
Supplied in Black or Brown Bakeliie.

(Prov. Pat. No. I{I25/3I).
The Telsen Push-Pull Switches
employ a proper electrical knife
switch contact and are soundly constructed on engineering principies.
The centre plunger is wedge-shaped,
so that as it is pulled out it forces
the inner ftxed contacts outwards,
tightly gripping the moving contacts. There is no fear of crackling
with Telsen .Push-Pull Switches.
Their low self-capacity makes them
suitable for use in H.F. circuits.
Telsen Push- Pull Switches
Two-point
Price IfThree-point ...
Price 1/3
Four-point (2-pole)
Price lf6

TELSEN GRID LEAKS
Telsen Grid Leaks are absolutely
silent and non-microphonic, and practlcalh· unbreakable. Thev cannot be
burnt out and are unaffected bv atmospheric changes. Telsen Grid Leaks
are not wire wound, and therefore there
are no capacity effects. Their value is
not affected by variation in the applied
voltage. Made in capacities ranging
from }-5 megohms.

Tei.sen Grid Leak .. . . . . .. . Price 9d.

ALL-BRITISH
RADIO COMPONENTS
YOU'LL FIND IT
ON

STAND 19
Please me.ntion "A. W." when Corresponding with Advertisers
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STAND Nos. 56-6.5

-of batteries. (4) Telsen Binocular H.F. choke. (5). The imposing control of some of the new
Ormond condensers.

(1) One ofthe new Atlllllelimlnators type D.C. 16.
(2) Halldy
terminal IJlOUilts.
(3) One of the Oldham ra11QeBellin~-Lee

(Continued from page -101)
Bride's
E.C.4.

House,

Salisbury

Square,

Stand 56. Rolls Caydon, Ltd., 77
Rochester Row S.W.t.
Rolls-Caydon portable sets are on
show here. Simplicity of control is a
feature which has been specialised in
for 1932 and considering the highperformance type of circuit incorporated, the ease of handling is
really remarkable.
Stand 57. Ilill'e & Sons, Ltd.,
Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4.
Stand 58. Oliver Pell Control, Ltd.,
103 Kingsway, W.C.2.
.-\number of interesting new Varley
parts have been produced during the
last few months and attract the
attention of set builders here.
Among the newcomers are the Square'
Peak Coil, H.F. intervalve coil, :\iclet
and Xichoke II, and many new
resistances of the wirewound and
spaghetti types. The mains chokes
and transformers which can be seen

(6) A new R.I. V nit. (7) A handy
variable resistance control produced by R.I. (8) A handsome-

in a wide range here form interesting
material for mains users.
Stand 59. Murphy Radio Ltd.,
Broadwater Road, Welwyn Garden
City, Herts.
See here the popular Murphy Radio
transportable sets. _
Yon will like the way in which the
controls of the chassis ar.e brought
out to a sloping panel at the top. A
special type of speaker is inducted in
the cabinet beneath the main set
chassis.
Stand 60. WIRgroVe & Rogers,
Ltd., Mill Lane, Old S'Wan, Liverpool.
There are seveml en tire! y new
Polar condensers on show, including
differential reaction condensers, the
Compax, and the new models 2 and
4- condensers which are somewhat
similar in construction to the Ideal
and style 3 condensers, but are smaller
and have aluminium vanes.
Stand 61. Formo Co., 23 Golden
Square, W.t.
The new Formo parts for 1932
include a triple-gangeJ condenser, a

slow-motion mid-log condenser, an<l
complete ranges of mains condenser-;
and special coils. The well-knom1
Forll1Q transformer, reaction and
differential condensers and other
small parts are also on show.

Stand 62.

Jackson Bros., Ltd.,

72 St. Tllomas Street, S.E. I.

Band-pass and super·hct set enthusiasts will find special condensers for
their needs on this Stand and it is
definitely stated that super-het popularity has made a big demand for the
J.B. J.L.2 slow-motion condensers.
Among small parts are the air-spaced
differential condenser, baseboard
drum dial and coupling devices.

Stand 63.
Tannoy
t-7 Dalton Street, w.

Products,
Norwood,

S.E.27.
Here you can see the only mains
unit incorporating independent gridbias with the exception, of course, of
those manufactured under special
Tannoy licence. The G.B.r and
G.B.3 units both incorporate this
special grirl·bias arrangcnH~nt and

haye

2, ~,

anll b-Yolt trickh~-charging

tappings. Othc·r units for _\.C.
and D.C. mains are available and a
IJCW feature of outstanding- int(•rest
i> the Tannoy \lidgct super-het
compictc receiYer.

Stand 64.
Sovereign Products,
Ltd., Rosebery Avenue, E.C.l.
Compression-type condensers, H. F.
rhokes, wavctraps, spaghetti rc5i.;;tanccs, dual-range coil:; and L.F.

transformers are among the small
parts of interest to set builders.

There is, too, a three-valve trans~

portable set with built-in speaker.

Stand 65. British Blue Spot Co.,
Ltd., 94-6 Rosoman Street. E.C.I.
Blue Spot speakers-the evPrpopular 66K, 66P, and 66R amon;>;
them-will in !nest lovers of good
reproduction. The new picJ,-up irith
incorporate<! volume control will
appeal to us~rs of an electric gramophone and a new line is the Blue
Spot disturhan('e Plin1in.1tor which i~
useful for IHJ.ins nscrs.

--Kolster- Brande-s s pea k e r.
(9) One of the new Oldham 10-

volt accuinulator units.
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),_S_TA_N_D_M_os_._6_6-_9_0-!J
A lJ.CW radio gramophone known a:;
the Selector-Vox should be seen,
together with the Selector all-mains
transportable.

Stand 66. Ol4bam & Sen, Ltd.,
Deuton, Manchester.
L.T. and H.T. accumulators and
H.T. dry batteries should be seen
here. A new range of dry H.T. and
grid-bias batteries has been produced
in g and I6i volts foc grid-bias and
66, 99, ro8, and 12ovoltsforstandard
capacity H.T. batteries.
Triplecapacity batteries are also available.
The special slow-discharge L.T.

Stand 84. Harlle Bros. (Edmor,"
ton) Ltd., Balham Road, Edmonton,
N.9.
A gramo-radio enthusiast shoul:l
not miss this Stand for the models
36, 38, and 40 pick-ups are well
A ne-mer in low-frequency tnms·
fonners, the R.L Parafeed.

A. typical Atlas high-tension unit, the
A. C. 244, which gives a fine output.

The chassis of one of the new R.I. sets.

Stand '18. Umello, Ltd., 55 Great
Marlborough Street, W.t.
Stand T4. Siemens Electric Lamps
and Supplies, Ltd., 88-89 Upper
Thames Street, E.C.4.
Here are the Full O'Power hightension batteries in a complete range.
There are two new standard sizes
which you must see, namely the I2o·
volt type VS power battery, and the
Ioo-volt type V7 battery. Certain
reductions in prices have been made
and you should inquire about these.
Stand '15. Graham Ampllon, Ltd.,
St. Andrews Works, Slough, Bucks.
Among the many interesting exhibits on this stand is the new
Amplion moving-coil speaker which
is bound to attract attention.
The M.C.6 unit is a new model for
1932 and is a moving-coil job fitted
with an integral transformer on top of

One of the new Tannoy H. T. Units, the
G.B.l whlch !lives l1rld bias 1111 well as
hl!lh reuslon and a IOw-tenslnn trickle
charl1inA supply.

Stand '17. Osram Yalves, Magnet
House, Kingsway, W.C.t.
A number of new types of Osram
valves have been produced during
the past season and these are shown
here, together with all the old favourites. The new types will be of particular interest to mains users, but a
general characteristic of many valves
in the range is an increase of amplification factor, combined with a high
mutual inductance.
Stand 78. J. Dyson & Co. (Works),
Ltd., 5 Godwln Street, Bradford.
Godwinex A.C. and D.C. eliminators are shown. Several new types
have been produced and the A.C.
units have a very generous power
output.
Stand '19. Rooke Brothers, Ltd.,
82 Queensway, Ponders End, Middlesex.

I

accumulators are also worthy of
inspectiOn.

Stand 67. Amalgamated Press,
Ltd., Fleetway House, Farrlngdon
Street, E.e.4.
Stand ·ss. F. C. Heayberd & eo.,
10 Fins bury Street, E.e.2.
Heayberd mains units are now
issued with a signed three-year
guarantee, and the sound technical
construction of these complete units
and kits is obvious on inspection.
There are kits of parts available for
the home construction of high-tension
and low-tension mains units.
Stand 69. Priestly & Ford, 3·11
earrs Lane, Birmingham.
Stand 70. Danipad Rubber eo.,
Ltd., 5-7 Market Street, E.e.2.
Stand 72.
Grosvenor Electric
Batteries, Ltd., 2-8 White Street,
Moorgate, E.e.2.
New prices have recently come into
force in connection with Grosvenor
batteries and the value offered is
truly remarkable. Be sure to see
the popular Red, Brown, and Blue
line batteries in standard and super
capacities.

The new Utility three-ganged ctladen•
ser wltll tile COW!!" IWD8ved to show
the l.ntemal armDgement.

THE EXHJBITION SET DESCRIBED IN THIS
ISSUE IS ON OU3 STAND 71
the permanent magnet tapped for use
with a power, super-power, or pentode
valve. The M.C.g unit is a slightly
more powerful edition of the M.C.6.
Both models are available, either in
chassis form or in oak or in walnut
cabinets. The type E.M.644 is a
new energised model for direct current mains--either roo-rro or 2oo240. This can be obtained either
with or without an input matching
transformer. It can, If desired, be
worked off A. C. mains, and details of
a! ternative methods of operation are
supplied with each model.

Stand 76. The Ever Ready eo.
(Great Britain), Ltd., Hereules Place,
Holloway, N.7.
Glass, celluloid, and ebonite-cased
accumulators for high-tension, lowtension, and grid-bias attract your
attention here, together with the wellknown Ever Ready dry batteries.
No new lines have been produced,
but the recent reductions in prices
make the Ever Ready value all the
more remarkable.

The ever popular Ormond cone
speakl!r.

A number of new parts have been
produced and set constructors will be
interested in a new inductively
coupled type of bandpass tuner.
Stand 81. .Grlpso eo., 32 Victoria
Street, S.W.t.
Stand 82. Turner & eo., 54.
Station Road, London, 11.11.
See here the new Tunewell coils and
mains components. Six-pin plug-in
and panel mounting coils are available for aerial and anode positions
and have been used in many "A.\V."
sets. Among the mains components
you will find several types of lowfrequency and power smoothing
chokes. There are, too, mains transformers, for use with several types of
rectifier and if you are making up a
mains set or urut, then you should
certainly see the new Tunewell power
transformers, which are made up on
very solidly built aluminium chassis.

Here is the mains edition of the Cosso·
Melody Maker in course of construction

One of the range of Lively " 0 "
Oldham high-tension batteries.

worth seeing. There is a fine permanent magnet dynamic speaker.

Stand 85. Ensign Ltd., 88-89 High
Holborn, w.e.t.
Stand 86. Hustler Simpson & Webh
Ltd. 65-57 Tanner Street S.E.l.
Stand 87. Falk Stadelmann & eo.,
Ltd., 88-93 Farringdon Road, E.e.t.
Puravox cone speakers and Efescabone complete sets are beinc
shown here.
Stand 88. L. E. S. Distributors, Ltd .•
9 St. Martin's Street, w.e.2.
Stand 89. Eleetrlc Gramophones,
Ltd., The Quadrant, Winchmore Hill,
N.2l.
Stand 90. Wllklns & Wright, Ltd.,
Utility Works, Holyhead Road, Bir·
mlngham.
Utility components are always
popular with set-builders and the
new bake!ite switches, differential
condensers and screened-ganged condensers are bound to make a w1~e
appeal. Anti-capacity switches and

Stand 83. Selectors (1981), Ltd.,
«servls" Works, Alblon Road, Stoke
Newlngton, 11.16.

SHOW REPORT
Continued on page 416

The aew ReQentone all-~ two·val·
ver housed in a moulded bakel.ite case.

A TeJsen loQaritlomlc variable conden·
ser.
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TELSEN BAKELITE
DIELECTRIC CONDENSERS.

TELSEN PRE-SET CONDENSER.
Thc.sc Condensers have been carefully
des1gned to gn;e proper separation
of vanes when the adjustment is
unscrewed, which results in a very low
minimum capacity, giving a wide range
of select1v1ty adjustment when used
in the aerial circuit.

These Condensers are of a new and
improved type and of exceptionally
compact dimensions.
The moving
vanes, which are interleaved with finest
quality bakelitc, arc keyed on to the
spindle, so that they cannot be
pushed out of line, and there is a
definite stop at each end of the travel.
The connection to rotor is made by
means of a phosphor bronze pigtail so
that there is no crackling due to
rubbing contacts. The connection to
the stator vanes is absolutely positive
-a very important point.

Telsen Bakelite Dielectric Differential Condenser. Made in capacities of .0003, .00015, .0001.
Price
Telsen Bakelite Dielectric Reaction
Condenser. Made in capacities
of .0003, .00015, .0001. Price...
Ditto .00075, .0005. !'~ice
Telsen Bakelite Dieleckic Tuning
Condenser. Made in c:;tpacities of
.0005, .00035. Price ...
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Telsen Pre-Set Condensers, Made in cap. of

Max. Cap.
Min. Cap.
.002
.00025
.001
.00004
.0003
.000005
.0001
.000001
Price 1;6.
TELSEN LOGARITHMIC
VARIABLE CONDENSERS.
The Telsen Logarithmic Variable
Condenser is of robust construction and
high insulation. The H.F. losses are
very low and the frame is braced at
three points, so that the r:ossibility of
distortion and short-circuiting is negligible. Substantial terminals are pro··
vided with alternative connection to
the stator.

2/•
2/2j6

2/-

'Felsen Logarithmic Variable Condenser. Made in capacities of
.005, .00025, .00035. Price ... 4/6

THE SECRET OF PERFECT
RADIO RECEPTION
DON'T FORGET
STAND 19
Advertisers Appreciate Mention ~f "A. W." with Your Order
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TELSEN OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

TELSE:.'\1 L.F. CHOKES

Telsen Output Transformer, ltatio 1·--t.
Telsen L.F. Intervalve Couplin!l Choke.

•This Transformer is intended for connecting
t1H' Loud-speaker to the Output Stage of the
Hadio Set. Its object is to a\~oid ~aturation of
'fhe Loud-speaker Magnet System by isolating the
direct current froru thP Speaker winding's. Thi.:;
produces a rPrnarkable impron•me·nt ia quality of
reception. It also serves to kE't'p H.T. voltag<"s
!rotu the Speaker and its leads) which is esp::!cially
11nportaut when usiug a D.C. Eliminator.
Telsen Output Transformer, Ratio 1-1.

Sp(_•cialiy dPsigJtccl fc,r use as a Coupling Choke
io the LF. Stages of a modem radio receh·er.
I\Iade in a range of three inductance$ : -

40, 100, and 125 henrys.

Price s:Telsen Heavy Duty Power Grid L.F. Choke.
Most modern Rarlio Circuits now employ some
form of PO I\' El{ (;!{]0 detection. The TELSb:-i
Power (~rid L.F. Choke fulfils this need.
Telsen Heavy Duty Power Grid L.l''. Choke,

Price 12/6
Telsen Multi-Ratio Output Transformer

40 henrys.

is designed for use with 1\lo,·ing-coil Loudspeakers ha,·ing low impedance speech coil wind·
ings. It has three ratiosJ 9-l. 15-1, and ~2.5-1.

TELSEN OuTPUT CHOKES
Telsen Output Chokes (Tapped and Plain).

It should be- connected iu the anode circuit of the
last stag-e Yaln·.

Designed for use as Output Filter Chokes, and
should bP usC'd with a Coupling Condenser of not
less than 2-mfd. capacity. For last stage val\'I.'S
of 3,000 ohms or less the plain Choke should be
used with all Loud-speakers having impedances.
of about 3,000 ohms.

Telsen Multi-Ratio Output Transformer
Price 12;6
The Telsen Pentode Output Transformer

is designed for use in the anode circuit of a Pen~
tode Valve used as the Output ValvP of a receiver
or amplifier. Its purpose is to prevPnt dire et cur~
n·nt from passing through the Loud-speaker, and
also to match the Speaker to the Peutode Valve,
'VI;hich is essential for g-ood quality n·production.

Telsen Pentode Output
Transformer.

Telsen Output Choke, 20 henrys.
Price B·'Telsen Tapped Output Choke, 20 henrys.
Price B;6

Price 12/6

ALL, BRITISH,
RADIO COMPONENTS
OLYMPIA
NATIONAL HALL
GROUND FLOOR

STAND

19

You Will Help Yourself ancl Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Adoerfisers
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·THE FINEST COMPONENTS
YOU CAN BUYAll "Wearite" Corn·
ponents are scientifically constructed with
the finest materials
a·nd workmansh-ip
·
obtainable.

You cannot do better
than fit "We a rite" lf
you

want the

best

results.

These coils which were introduced by Wright & Weaire, Ltd.,
enabled the Amateur Wireless technical staff to introduce the now
well-known "Century Super," "Su;er 60" and kindred sets.
Follow their example and use "Wearite" when building a Super
Het. Price, complete set of 4, SOf-.
SEE OUR SPECIAL announcement
in " Wireless Magazine,"
October.

H.F. CHOKE
A first-class componatt with a
very tine rrfonnance;lhe superiority o this choke is now
It covers
without question.
efficiently the remarkable range
from 10 to 2,000 metres without
any marked resonances, while the
self-capacity is extremely low.

Type H.F.O. Price 6/6

WEARITE DUAL
RANGE FRAME
AERIAL
A dual range frame aerial
entirely new in design. The
windings are of Litzendraht
wire, carefully wound at
even tension,centre tapped.
The Frame Aerial rotates
through I 80 degrees on a
polished mahogany base.
Price 42/-

seen the new
"Wearite" Chassis?
Used
with the Super-Het coils in
the Super Senior, "Wireless
Magazine," October
Price 4/6

Write for FREE ilbstrated list.

WRIGHT & WEAl RE, LTD.,
7-10 High Rd., Tottenham, N.17
Phone: Tottenham 3847,'8/9

STAND No. 152.

RADIO

EXHIBITION, OLYMPIA

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A. W."
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Wander plugs in the PERTRIX H.T.? PERTRIX
L.T. connected up atl right? Then switcL on. You
never realised radio could be so good, did you ?
That's the best of getting the Perfect Pair-they work
in perfect ~armony with each other and with your
set, giving you just Perfect Radio. And they last
longer, too ••• inAnitely longer.
MaJe Ly BRITANNIA BATTERIES, LimiteJ

'
at ReciJitclt wlto a/so malce :
Batteries "for Central Stations • Batteries for Country House
lightins • Emergency and Stand-by lighting Batteries for
Theatres, Cinemas, Hospitals, etc. • Batteries for the Starting
and lighting, and lighting and Ignition of Motor Cars,
Motor Cycles, Buses and Coaches • Batteries for Electric
Vehicles, Trucks, locomotives, Ships and Yachts • The only
Nickel-Iron Alkaline Battery on sale in Britain that is entirely
made in this country.
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T~eNEWESTinRADIO
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Have you examined yet the new
Chassikit principle of construction?
Write NOW for the big beautifully
illustrated folder. Intensely interesting- telling you how simply and
without possibility of error you can
build the complete all-metal chassis of
the most modern 3-Valve S.G. Pentode
Receiver. With these :-Pre-Selector
band-pass tuning (the most successful
solution of selectivity problems) • • •
Multistat COMBlNED Switch and
radio aD.d gramophone volun!e control
(also entirely new) • • • Triple
ganged tuning with ONE KNOB
• • • latest metallised S.G. and Det.·
valves, and PENTODE output valve.
Examine also the wonderful scope it
gives you to express your own individuality in housing it, your batteries
or eliminator and loudspeaker. A
simple table radio receiver may expand
gradually, on small occasional outlay,
up to a magnificent ALL-ELECTRIC
Radio-Gramophone. There's the thrill
of building without the risk ! All uncertainties eliminated. The Six-Sixty
Chassikit is "Radio-built,_ really
better than a completely factory-built
four-valver. By all means SEND FOR
THE FREE FOLDER TO-DAY.

OLYMPIA

The SIX- SIXTY Chassikit comprises three factory-built units-condenser assembly, coil assembly and the
valve unit accommodating the remaining
essentials. Screening is COMPLETE.
Result an all-metal Chassis of the most
advanced type. Each unit factory-tested.
A variety of beautiful cabinets from
10,6 to 12 gns. Or incorporate it in
cabinet of your own design. There is
great adaptability.
Made by the makers of the renowned
SIX-SIXTY (B. V. A.) V a/vi'S.

STAND

NO.

20

SIX-SIXT\~
CHASSIKIT

£6 17 6
•

•

Complete Chassikit. 3 Gang
band-pass tum.·ng-S.G.-Det.PENTODE. Ornamental
Oak Cabinet. I0/6 extia.

0~

o"'

Get Jhe FREE folder-YOU WILL BE GLAD•c;

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A. W."

~
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--------------~--------------------------~.-~-~~--------------------------'~~------------HERE WE ARE AGAIN
ELL, here we are once more at ths
opening of the ·wireless Exhibition,
and once again it is the biggest and the best
ever. I've said that of the Exhibition year
after year; ancl.it has .always been true, for
such has been the.pr:ogress ofwireless, both.
as a science and· as, the greatest of hobbies,
that ever since t~e first one, each succeeding
exhibition ha.o;; been larger and more packed
with interest than all that went before.
With a whole new floor added, the 1931
Show has that of 1930 beaten hollow in
point of size. And there is some marvellous stuff to be seen on the stands. In.
former years we seem to have seen the simplification of receiving sets taken to its very
limits. Sets generally are no simpler than
those of yester-year, since yop. can't very
\Yell reduce the number of tuning knobs to
less than one ! There is, though, a wonderful "Entertainment Cabinet" for the lazy
man. It contains both a receiving set and a
gramophone, and you can make it do what
you like without so much as getting out of
that favourite arm-chair of yours by the
Jireside.
A neat little remote-control.
arrangement enables everything to be done
at a distance.

for this year's loud-speakers are a very fine research and laboratory work have gone
vintage. l\lany of the balanced-armature into their designs. There are so many ~ood
'types have been improved out of recogni- sets waiting to be made up that a choice is
tion. They have been made more sensitive not easy. However, you can feel about the
as well as capable of handling larger outputs 1931 constructor's sets very muck as did the
without chattering or "zizzing." The ardent fisherman who said, "There's good
overall response, too, of such units is now fishing and better.fishing, but there's no such
absolutely remarkable. In past years some thing as bad .fishing.'' Make up your mind
makes have dealt wonderfully well with the what you want the set to do, arid you won't
bass, but have rather pinched the treble; have much difficulty in selecting something
qthers have been rather treble" specialists"; that will do it.
others, again, have been at their best when
]}ITS AND PIECES
dealing with the middle portion of the
rrHIS
year's
components are a very fine
musical register. You'll find many this
lot, and you are sure to spend much time
year that give a good account of themI strongly
~elves in every part of the register, supply- in admiring their beauties.
ing plenty of bass and a really brilliant recommend a critical tour of the valve
stands. You may be surprised to find what
treble.
One of the best tests of a loud-speaker is advances have been. made by sound, quiet
to see that it will reproduce speech and work during the past year. We now have
music equally well.
A "boomy" instru- valves '.\ith mutual-conductance figures
ment may give mellow (how I hate that that are simply ·staggering. The mutualword!) music, but speech sounds throaty. conductance figure is an indication of N1e
Again, an instrument whose reproduction "goodness" of the valve. If you are hazy
of speech is "edgy" will probably make on the point a demonstrator will soon make
music seem thin and reedy. None of these it clear. Notice the metallised valves
faults appears in the reproduction of (which screen themselves), the newest fourelectrode patterns (which are really two
to-day's best B.A. units.
valves in one), and the wonderful ranges of
output valves suitable for all needs. FasMOVING COILS
TAKING A LOOK ROUND
HERE have been gre·;t advances in ciiJ.ating are the latest tuning coils with their
moving-coil loud-speakers.
These, almost uncanny selectivity. The newest
INCE the show is so huge, you will be
again,
have
become
more
sensitive
and ganged and screened variable condensers,
well advised to plan out your visit
and· the · up-to-date low-frequency transroughly, in case you are able to go only once much attention has been paid to an.other formers and chokes.
to Olympia whilst it is in its wireless glory. ;-ery important point. The great fault of
Kot a bad idea is to think out what you loud-speakers of this kind some time ago
YOU ,MUST COME
most want to sec and to visit first of all the was that their reproduction was often poor
ES, it's indeed a wonderful Show; and
stands where you are most lil,ely to find it. unless the volume was far greater than was
you simply must come to it, if you posAre you in quest of a new set? Very well pleasant in the average living-room. There sibly can. If you are a prospective purhere's a suggestion.
DeCide what price are heaps of small M.C.'s this year that chaser of wireless equipment, this is the
you want to pay and then visit the st-ands work beautifully under the moderate loads finest of all chances of seeing the complete
of those who deal in complete sets; the that most of us need for the most pleasing stock of Britain's radio industry before
advertisement pages of "A.\V." will help volume. You'll be specially interested in making your choice. Nowhere else and at
you here. Don't imagine that the amount the permanent-magnet instruments if you no other time -is everything wireless colyou have settled on will necessarily limit have not electric light at home. Their lected together under one vast roof. There
vou to the number of valves that would reproduction is magnificent and they cost are· no such chances of examining sets and
ha;-e been the case last year. There have nothing at all to run, since they need no components, and.of talking to the men who
been some astonishing reductions in prices, field current. Look round and you will design and make them, as there are at
and if you look round carefully you may find moving-coil units, complete with coil Olympia. Even if you don't intend to buy
fmd that you can afford a far bigger set and chassis, at astonishingly low prices. so much as a grid leak or a terminal,. come
than you expected. The Exhibition is, of \Vith one of these you can make your own al1 the same. It's the best way of keeping
course, confined to British-made goods; loud-speaker in an hour or two, for the only in touch with the forward march of wireless,
so that low prices don't mean dumped or job to be done is to cut out a baffle board and I'll guarantee that you enjoy every
cheap-jack stuff. They have been :made and to screw or bolt the unit down to a minute of your visit.
possible partly by mass-production metllods suitable base.
. REGIONAL CHANGES
and partly by the simplification of the comTHE HOME CONSTRUCTOR
ponents needed in many modern circuits.
ECENTLY I made a motor trip into
It will not take you long to narrow your'
HE home constructor who intends to
southern Devonshire, taking with me
choice down to two or three' models, and
make his own set or to bring his old one a four-valve portable-S.G., detector, and
then you can make a final selection after up to date will find himself in clover at the two L.F. I was particularly interested to
more careful examination, accompanied, Exhibition. If he's wise, he will not fail to note how the home high-powered- stations
visit.the AMATEUR "WIRELEss and Wireless came in at long range. The Daventry
probably, by a demonstration.
Magazine stands pretty soon after he puts National was always good, never failing to
LOUD-SPEAKERS
his nnse inside Olympia. Elsewhere in this provide fine loud-speaker reception. But
HETHER you intend to buy or to issue you'll see an accourtt of the sets that arc results with the medium-wave B.B.C. stabuild your new set, you will cer- on view there, and you can take my word tions were very <:urious. ·The London
tainly want to have the best available loud- for it that they are worth seeing-and National was almost useless· whenever I
speaker to go with it. Or, if you're not making. On other stands you will be inter- tried it, owing to the terrific fading. The
investing in a new set, you may feel that a ested in the many fine kit sets that are to be London Regional was better, though sel1932 loud-speaker would improve the per- seen. Some of these really are "the goods," dom very strong; ditto North National and
formances of your old friend. It would; and I know that months and months of l\lidland Regional on 30L5 and 398.9
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On Your Wavelength!

....--------------~------------------------------w~~------------------------------~~~~---------------

metre~;

respectively. By far the best of the
honie medium-wave stations was the North
Regional on 479.2 metres. Though much
brther away than Brookmans Park or
Daventry, this station was always well
received. There was no fading, and the
quality was excellent. The moral, I suppose, is that it's the wavelengths above 400
metres tliat really do stay the course and
provide good service areas.
. FROM ABROAD
,..}_,HE outsta"nding foreign ·station in
those parts with the portable was Radio
Paris, whose strength was almost that of
5 XX On the medium waves the best
stations by far were Toulouse, Langenburg,
Rome, and Brussels. Barcelona was to be
heard late in the evening, but Madrid was
weak as a rule. On returning home, I
found that conditions for foreign listening
had gre::ctly improved during even the few
days that I was away.. There is plenty to
be heard now from the Continent, and we
ought to have a wonderful time this winter.
Do you know that the U.S.. A. medium·
wave stations are actually coming in
already? I've heard \VPG, KDKA, and
WGY very well in the small hours. If they
come in so well in August, what will
they be like by Christmas? I'm quite
sure that they will be as well heard as they
were five or six years ago, when one valve
often sufficed to bring them in at a range
of 3,ooo miles and more..
BAKELITE AND INSULATION
N these days when bakelite is used for
almost everything except the wiring of
a set we have come to loQk upon it as an
insulator par excellence. As a matter of
fact, this is yery far from being the case,
and I know one engineer who will never use
hakelite in a high-frequency circuit. He
always prefers to use good-quality ebonite,
and it is significant that the best tuning
condensers on the market at the present
time have ebonite dielectric.
The fact of the matter is that bakelite
can be very good if properly prepared, but
it can ;rlso ·be very bad. Many readers
probably do not realise that the beautiful
glossy material of the finished product is
formed from a fine powder rather like
flour.. This is put into a mould and is
subjected to combined heat and pressure,
under which influence it changes its state
completely.
POSSIBLE VARIATION
OW bakelite powder has been found to
be very liab1e to absorb moisture. If
the powder, therefore, is moist when inserted
in the mould the internal structure of the
bakelite still contains this moisture. It is
the outer shell which hardens first, being
nearest the hot mould, and once this shell
has formed the internal moisture cannot
get out.
Very few bakelite moulders take the
trouble to keep their powder in sealed
moisture-proof containers, so that all sorts
of variations are possible, and two pieces
made in the same way from the same mould
may be quite different in their electrical
characteristic. In the circumstances good

I

old-fashioned ebonite is a much more
reliable proposition, for not only has it a
smaller loss than bakelite, but material
made in the same way gives consistent
results.
SO SHY
HE B.B.C. tells us that it finds the
greatest difficulty in getting explorers
to face the microphone. This is a thousand
pities, for, of all talks, I always think that
those given by travellers are amongst the
most interesting. Nearly all of us have a
desire to see the distant parts of the world,
but most of us must be content to travel at
second-hand by reading or hearing the
experiences of others. Some explorers, of
course, are only too willing to talk about the
places that they have been to, and even of
those that they haven't. But, taken as a
whole, they are a strong, silent class, not
given to rushes of words to the mouth. I
remember once having as my next-door
neighbour at a dinner a man who had just
returned from a perfectly thrilling expedition to one of the world's most interesting
odd corners. But his natural modesty
made him almost completely dumb. I am
not sure that most explorers wouldn't do
better if their turns in front of the microphone took the form of dialogues. One of
the B.B.C. people could ask the kind of
questions that we all want to put, and the
victim would jolly well then have to
answer.
SAD, BUT TRUE
E are a queer nation, and one of our
little peculiarities is a rather pathetic
belief that it is possible to get something for
nothing. In my boyhood a firm of grocers,
which had previously been selling tea at a
shilling a pound, were dissatisfied with the
amount of business that they were doing.
Somebody had a brilliant idea. They
raised the price to Is. 6d. a pound, but
offered a free half-pound with every pound
purchased. Queues lined up outside the
shops .and a roaring trade was done.
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TESTING THE H.T.
In order to get an accurate idea of the
high-tension voltage from your mains
eliminator, you must have a highresistance voltmeter. An ordinary

I

I

I

N

cheap pocket meter will take too much
current and upset the voltage readings.
Insulated handles for the testing prods
are an advantage. -

of the dearer. Of course, it really doesn't
pay us at all, since the clearer battery will
probably outlast three or four of the
cheaper; but you can't convince the public
of this. Not long ago a battery manufacturer said to me : "The British public would
rather pay 7s. 6d. for a battery that lasts
six weeks than Ss. 6d. for one that lasts six
months." ! This is a slight exaggeration,
but it is very nearly true.
A LUCKY NUMBER
N Germany, where broadcasting is
making great strides just nmv, over Ss
per cent. of the total number of listeners
live in the larger cities. I hear that in
Berlin alone the authorities are hoping to
reach the million mark before the end of the
year, and that iri order to stimulate recruits,
they are offering a "mystery" prize--of a
substantial nature-to the lucky listener
who first completes the round ·figure. I
don't see why the B.B.C. shouldn't provide
something along the same lines for us, too.
A yearly ballot scheme, in which say a score
or so licence-holders would find themselves
presented with a fine super-het. set, would
go a long way towards boosting lJ.P the programme funds. But I'm afraid this suggestion won't win official sanction!
THE BERLIN" EXHIBITION
N the recent exhibition in Berlin the
radio industry combined forces both
with the gramophone and talking-film
interests, with the result that visitors were
afforded unusual opportunities for amuse·
ment and recreation. One large gramophone firm erected a theatre in the show
capable of seating over r,ooo people, in
which a series of" marionette" operas were
presented--the songs and music being supplied, of couree, from gramophone records.
The marionette figures were dressed to
represent leading members of the famous
Scala troupe, and the whole show was really
most enjoyable. Another feature was the
making of records by prominent actors and
singers in person, followed almost immediately by reproduction from the completed
record. This gave the public, as well as the
artistes, a unique opportunity of following
the whole process from beginning to end.
HOW THEY DO IT ABROAD
T is interesting to see the way they tackle
the man-made static problem in France.
According to Le Petit Radin, a listener in
Vichy took legal action against the proprietor of the local cinema on the ground
that ·the electrical plant of the theatre
caused intolerable interference with broadcast reception. The Court ordered an
inquiry by experts into the following points:
First, whether the wireless receiver of the
complainant was normally efficient; secondly, whether the interference comp.L'lined
of coincided with the working of the cinema
plant; thirdly, whether the interference
was due to a preventable defect in the
cinema plant. Whatever the result of the
case may be, there is no doubt thafthey
give the listener a sympathetic hearing over
there, and are at least alive to his rights as
an ordinary citizen to receive the broadcast
programmes free from preventable interference.
THERMION.

I

;____...........................-._____...............J
Believe me or not, this is an absolute fact.
Similarly we have the quaint idea that if
two high-tension batteries are offered, one
at four shillings and the other at eight
shillings, it pays us to buy the cheaper one,
since we can have two of them for the price
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KING BROADC----..
The B.B. C. " 0 .~., engineers ha1Je tackled
many difficult problems in relaying programmes from outside the studios and here
Kenneth Ullyett describes. the arrangements
which are used on special occasions when the
King appears before the microphone

"WHAT .arrangements do you make B.B.C. microphone when the King is
for the Royal microphone when the broadcasting."
I asked if any special precautions are
King broadcasts?" I asked an "O.B."
official after a recent broadcast of H.M. taken in connection with the amplifiers or
other gear to prevent breakdown and I was
the King, at Ilforcl.
"To tell vou the truth," he said, "there told that, generally speaking, the present
is no B.B:c. 'Royal' micmphone. We "O.B." factor of safety is so satisfactory
have about thirty-six microphones for that there is no need for special measures.
"Of course," said the official, "we have
Outside Broadcast work and nearly every
one of them. at some time or other, has two amplifiers on any Out5ide Broadcast
been used by Royalty. The microphone such as this, and within a few seconds we
which is known as the 'King's' microphone can change over from op.e set to the other.
is one used only for. public address work and Also we sometimes have more than just
this, of course, often stands beside the the one Post Office line available. \Ve
generally ask for two, and sometimes prefer three. OiJe is used
for telephone communication
with the Control Room and the
other as the microphone line,
but if it is possible to have an
alternative microphone line then
we do so : this is more general
when music is to be relayed,
b:1t for ordinary speeches this
additional complication is not
always required.

A glimpse inside the Outside Broadcast van which i~
generally used when the King is speaking at an outdoor event. Phone cables from the van are connected
up to the nearest Post Office " pot head "

Two in Charge
" There are two engineers 111
charge when the King broadcasts, but that again is general
B.B.C. practice."
I asked if the King is regarded
as a good broadca:-;ter and was
told that by the B.B.C., by the
Public Address people and by
the talking film engineers he is
regarded as a first-class microphone personality. He has a
steady style of elocution, regards
the microphone with absolute
coldness and does not drop his
,-oice or indulge in too much
accentuation--both of which
faults in speakers make matters
wry difficult for the control
engmeers.
"Ours is not the onl \' microphone when the King broadcasts," said the "O.B." man,
"for the talking film engineers
are generally on the spot, too.
Our microphones stand side by
side and are usually camouflaged
by a few flowers, or by a reading

desk. \Ve make arrangements with the
Lord Chamberlain as to microphone
position, and at the recent Ilford broadcast
a cross was marked on the ground and it was
explained to His Majesty he should stand
in that position in order to be best heard
by the millions of wireless listeners. And
he did stand there !

The " Distance ''

~Iat

"On a previous occasion there was not
time to make this arrangement and mats
were put down at a suitable distance from
the microphone, the engineers fervently
hoping that he would stand on the mats
when he spoke, when he would be at just
the right distance from the microphone.
But he disregarded the mats and the ma!t
at the controls had to keep a steady hand
on the fader ill case he should get too
close."
.Many of the King's broadcasts are from
out-of-door events.
Important indoor
broadcasts have taken place: when he spoke
from the Houses of Parliament at the
Disarmament Confe_rence, some time ago,
and when he wa'i present at the re-opening
of St. Paul's Cathedral. The Prince of
\\'ales shares honours with the King in
possessing a steady broadcasting voice.·
which makes matters ven· easv for the men
in charge of the "mikes.;'
•

OUR EXHIBITION SET
''TH.E Olympian Three" is a straight
three-valYcr which is bound to make
a big appeal because of its simplicity. It
has a highly efficient S.G. stage in a special
band-pass circuit. There is, of course, only
one-knob control. A high overall gain an,d
the fitting of a pre-detector volume control
ar 2 two technical features of outstanding
htcrest. Don't miss this fine new set ! lt
is described on pages 428-430.

\\hen an American broadcasting studio
recently advertised the fact that four
announcers were needed, 232 applications
were received in the course of a few hours.
A final choice was made of a Russian
ex-Prince, an Italian Count, a Chinaman
and an "East-side New Yorker" I
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' a number of similar small parts also
attract attention.

Stand 91. C. A. Vandervell & Co.,
Ltd., 319 Regent Street, W.l.
C.A.V. accumulators are, of course,
the exhibit· of main interest here.
New features have been incorporated
in certain models for the 1911 season
and battery-users will be well repaid
by a visit to this stand.
S~nd 92.
Dubilier Condenser Co.
(1.925), Ltct, Duon Works, Victoria
Road, Jllorth Aeton, W.3.
A number of changes nave been
made in .the Dubilier range for 1932
and you should make a point of· seeing the new paper dielectric and
electrolytic condensers. The ever~
popular Dubilicr variable condenser
and Dumetohm and Duwirohm lcal<s
and resistanccs should be seen.

Stand 94:.< Standard Battery Co.,
184 Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.2.
Here you will find the well-known
Standard batteri!*), \Vates' pick-ups,
gramophone motors, Star .loudSpeakers, testing meters, double cone
chassis and so on. The small resistances and fixed condensers will
attract the attention of set-builders.
Stand 95.
H.
Perfecta Works,
Maidenhead.
The· Dyn<\tron
gram is a feature
on this stand.

Hacker .& Sons,
Ray Lea Road,
universal radiowell ~vorth seeing

STAND Nos. 91-152

Stand 100. Watmel Wireless Co.,
Ltd., Imperiaf Works, High Street,
Edgware, Middlesex.
Home constructors will be interested chiefly in the new small
Watrilcl parts, tuners, slow-motimt
drun1 controls,

~vavetraps,

chokes,

pick-up arms, condensers, and so on.
\Vire-wmmd potcntiometers and wirewound fixed resistances at very low
pri.ces are bounrl to make a big appeal.

Stand I 01. Darwins, Ltd., Fitzwl!liam Works, Sheftleld.
Staad 102. A..F. Bulgin & Co.,
Ltd., Abbey Road, Barking, Essex.
Everv set-owner will find some'
thing oi interest lwrc, for in tl1c Bnlgin
range there are componcnts which
improve the utility am! p<'rfonn::tnce
of practically every onttit. A number of new parts have been added to:
the range for the

1~132

season.

Starid 103. Whittingham Smith
and Co., Portadyne Works, Gor.;t
Road, North Acton, N.W.10 •..
Portadyne S.F. Four .\tlantic ami
PortadynP. transporta!Jle -<Pts should
be seen here. Th<'>G ha\·e an alurninhHn chassis and, in th-e case 1)f the
transportable set,

then~

is

~;anged

tuning. The H.T. consumption is
only 8 milliampcrc-;.

Stand 104. A. J. Dew & Co., Ltd.,
38 and 34 Rathbone Place,, W.I.
Stand 105. Brown Bros., Ltd.,
26 Great Eastern Street, .E.C.2.
Stand 106. Epoch Radio Manufacturing Co., Ltd., . 3 Farringdon
Avenue, E.C.4..

VISIT THE l•A.W." STAND FIRST
- No. 71 -Stand 96. The Halcyon Wireless
Ltd., 27.a Pembrldge Villas,
NoUing·Hill Gate, W.ll.
Here is
wide range of Halcyon
outfits which should be seen. by
potential purchasers of complete sets.
Co.~

a

Stand 97. · Jun!t -M(,;. Co., Ltd.,
11 Ravenscourt Square, W.6.
See tbe new ]unit eliminators, the
A. C. range .of which is particularly
complete. ..There are parts for set
builders, such as the new ]unit po\yer
transformer, which has a special filament winding for A.C. valves. A feature of these mains transformers is
- the generous core provided.
Stand 98. Stratton & Co., Ltd.,
Baln;toral Works, Bromsgrove Street,
Blrnlinghan;t.
A short-wave enthusiast will find
much to interest him here and the
193::t Eddystone All- \Vave Four will
appeal to all set-users. There is a
fine six-valve super-het. tuning from
12 to 440 metres, and set-builders
will find interest in the small parts,
such as· H.F. chokes, variable condensers an\J valve holders.

The

Stand 99.
Beniamin Electric,
Ltd., Tariff Road, Tottenham, N.17.
There are many·Benjamin J.:>roductions which are bound to attrart
your attention here.· :\lake a· point·
of seeing the new rotary switches,
valve holdcts, and portable set turntables. The Benjamin Clearer-tone
valve-holder is, of course, an old
favourite with set-builders.

"

(1) Ormond speaker unit and chassis.
(2) Telsen speaker unit. (3) Telsen
H. F. choke. (4) J. B. popular conden-.er. (5) Blue Spot permanent
magnet speaker•

:\fany moving-coil speakers, both
of the energised azul perm an en tmagnct types arc shown, and these
are fitted with input transformPro .
. Hire-purchase scheme is applicalolc to
all models.
Several new large
public-address type speakers twse
also been produced and the technical
points of these will interest movingcoil speaker enthusiasts.

Stand 107. F. W. Smurthwalte,
15a Onslow Gardens, Walllngton,
Surrey.
Stand 108. Magnavox (G.B.), Ltd.,
89 Kingsway, W.C.2.
Several types of :\Iagnavox speaker
are to be seen here. mostly of the
energised moving-coil type. There is
a range of tapped input transformers,
so that th<>se speakers can be connected directly to a set, wit_hont the
need for further tone correctiOn.
Stand 151. S. Kallslly (Aldgate),
Ltd., 75 Aldgate High Street, E.C.iJ.
Here is a comprehensive range of

sets and components of numerons
manufacturers.

Stand 152. Wright & Weaire, Ltd.,
740 High Road, N.l7
Coils for super-hets. take pride of
.pl.ace here, of course, and will need
no introduction to Century Super
enthusiasts, but do 110t miss the
other \Vearite comp<Jnents. Talism:m
coils, frame aerials, vah·e holtkrs,
earth tnbe fixings ami many other
parts should be seen.
(Continued on page .p 8)
(6) Bulgin thermostatic switch. !7) New
Atlas unit. (8) Ormond condenser.
(9) Wearite frame aerial. (10) Celestion
moving-coil chassis. (11) Transformer
for Celestion speakers.
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Stand 160. W. & T. Lock, Ltd.,
St. Peter's Works, Bath.
There are a number of fine new
cabinets to be seen at the Loci< stand
this year. Beaufort, Moderne, Classic.,
and Clarionette are among the new
lines, while the Utility gramophone
and pick-up· cabinet, with a record
compartment combined, is bound to
appeal to gramo-radio enthusiasts.

Stand 161. Donotone (Regd.) LoudSpeaker, 40 Furnival Street, E.C.2.
The new Donotone speaker for
1932 must be ·seen, and technical
A useful p<>tentiometer control pro•
duced by Wearlte.

readers should make a point of
inspecting the special patented fea·
tures of the n·ew Donotone model.

Stand 162. Radio Service (London),

(Continued from page 416)
Stand 153. British Ebonite eo.•
Ltd., Nightingale Road, Hanwell, W.7•
Becol panels and coil formers
form the items of main interest here.
The new Becol panels will interest
set-constructors. Bccol formers ha•e
a special low-loss moulding which
ensures that a coil wound on one of
these has a very low-dielectric loss.

Stand 154. The Broadcaster, 93
Long Acre, W.C.a.
Stand 155. British RadiophoM,
Ltd., Aldwych Howse, Aldwych, W.C.2
Stand 156. Jewel Pen Co., Ltd.,
21 & 22 Great Sutton Street, E.C.I.
A special feature is made here of
the ever-popular Red Diamond per·
m~nent-crystal detector.
There are
some fine switches, coil holders, lead·
in tubes and other small parts.

Stand 157. Baird Television, Ltd.,
133 Long Acre, W.C.2.
Here television enthusiasts will
find publications and a small display
to demonstrate the progress of
telcv ision.

Stand 158. E. Paroussi, 10 Feather·
stone Buildings, W.C.I.
Parex parts for home constructors
are of interest here and there are

greatly

Stand 159. Anto Electrical Devices,
Ltd., Diamond Works, Brighton,
Sussex.
Components for radio-gramophone
users should be seim here, including
the new A.E.D. pick-up.

I STAND Nos.

condensers.

Ltd., 105& Torriano Avenue, N. W.5.

153-184]

Stand 172. Sydney S. Bird & Sons,
Ltd., Sarneslleld Road, Enfield Town,
Middlesex:.
The new Cyldon condensers for
1932 must be seen. Several new
types have been introduced which
not only give better control, but can
easily be ganged, as is necessary
in many ·modern circuits.

Stand 178. Overseas Trading Cor·
poration, 18 Ganton Street, Regent
Street, W.l.
Stand 174. Wireless Retailers'
Association of Great Britain, 1 Mitre
Court, Fleet Street, E.C.4.

Stand '176. East London Rubber
Co., Ltd., 29 Great Eastern Street,
E.C.2.
One of the new Tetsen pre-set

l

In addition to a complete range of
instrmnents manufactured by the
Gramophone Co., and other leading
makers, there are on show here the
Concert reproducer and amplifier
made by Arding & Hobbs, Ltd.

Stand 175. Hobday Bros., Ltd.,
21 Great Eastern Street, E.C.2.

Stand 177. Partridge & Mee, Ltd.,
74 New Oxford Street, W.C. t.
Parmeko mains components are
on show here in a comprehensive
range. Pow~r
transform~rs
and
smoothing chol<es should be seen.

Four of

t~e

new

spa~hettl

produced

resistances

by Telsen.

bilities of cleetric turntable dri,·c
and will find here models to ,,ut
every need.

Stand 179. Peto-Scott Co., Ltd.,
77 City Road, E.C.I.
Kits of parts to make up the 'et'
published in "A.\V." are a big featun~
of this Stand. There are speci;il
points about Peto-Sc.ott pilot kit'
which can be seen on examination by
enthusiastic set-builders.

The battery-charging facilitiesoffered by this service are fully demonstrated here.

Stand 180.
Johnson Talking
Machine Co., Ltd., 96 Clerken well
Road, E.C.1.

Stand 163.
Redfern's Rubber
Works, Ltd., H:Vde, Cheshire.
Here set-builders will find Ebonart

Academy radio-gramophones for
battery and mains drive are shown
here, together with moving-coil
speakers. One of these is a perman~nt·
magnet type and the other of the
mains-excited variety.
Stand 181. B •. & S. Electrical Co.,

and Bulwark panels and small
ebonite parts.
Redfern's Twosidc
type of panel is a new production
which has one side black and fhe
other· side mahogany finished.
Several new coil formers have been
produced.

Stand 164. Thos. De La Rue & Co.,
Ltd., 90 Shernhall Street, Waltbamstow, E.17.

"AMATEUR WIRELESS," FIRST IN RADIO AND
STAND No. 71 AT THE SHOW
several new lines which
facilitate set-building.

. ~!J

Stand 165.
Beaver Electrical
Supply Co., 5 Great Chapel Street,
W.1.
Stand 166. Hillman Bros., Ltd., 123
and 125 Alblon Street, ~ds.
Stand 1.67. Itonla Gramophone
Ltd., 58 City Road, E.C.I.
See here the ltonia model 505 all·

An Exl.de-hJQh-tenslon bank of 10-volt
accumulators,

Ltd., 9 Brunswick Place, City Road,
N.t.
Stand 182. British Hard Rubber
Co., Ltd., Ponders End, Middlesex.

There are several new types of power
transformer for use with valve and
\Vestittghouse metal rectifiers and
several.modt-ls have special four-volt
low-tension windings for A.C. valves.

Stand 178. Garrard Engineering
and Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Newcastle Street, Swinden, Wilts.
Among the fine spring and electric·
drive gramophone motors here you
should see the model 202 induction·
type gramophone motor, with full
automatic starting and stopping
switch.
Every radio-gramophone
enthusiast shoUld consider the possi·

electdc radio-gramophone. This is a

most satisfactory production at a
very low cost and has all the features
that one expects to find in a modern
outfit.

Tbe Blue Spot rejector wavetrap.

Penncol non-discolouring ebonite
is shown here in various finishes for
panels of sets. There aFe a number of
coil formers, rods, tubes and switch
blocks, cut pieces and extruded worl<.
Stand 184. R. Cadisch & Sons,

5 and 6 Red Lion Square, W .C. I.

Stand 168. S. A. Lamplugb, Ltd.,
89 Little Park Street, Coventry.

SHOW REPORT
Continued on page 420

Tbe.Silver Ghost inductor dynamic
speaker has been considerably im·
proved for this year. It is more
sensitive and has a brilliancy which
has not interfered with the inductor
response. The Silver Ghost speaker
coupling unit is an interesting
component.

Stand 169. Adie & Co., Ltd.,
B Aldermanbury Avenue, E.C.2.

A new SoverelJln low-frequency
transformer,

Stand 170. Henderson Wireless and
Electrical Service, 54 Queens Road,
Brighton.
Stand 171. Arding & Hobbs, Ltd.,
815 Lavender Hill, S. W.11,

One of the new Dubllier variable
condensers.

This is the mains edition of the model
235 Cossor Melody Maker.
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PERWAMEMT WAGMET
~OVING

COIL SPEAKER

The most astonishing value
ever offered. Made by" W.B."
-the pioneers in Permanent Magnet
Very sensitive- large
Speakers.
volume. Gives true moving-coil reproduction from any 2 or 3 valve set. A
dass instrument despite the low price.
No mains or batteries needed.

OLYMPIA

Stand No.46

Completely
assembled chassis 45/-.
or in attra~tive oak
cabinet, as above, 75/·
(with transformer, in either
case, 7/6 extra). Write to-day
for
completl!l
Illustrated
list
with new low prices of W.B.
Permanent
Magnet
Moving
Coli
Speakers and
the equally famous
W.B. Valveholders
and Switches POST

Whiteley Electrical Radio Co,

FREE.

Ltd., Radio Works, Nottingham Road, Mansfield, Notts.

You Will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers

~mclrur Wir~
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House, 14 Newg~~ote Street. E.C.
There are many new parts in the
1932 P.R. range and these will
interest all set-users.

A Sparta 120-volt H;T. battery

(Continued from page 418)
Stand 185. Electrical Devices Co.,
12 Great James Street, Bedford Row,
W.C.I.
The 1932 model of the Eldeco S.G.
Four portable set with single dial
tuning should be seen here with the
six-valve supersonic portable.
Stand 186. Manufacturers Acces-

Stand 188. Pioneer 1\lfg. eo:, Ltd.,
Cromwell House, Fulwood Place, W.C.
There are several parts in the
Pioneer range which must be seen by
set builders. Several of the new parts
for 1932 have been tested recently in
our "We Test For You" feature and
these parts can be seen on this stand.
Stand 189. R. F. Graham & Co.,
45-6 Cambridge Rod, Klngston-onTilames.
Stand 100. Sel-Ezl Wireless Supply
CO.. Ltd., I Soho Sllllllr&, W.1.
stand 191. Atalanta, t-3 Brixton
Road, s. w.9.
Set builders will find here a number
of interesting gadgets which are a
great aid in construction.

A Wearite coil for use In a super-het
such as the "Century Super''

A Telsen speaker output trans•
former

One of the Fuli-0'-Power range of hightension batteries

sories Co. (1 928), Ltd., 85 Grea~
Eastern Street, E.C.2.
Here you must make a point of
seeing Maco accumulators and
cabinets, together with a wide range
of components, batteries and mains
units. A special feature is a threevalve all-mains set at a popular
price.
Stand 187; P. R. Products, P.R.

The Formo-densor type G
pre-set condenser

A Lissen Torex transformer, one
of the wide range of home-constructor parts

Stand 192. Faudels, Ltd., 36-40
lewgate Street, E.C.t.
Stand 193. The Primus Mfg. eo.,
Primus House, Willow Street, E.C.2.
Here are special batteries for
ordinary H.T. working and a new
patented type of dry battery \dth
rechargeable cells. A loud -speaker
chassis with triple cone, and a
permanent- magnet
moving- coil
speaker should also be seen.
Stand 194. Park Royal Engineering
Co., Ltd., Cumberland Avenue, Park
Royal, N.W.10.
Testing instruments of high grade
are to be seen on this stand In particular you should see the new highvolta&e voltmeters which are a great
asset m any set because they enable
an accurate idea to be obtained of
the working voltage on the anodes of
the valves. There is a neat panelmounting instrument just produced,
which needs only a small hole in the

19, 1931

STAND . Nos.
.
185-209)

panel and which has a very high factor of resistance for full-scale deflection.

Stand 195. A. W. Gamage, Ltd.,
Holborn, E.C.l.
A wide range of well-knO\Yn makPs
of components and complete sets is
to be found here, together with the
new Gamage Compact two- aml
three-valve sets. These are batten·
operated receivers and are produce(!
at a remarkably low price.

One of the Regentone A.C. unlis

Stand 196. Gutta Percha C11.,
Wharf Road, City Road, N.l.
Radiometal and :\Inmetal aiiov
for the construction of L. F. and
power transformers and chokes are
shown and will interest more technical
listeners.
Stand 197. Greatrex & Co., 184
Regent Street, W.1.

Stand 205. Chas. A. Osborn.
Regent Works, Arlington Street, N.l.
ReaJy-to-a"emble, part-assembl< cl
and eompletdv assembled cabin~ts
are the lea tnre here.
There are

Stand 198. Willlam Whiteley, Ltd.,
Westboutne Grove, W.2.

Stand 206.
sedge, Yorks.

The Varley Sqaare-peak mains
4-vaJ,·er

THe new Lewcos super-het
assembly

cabinets for tno.;;.t sets on the tnarkf't

and for ail -the latest lond-sp<'aLers.

Birkbys, Ltd., Liver-

One of the new Tannoy
radiograms

For many purposes in a set circuit, the
Sovereign pre-set condenst!r

Here is a full range of the complete
receh·ers and parts marketed l>y
\Yilliam \Yhitelcy, Ltd.

Stands 207 and 208. Electrical
Equipment Co., Ltd., Winder House,
Douglas Street, S. W.I.

Stand 200. Churchmans, Ltd., 79
Maldenburgh Street, Colchester.

\\ inding can be seen here.
Stand 209. Colassion, Ltd., Mark
Lane Station Buildings, E.C.3.

Stand 201. Fullotone Gramophones
(1929), Ltd. 73 Camden Road, N.W.I.
Two radio-gramophone models 202
and 203, attract attention here and
there are several technical point~
in th<'se Fullotone instruments which
are well descr\'ing of inspection.

.\pparatns for coil and transfflflll(T

SHOW REPORT
Continued on page 422

Stand 202. Leetro-Linx, Ltd., 254
Vauxhall Bridge Road, S.W.l.
Clix plugs, sockets, accumulator
connectors, terminals and other small
accessories mnst he seen.
Stand 203. Sun Electrical Co.,
Ltd., 118 Charing .cross Road, W.C.2.
Stand 204. Flinders (Wholesale)
Ltd., East Stock well Street, Colchester.

A Llssen 60-volt H.T. Battery
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HULLARD

Obtainable from your own Radio dealer, or direct from the
WIRELESS SERVICE CO., 111, CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON,
You

wm

Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A. W." to Advertisers
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(COMPLETE GUIDE TO SHOW I
(Continued from page 420)
A special feature here is the Colassion Hyper speaker \Vhich is double
the size of the standard model. This
is an irnpressive exhibit, being Inadc
of gold and silver and placed in a

special concave showcase.
Stand 210. Thompson, Diamond
and Butcher, 34 Farringdon Road,
E. C. I.

I STAND. Nos. 210-2351

Stand 212. Henry E. Taylor, Ltd.;
47 Mount Pleasant Road, S.E.13.

Stand 224. F. Francke, 28 BlomHeld Road, Maida Vale, w.

Stand 2 J4.. Ecco Radio Ltd., Ecco
House, Princess Street, N. W .8.

Stand 225. Kenneth Brooks, Ltd.,
72-86 Oxford Street, W.1.

Staml 215. Rees Mace Mfg. Co.,
Ltd., 39a Welbeck Street, W.1.
This firm specialises in :Ohe produ ction of complete sets and the general
finish of the new models for 193~
strikes a high note.

Stand 226. A udiovisor, Ltd., 28
Little Russell Street, W.C.1.

Stand 216.

Bakers

Selhur~t

Radio,

89 Selhurst Road, S. Norwood.
Here is a fine range of speakers 0f

variou> tnws \\'hich have made the
name of Sc;llmrst Radio famous. The

Stand 227. Voltron Electric, Ltd.,
Queens Works, Ponders End, Middlesex.
See tlw new Voltron parts and sets.
The Voltron Hornet LLble type set
is a popular attraction.
·

Stand 233. Hunton, Ltd., Fitzroy
Court, Tottenham Court Road, W.1.
Small parts, such as eyelets,
terminal tags, tubular rivets and the
machines for fixing these.
Stand 234. Selfridge & Co., Ltd.,
Oxford Street, W. I.
The Radio Department of Selfridge

Stand 228. Electro-Dynamic Construction Co., Ltd., Devonshire Grove,
Old Kent Road, S.E.

One of the new handpass
coils produced by Rooke
Bros-.

The Celestion R.P.M.
12 rermanent-ma~net
speaker

The H.M.V. self
record chan~in~
9-vah·e super-het

speakers for the new season incorporate many interesting technical
features and the permanent-magnet
models arc of outstanding inter~st.
Stand 217. Shapland & Petter,
Ltd., Raleigh Works, Barnstaple.

Stand 211. The Brili&h BroadcastIng Corporation, Savoy Hill, Strand,
W.C.2.
Be sure to see the B.B.C. exhibit
of interest to alllistei)ers. As reported
recently in the "Xews and Gossip"
feature, the exhibit this year mainly
comprises a large map showing the
population of listeners in each
Regional area.

Stand 229. Mains Power Radio Co.,
Broadway House, South Street, Romford, Essex.
Parts of interest to users of mainsdriven sets arc on show here.

Stand 230.
Dulcetto-Polyphon,
Ltd., 2 and 3 Newman Street W.l.

Stand 218. Betta Electric Motors,
Ltd., 119-25 Finsbury Pavement,
E.C.2.

Stand 231. Tonex Co., Walker
Street, Blackpool.

Stand 220. Fay Home Recorders,
Ltd., 121 Victoria Street, S.W.t.
Here h a demonstration of a new
system of hr,me recording by means of
which you can make reconls of music
or broadcast items.

Stand 232. A. H. Hunt, Ltd.,
Works, Tunstall Road,
Croydon, Surrey.
Here is a wide range of dry batteries for high-tension and low-tension
plirposcs. The special chemical prinH. A. H.

haq organised a fine display on this
stand and if you arc contemplating
purchasing any ::tpparatus you should
take advantage of the technical advice
service offered by the department.
Stand 235. The €rypto Electrical
Co., Ltd., Willesden, N.W.10.
.\part from -rotary convertors for

SHOW REPORT
Continued on page 432

OUR STAND AT THE SHOW IS
No. 71-SEE IT FIRST

One of the ran~e of
Park Royal meters

The Kohra Junior, one of the
new Kolster-Brandes sets

Stand 222.
Yagerphone, Ltd.,
Charlotte Cabinet Works, Ponders
End, Middlesex.
Stand 223. Synchrophone, Ltd., 24
Berners Street, W.t.

A neat Soverel!in
L .F. transformer

ciple employed in these cells ensures
a minimum of polarisation and this
makes them specially suitable for
high-tension work where they stand
up to heavy discharges over a long
period.

(Left)
Telsen
fuse and fuse
holder. (Above)
Lamplugb
Minor cabinet
speaker
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OUTPUT ST~GE
You can have the best set and the best loudspeaker that money can buy, but unless they
are accurately matched, quality must suffer.
You need a good output transformer of the
correct ratio.
You need an INSTAMAT.
No need for you to switch off the set or
disconnect wires-just turn the switch knobs
and hear the tone change. The INSTAMA T
is the only output transformer capable of
giving perfect quality by the turn of a switch.
So long as you have a radio set and loudspeaker you need an INST AMA T. Without
one you can never be sure you are getting
the quality of which your outfit is capable.
With one you can change your output valve
or loud-speaker as often as you wish and
know that in every case the valve and speaker
can be accurately and instantly matched.

INS
...1

OUTPUT TRXN"SFOR"MER

!

(Guaranteed for five years)
Connect between the last valve and loud-speaker (for
all types except moving-coil speakers). Five different
Extremely low D.C.
ratios all clearly marked.
resistances, very heavy current-carrying capacity, and
particularly massive core of the most
correct design.
PRICE

2 7 /6

I.

INSTANT MATCHING SWITCHING
ON THE INSTAMAT

INSTAMAT MAJOR. For low-resistance movingcoil speakers. Six ratios : 10 to I up to 25 to I.
Current-carrying capacity up to 150 milliamperes
without core saturation.
PRICE 37/6

r---------------------

1
I

I
I

I

I

I

If unable to obtain from your local dealer,
we will send you an INSTAMAT or INSTAMAT MAJOR direct upon receipt of cash
with order. Jf you are not entirely satisfied
with the INSTAMAT and return it to us
· undamaged within seven days, we will refund
your money in full.
BE SURE TO SEE THE INSTAMAT AT
OLYMPIA-STAND No. 6

I Now turn to pages 424 & 431
I

I

I
I

I

I

159 BOROUGH HIGH STREET
LOMDOM BRIDGE ·S·E·I
-:HOP 3000

" GRAMS:IIL\DIAAO,SEDISJ

HEAD OFFICE AND WORIIS

.

EASTMOR HOUSE· BLACKHEATH
PHONE: LEE GREEN 5678

You Will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning ..A.W." to Advertisers

I
I
I

_ _,u.JI
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CHIEF ENGINEER

READY RADIO
As still further proof of our aim to maintain an unrivalled service, both before and
after sales, we have now taken on the full-time services, as our Chief Engineer, of
Mr. G. P. Kendall, B.Sc., for many years the well-known Chief of Research for
''Popular Wireless'' and ''Modern Wireless.''
When you buy Ready Radio Kit Components you are definitely assured that they
are the finest possible for their particular job. Mr. Kendall is your surety. Every
Ready Radio Kit Component is chosen by him only after submission to stringent
laboratory and broadcast tests. And again before despatch, they are tested and
passed under his personal direction.
Should you ever be in difficulties with your set you can avail yourself of his wide
and experienced technical knowledge, FREE. Mr. Kendall controls the new Ready
Radio Technical Department, formed mainly for the purpose of helping you out of
your radio troubles.

*

*

OLYMPIAN THREE

KIT A
KIT B
KIT C

(Less Valves a~d
Cabinet.)

£6 •4 •9
•

•

£8 •• 3. ••9
(With\'alvesand £10•8•9
Cabinet.)
•
•

(With Yalves, lt•ss
Cabinet.)

or 12 equal monthly
instalments of

11/6

or 12 equal monthly
instalments oi ·

15/3
19/3

or12equalmonthly
instalments ol

RECOMMENDED ACCESSORIES
1
1
1
1

£

Fuller 120-volt Super Capacity H.T. Battery.
Fuller 9-volt G.B. Battery
Fuller 2-volt 30-amp. L.T. Accumulator
Blue Spot L/S Unit, 66K

s.
15
1
10

d.
3
0
3

1 5 0

TO INLAND CUSTOMERS-Your goods are despatched Post Free or Carriage Paid.
OVERSEAS-Everything Radio can be supplied against cash. In case of doubt regarding the
value of your order, a deposit of one-third of the approximate value will be accepted and the
balance collected by our Agent upon the delivery of the goods. All goods are very carefully
packed for export and insured. All charges forward.

r------------.------·
I
I
I

I

I

I
I
L-

JIFFILINX
Wire every set you build with Jiflilinx. They
eliminate soldering and give perfect contact.
Each packet contains 40 assorted lengths of
insulated connecting wires fitted with gripfast
ends. Ample io wire a large set. Easily shaped
to any angle. Ideal for quick "hook-ups."
Can be used over and over again.
Price, 2i6 per packet

See also pages 423'and 431

-----,

I
I

.£tal
159 BOROUGH HIGH STREET
LOMDOM BRIDGE ·S·E·I

.__________________.
PIIONE;HOP3000

GRAHS:REAI>IIIAO.SEDIST

I
I
I

HEAD OFFICE AND WOIIKS

_,,_..._ _ _ _ _

~------

EASTHOR HOUSE· OLACKHEATH

To Ensui'e Speedy Delivery, Mention ...A.W." to Advertisers

PHONE:LEEGREEN5678
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PE~FECT CONT~OL

BY

P~ECISION

INSTDUMENTS
For J.B., years of specialisation have been years of progress. J.B. have gone on from
success to success, making
tuning still simpler and still
more accurate.
J.B. design ensures electrical
and mechanical perfection.
J.B. precision results in unfailing accuracy and balance.
J.B. workmanship and J.B.
materials perfect a range of
Precision Instruments scientifically designed by practical
engineers.
New products not illustrated
on this page include a J.B.
Extenser with many exclusive
features, including switch contacts that are individually adjustable. Yet the price is only

14j6, complete with Illuminated Vernier Disc Drive~ Then
there are Air-spaced Differential Condensers at 4/3, ~ase
board Trimming Condensers
at I/-, etc., etc.

for use with above and
all ganged condensers.
4-ln. drum. Ratio 16-1.
Oxidised silver or
bronze panel plates 7/6

SEE THEM ALL AT

STAND 62
OLYMPIA

NATIONAL RADIO

EXHIBITION~

for use with Va rley
., Square Peak" Coils.
Complete with Illuminated Disc Drive calibra ..
ted In wavelengths 24/-

Type U.3o.

PRECISION
INSTRUMENTS

3-Gang
34,'6'

POPULAR
E"tra hea•y gauge brass vanes.
Nlcke!-p!atedjrame. High-grada
ebonite insulation.
SLOW-MOTION TYPE (35-1), a~
Ulustrated, with J-in. dial •• 8/6
PLAIN TYPE
••
••
6/•
4-ln. dial1/6 extra.

- - - - - - - - - - - -Advertisement of]ackson Bros., 72 St. Thomas' Street, London, S.E.r. Telephone: Hop. 1837

--~--------.....-

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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.THE NEW STANDARD OF._VALUE
•

1l!Dllf1U~

ALL-MAINS
Lu·xu RY SET h>r}!!·tf·O
for A.C. & D.C. Mains
MAGNAVOX
MOVING
COIL SPEAKER
MAZDA VALVES IRRESISTIBLE H.P. TERMS
Never before have such outstanding
features, such a luxurious cabinet, such
magnificent reception been ·available at
such a low price.
The new Lotus Table Console is made
for both A.C. and D.C. Mains. It is con·
ceived and designed by j. Sieger, the
famous radio engineer, who is now a
member of the Lotus Research Labora·
tories.
One-knob Tuning, and All-mains operation make
for the acme of simplicity. The Magnavox Movingcoil Speaker, Mazda Valves, S.G., Detector and
Power, make for unequalled reproduction. Guaranteed full strength, perfect reproduction of 12
European Stations;
The Lotus Table Console is entirelv self-contained
in a beautifully polished walnut cabi~et of matchless
proportions and finish.

TRULY THE RADIO OF THE FUfURENOW!
The Hire-purchase Terms are irresistibleZ7 /9 deposit se.cures this marvellous set, the
balance being paid in 11 monthly instalments of
27/9 each. Ask your dealer for a demonstration.
Cash Price £14 14s., A.C. or D.C

TABLE

CONSOLE

Ul§
THE WORLD~S- KEE.N~EST TUNING
KE~ENEST PRICED POWER SET
'

,-'

t~

•

>~

ALL
BRITISH
~
MADE
Advt>rtisers A,,reciate Mentron of "A. W." with Your Order

11 f0!,

Uf$

A complete range of new Components
at keenly competitive prices by J.
Sieger, the famous radio designer.
In addition to the new Lotus Components
illustrated below, there are many new
lines, including Gang Condensers, T rans·
fdrmers, Chokes, Switches, Slow-motion
Drives, etc. You will be interested in
the complete range, write to-day for full
descriptive list~

SPECIFIFD FOR THE
''OLYMPIAN )HREE "
Lotus 3 Ganged Condenser; Lotus Reaction Condenser; Lotus Vaive Holders;
and the Lotus Jack JK5,

GANGED CONDENSERS.-Each
unit is totally screened and precision
matched, and sturdy construction
ensures lasting accuracy.

With Disc Drive, 5/ ~ extra, or with
Drum Drive, 7.'6 extra.
3 Gang, 30. •
4 Gang, 40/•
(as illustrated)

RIGID DRIVE LOG CON· ~~
DENSER.-An inexpensive but
reliable component for the home

constructor.
With knob-dial,
.VC03 and .0005 capacity.

I

Famous from the earliest days of broadcasting, Lotus Components
have always enjoyed the esteem of the radio constructor.
This year many new lines have been born from the Lotus Research
Laboratories. Designed by the genius of J. Sieger, and manufactured
with the unequalled resources of the Lotus Works and experience,
they are miracles of efficiency and value.
In no case has quality been sacrificed for price. Nevertheless, through
highly intensified production, they are within the reach of every pocket.
All the leading set designers specify Lotus. They know that for
reliability and efficiency they are absolutely dependable. Follow the
expert's lead-insist on Lotus Components.

(DJ
I

UNIVERSAL SWITCIL-A pro-

BINOCUJ.AR DUAL-WAVE COIL.-Lon~

visionally patented rotary switch
with self ..cleaning contacts. Easily
ganged, For many t~{pes of switching arrangem~nts.

and short wave windings on separate
formers, sihnt wave-chang~ switch.
These coils are all matched and can
be ganged.
Completely and compactly screened. 0.:-signed by J,
Sieger for hair-line sebctivity.

SLOW-MOTION CONDENSER.

-Stout c~nstruction with integral
ball.. bearing sl~w .. moticn. device.

Complete with knob-dial. Capacity,
.0003 and .0005.

m

AUDIO TRANSFORMER No.l.
An inexpensive'ihstrum-:nt forth~

.

I

•

home cqnsttuctor. -IUs

•

r~markably

f

&1

efficient and has a good straight-lirie
amplification curve.
Ratios, 3-1

and 5··1,

LOTUS RADIO LTD., MILL LANE, LIVERPOOL
Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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THE NEW

{O]M4111UtUI•JII>1#1II
METAL RECTIFIER
STYLE

H.T.S.

which gives an output of

250 volts

60 milliamps

(after smoothing)

A complete range of all our other units will
also be on view.
Call at the Stand for a copy
of the 1932 "All Metal
Way," which gives full
details and circuits, etc.

The W estinghouse Brake
& Saxby Signal Co., Ltd.,
82 York Road,
King's Cross, London,

J>leGse Mention "A.W." When Corresttont:littg with Ad_,-tiaera

N.l
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AMOVIMGCOILUMIT

HE famous Amplion M.C.6 Unit is acknowledged
as representing the best va!ue and the greatest
efficiency amongst small permanent magnet moving
coil speakers. [ts reprOduction and sensitivity ere
really remarkable, and it will handle without distortion
adequate volume for aD normal requirements. lt
requires no external excitation and the universal transformer which is fit:ed, enables th.: speaker to be
corr;~ctly matched to either Power, Super Power or
Pentode output from standard British 2, 3, or 4 valve
receivers.
Make a point of visiting the Amplion Stand No. 75 in
the EMPIRE HALL, Olympia, during the Radio
Exhibition, where all AMPLION Moving Coil Speakers
will be working.

T

Complete with transformer
ready \o mount o;, bafAe,
or in cabinet.

Also 1• n
Handsome
Cabinets
(complete with
transformer)

M.C.9 MODELS
The M.C.9 Unit is also a permanent ma911et type, but is much
larger and more powerful than the M.C.6. A suitable matchin~
trandormer ror th:s model can be suppti-ed at 15,'- extra.

M.(.9

UNIT ONLY

The M.C 6 Unit is also available
in handsome cabi .,ets oF very
rrodern and striking design.

The cak model is illustr"ted
here.

M.C.6 Oak £5-10·0
M.(.6 Walnut £5-19·6
Available on Deferred terms
Graham Amplion Ltd., 26, Savile Row, W.1

M.C.9 OAKM.C. 9

WALNUT

£6-0 0
£9-9-0
£1 0-10-0

AI M.C.9 madels are available on deferred terms. Bcth the
Cabinet Models are flttecl with matching transform. rs.

D.C. ENERGISED MODEL

~~,:tf.r~~~r=. 29'6 ~=~42!

very I'>Jtob> • for
A.C.sets. Unitonfy.

Write for !alder

1

W.L.~1.

which

arm er

sive~

hiU lktails.

royd.r

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to AdvertitJers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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HE moving-toil loud-speaker is the
best available at the present day, but
many amateurs refrain from making one
up themselves owing to the difficulty of
constructing a suitable cone. For the
balanced armature or reed speaker, the
construction of the cone is a simple matter
only requiring a suitable piece of paper and
a glue pot. But the moving-coil cone with
its attached speech coil appears on the
face to be an ~ntirely different proposition.
However, a careful worker will experience
no particular difficulty if he follows the
following brief notes.
\Ve may divide the component parts of a
moving-coil cone as below : I.-The cone itself.
2 . -The speech former.
3.--The speech coil.
4.-The leather suspension and ring.
s.-The spider suspension.
The paper for making the cone should be
fairly stiff and about ten-thousandths of an
inch in thickness; furthermore, it must not
crackle \Yhen bent by the fingers. Some
cartridge papers will serve well enough for
the purpose providing they are not highly
glazed.

Cutting the Cone
For amateur construction a cone having

a major diameter of about 7 in. will be
found very suitable and this is gaining
popularity since it necessitates only a small
field coil: A hole will have to be cut in
the middle of the disc to accommodate the
speech coil former which, with the cone
size just mentioned, can be round about
I in.
Before completing the cone cut-out, the
former itself should be made. Take some
ordinary adhesive paper such as is used for
packing and after moistening, wrap tightly
round a rod or circular cylinder of wood,
having a diameter. about r/64-in. greater
than the pole piece. The latter can con-

venientlv be made from r-in. diameter mild
steel red which may be obtained through
local ironmongers. The size of the former
will then work outto be I r/64 in. Adhesi\·e
paper is usually about .ootJ in. in thickness
and two, or at the most three layers, will be
found adequate. The little paper cylinder
should not be removed until it is thoroughly
dry which will take twenty-four hours at
least.
The length of this former must then be
determined by a consideration of the
dimensions of the basket and angle of the
cone. \Vinding the speech coil is a delicate
little operation, but need cause no particular difficulty. Gener:ally speaking, 40gauge enamel copper wire is employed and
is wound in two or three layers so that the
outside dimensions of the layer is about
equal to the thickness of the side poles of
the electro magnet. Between each layer
a slip of thin tissue paper should be placed
and held in position by shellac solution.
The former, completewithspeechcoil, should
now be thoroughly painted with a thin
shellac solution, and afterwards baked in
an oven for an hour. By the end of this
time the thin cylinder wil(be perfectly rigid.
Reverting now to the cone we scribe
the circle at the centre having a diameter
equal to that of the outside of the speech
coil former just prepared. Another circle
is then drawn with a diameter of Ys-in.
less than the previous one and this circle is
cut ont. By nicking with a penknife,
small tabs may be formed which, when
turned down, will provide a means of
attaching the cone to the speech coil
former. The cone itself may now be drawn
into position and stuck, preferably with a
celluloid type of cement such as that now
sold as Durafix.
In sticking the speech coil former to the
cone the wooden plug used in winding the
former should be employed so as to make
the whole job rigid. The little tabs on the
cone should be first moistened with the

COMPLETE GUIDE TO SHOW

I

(Continued from page 432)

Stand 252. J. J. Eastick & Sons,
118 Bunhill Row, E.C.I.

Stand 251. Dayzite, Ltd., 17 Lisle
Street, W.C.2.

Eelex terminals, earth bowls,
safety switches and testing prods

Lotus triple-gang
condenser

cement previously mentioned and then
tied in position by a small piece of copper
wire which is removed so soon as the sticking is complete.
'Ye now come to the leather suspension.
Any sort of leather will serve providing it
is soft enough. It should be emphasized,
however, that ordinary wash-leather is far
too thick. Four leather segments can
conveniently be cut leaving no room for
overlapping as this will probably cause
trouble if attempted. It will be found quite
easy to attach the leatl~segments to the
cone by turning them inside the latter and
using a celluloid cement. The outer
diameter of the leather segments can next
be trimmed and the cone is then ready for
sticking to the base ring which can be cut
from stiff cardboard, having a thicknes:;
of nearly r., in.

Making the Spider
The final and perhaps the most difficult
item is the spider. Many loud-speakers on
the market at the pre~'ent time utilise a
perforated disc stuck inside the cone,
whilst others are supported from the outside.
Probably the former is easier of construction for the amateur. Experience shows
that the actual tone of the loud-speaker
depends to a large extent upon this spider
and thus the material should be chosen
with care. A useful material for the purpose is known as vulcanised fibre and a
piece rs(roooth in thickness will be found
suitable. This may be cut to shape with
a sharp penknife and attached inside by
celluloid cement. In fixing the spider care
should be taken that it does not bulge in
either direction as this will most certainly
affect the quality of reproduction.
Finally, a word of warning must be given
relative to rattles. Every point of the
speaker cone should be gummed very
securely as a slight looseness, imperceptible
to the eye, will be sufficient to mer the
operation of the instrument.

STAND Nos. 251-254
can be seen, together ,,-ith B 0·ldurone
cabinets, and a ccnnprchensive range
of sets and speakers of various
n1akes.

The Varley band-pass tuner which is used In
our Exhibition set, "The Olympian Three.''

Stand 253. Department of Overseas
Trade, 35 Old Queen Street, S.W.l.
Stand 254. British "Wireless for
the Blind" Fund, 226 Great Portland
Street W.l.

Formo panel-mounting con<lenser
with plain knob and dial
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PRICE includes OSRAM
VALVES and Royal;y,

This new development combines, within a beautiful inlaid
walnut console cabinet, the latest improved GECoPHONE
4 - valve All- Electric Radio Receiver and the popular
GECoPHONE Inductor Dynamic Loud Speaker- a mammoth achievement for modern radio requirements. The
circuit and controls are similar to those of the" Table Four "
(see below)

1UBE PURCHASE. Deposit £3 .1 0. 0 and 12 monthly payments of£ 2. 8. 6. Y OUT dealer will gioe you full particulars.

MADE IN ENGLAND.
Sold by all
Wireless Dealers.
WRITE

for folder BC5958,
which I ully describes arul illustrates in c::- lours the complete
rang" of GECoPHONE Radio
Receivers and Loud Speaker&
SENT POST FREE.

A magnificent new model in which two stages of High
Frequency amplification give perfect selectivity. Special
features include one knob tuning, local-distant switch,
mains aerial device, 5-position switch controls waveband
and radio-to-gramophone pick-up changes and mains
switching. Walnut cabinet.
IIDlE PVf,lCBASJE. Depo.it £2. I 0. 0 and 1Z -..tltly peyments of 33/-. Your d-'rttr will give you full ptlfltiallar-..

Advt. of The General Electric Go. Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsr.oay, London, W.C.2.

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Promp! Attention
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Le

lest in wonder

at lradiolympia
Make a beeline for Radiolympia
where all that is new in Radio is
displayed for one week only. You
will be amazed at the simplicity
of the latest methods. Here's something new for every purpose _
something to suit every pocket.

YOU ..LL Fl NO ~

_.,.,.,. ,. ,""". THEM· ALL

ON STAND

N214

and in all the
best sets at

OLYMPIA

11 a.m. to 10 p.m. DANCING
ORGANISED BY THE RADIO MANUFACTURERS'
ASSOCIATION,
Tli:e 'Telegraph Cond011ser Co. Ltd., Wales Fann Rd., N. Actoo, W.3

0

89~9

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."
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@PICK-UP

• Minor•
B.:r.H.
Pick-up
and Tone
Arm.

and Tone

Price
complete

17/6

PRICE

A B.T.H. Pick-up and tone arm is the choice of leading
radiogram experts-the choice of the enlightened home
constructor-the pick-up that's chosen when a man "must
have the best. • .

• Senior • B.T.H.
Pick-up and Tone
Arm.
Price

Now comes the B.T.H. "Minor" Pick-up and tone arm at a
price which places first class reproducti,on within the reach
of a wide public.:._the public which knew and appreciated
the best but which couldn't afford to possess it.

45/-

The new • Minor • is <Ut a{l'lazing success. Its brilliant
performance on test records is a revelation. Bass, lreble
and middle register - all reproduced · with amazing
brilliance. The "Minor• is a product of the same technical
experience and engineering skill th~t have made the
"Senior" model the st~ndard of excellence against which
other makes are judged.

• Senior • B.T.H.
Pick-up only with
adaptors.
Price

17/6

See one for yourself and ask for a demonstration at your
local dea~ers.

;.._.,.___-(9~-~

11

THE EDISON swAN ELECTRIC eo. Lm.
lncorp.,.ating
theof
Wiring
S•PPiieJ,Tbomsotl-Houston
Lighting Em:ineering
tlfld
IVJ4io BUJiness
the British
Co. Ltd.
Radio Division :
155 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2
Showroo111S in •ll tbe Principal Towns

EDISWAN

11-lliiiiiiiii·ii·
R Aiiiiiiiiiiiii.
.. D I 0 p iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
R0 D U ( TS
_

------------------~~--------~~
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•
The complete range of parts, from valve
holders to tuning coils, on the Telsen Stands
19 and 213.
A new condenser of particular interest to set
builders on the Lotus Stand 23.
Coils and assemblies for super-het. enthusiasts on the Lewcos Stand, London Electric
Wire Co., & Smith's, Ltd., 97·
On Stand 4 the complete range of Marconiphone pedestal and. console model sets, incorporating the very latest receiver chassis.
Accumulators and a wide range of hightension batteries, employing a new chemical
principle on the Pertrix Stand 39·
The new speaker on the Ediswan Stand 21.
The latest Radio for the l\lillion sets on the
J\Iullard Stands 18, So, 199, and 221, and
l\1ullard valves, of course.
The new Y arley coils as used in our Exhibition set on the Stand of Oliver Pell Control,
Ltd., No. 58, Also the new Varley set constructor parts.
On the Bulgin Stand 102, the new switches,
' fuses, and literally hundreds of other home
constructor parts.

Supc-r-het. coils, super-het. assemblies, highfrequency chokes, and frame aerials on Stand
No. 152 of Wright and \'\'eaire, Ltd.
J .B. condensers which haw special facilities
for use in connection with bandpass tuning
sets, because of the excellent gauging, on the
Jackson Bros. Stand 62.
On Stand 7. all the new Columbia sets .

Eliminators for all sets and a number of
output and mains chokes on the H. Clarke and
Co. (:.\Ianchester), Ltd., Stand 33·
A new range of Utility condensers shown by
Wilkins & Wright, Ltd., on Stand go.
A. cabinet to suit your new set sho\\·n bv the
Carrington Manufacturing Co., Ltd., on Stand

5!.
On Stand 25 a fine super-het. just produced
by Kolster Brandes, Ltd.
A complete range of home constructor parts
on the Lissen Stand 17.
And Lissen hightension batteries. of course.
Readi-Rad parts and set kits on Stands 6
and 93·
The Senior permanent-magnet cone speaker
with a high-grade cobalt-steel magnet and
IO-in. corrugated cone on the Ediswan Stand.
Also the mains-fed moving coils, the A.C.
editions of "·hi eh have \Vestinghouse rectifiers.
A four-valve kit set with two S.G. stages on
the Osram Stand.
The new l\lazda Pen 220,a fine pentcde valve
with remarkable characteristics, on the Edis\Yan Stand.
A selection of list of parts for the AMATEUR

"Century Super," together with
manv other famous "A.\V." kits on the PetoScoti: Stand.
The Celestion tvpe R.P.M. permanent-mag·
net moving-coil speaker on the Celestion Stand.
Also the ne\Y type \\".5 Celestion pick-up.
The several JH~''" inoving-coil speakers fitted
with integral input transformers on the Ormond
Stand.
Ten-volt high-tension accumulator units on
the 0\dham Stand. These make up into full
size accumulator H .T.'s of any desired voltage.
The very handsome Blue Spot type 44H
cabinet speaker, alsQ the new type 7oR.
The new Headi-Rad tapped output trans·
formers, the Instamat and Instamat l\lajor.
On the Tannov Stand a fine midget all·
electric table-type set, complete "·ith speakei
mounted above the set chassis.
The Chassikit assemblv for set-builders on
the Six-Sixty Stand. On this you can make up
many standard types of receiver.
New electrolytic condensers from 4,000
microfarads dO\\:nwards on the T.C.C. Stand 14·
Handy connectors, terminal strips, and ter·
minals on the Belling-Lee Stand IJ.
On Stand 71 the Exhibition set described in
this issue. A member of the," A.\Y." Constructional Staff will be there to show ama-
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GrJilit1im
FERRANTI
INDUCTOR
SPEAKER

THE SPLENDID REPRODUCTION OF THE

must be heard to be believed
Until the advent of the Ferranti Inductor
Speaker, moving-coil speakers held the field
almost exclusively among listeners who put
quality first in Radio reproduction.
Now, however, the Ferranti Inductor Speaker
gives a faithfulness of reproduction which
is superior to any other speaker, movingcoil or otherwise, at or near its price.
PRICES:

Chassis only
In Cabinet-

HEAR IT AT
STAND NO.

£3

£5

10
10

0

0

45

AT THE OLYMPIA EXHIBITION
FERRANTI LTD., HEAD OFFICE & WORKS, HOLLINWOOD, LANCASHIRE.

LONDON: BUSH HOUSE, ALDWYCH, W.C.2.
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Postcara
RactiO

•

MANUFACTURER'S KITS

Literature

COSSOR

New H.M.V. Sets

234 EMPIRE
MELODY
MAKER

10/-

Screened-grid, Detector, and Power.
With valves and cabinet.
CASH PRICE £6 15s. Od.
WITH ORDER

T

HOSE who go to the special H.l\LV.
Demonstration running concurrently
with the Olympia Show will see for themselves the new!radio-grams, produced by
the Gramophone Co. Those who cannot
see this most interesting exhibit should
write through my Free Catalogue Service
for literature describing the whole range
from the nine-valve radio-gram. down to
the small table models.
356

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 12j6.

MULLARD
Screened-grid, Detector, and Pentode.
With valves less cabinet.
CASH PRICE £6 10s. Od.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 11/11.

1932
TYPE

11/11

WITH ORDER

NEW MUSIC
MAGNET4

W.B. Speakers
The new W.B. speakers are well worth

OS RAM

seeing. Take my tip and get a folder
giving full technical details.
357

New Condensers

Two Screened-grid, Detector, and
Power. With valves and cabinet.
CASH PRICE
£10 15s. Od. WITH ORDER

I like the new Utility condensers. They
suit many sets. Home constructors should
have details of these on hand.
358

V.3

19/8

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 19/8.

RADIO FOR THE MILLION

Screened-grid, Detector, and Power.
With valves, less cabinet.
CASH PRICE £5 17s. 6d.
WITH ORDER
Balance in 11 monthly payments uf 10,'9.

Mullard Sets

M.C. SPEAKERS

AMPLION M.C.9 PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING•COIL SPEAKER. A very
powerful anrl h1ghly sensitive unit.
.
Cash price· £6 Os. Od.

Ihlance m 11 monthly payments o! 11/··

BLUE SPOT PERMANENT MAGNET
MOVING·COIL SPEAKER. Complete with

mput transformer. Cash price :£3 15s. Od.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 6j11.
EPOCH PERMANENT
MOVING-COIL SPEAKER.

MAGNET

With

11/ordct.

With.

6/11.
order

With

Tvpe A.r.
Cash price £'3 3s. Od.
monthly payments of 5i9•

5/9

B.T.H. R.K. MINOR PERMANENT
MOVING-COIL SPEAKER. Capable of
handling outputs up to 2 watts.
.
Cash price £2 1 Os. Od.

6/order

.

Balance m

11

13alance m 8 monthly payments of 6/-·
LAMPLUGH, FARRAND, BLUESPOT,
FERRANTI,orQECOPHONE DYNAMIC
I.N D UCTOR SPEAKER for perfect reproduction. Umt and chassis complet~, ready mounted.
. .
Cash price £3 10s. Od.
Balance m 11 monthly payments of 6j5.
ULTRA 95 PERMANENT MAGNET
_MOVING·COIL SPEAKER. With tapped
mput transformer,
. Cash price £4 15s. Od.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 8/9.
ORMOND PERMANENT MAGNET
MOVINQ•COIL SPEAKER. With input
transforl!ler;
Cash prke £3 Ss. Od.
Balance m 11 m on thl y payments of 5. 11.

order

With

With

6/5
order.

Witn

8/9
order

With

5/11·
order

10/9

The new Mullard kits are most inspiring
and if you have not yet made" the acquaintance of latest editions, such as the 1932
kit set described last week by "Set Tester,"
then write for the latest literature. 359

For Mains Users
"An H.T. unit to suit every set," s-eems
to be the slogan adopted by H. Clarke & Co.
(Manchester), Ltd. If you want details of
the new D.C. and A.C. jobs, get a catalogue
just issued.
560

Telsen Parts
I referred just recently to the well-illustrated catalogue available, giving details of
all the parts in the Telsen range. There is a
big demand for this and if you want a copy,
then write before the edition is out of print.

Ever Ready H.T. Batteries

561

ATLAS
A.C.
ELIMINATOR
TYPE
A.C.244. Three tappings, S.G., Detector and
Power. Output, 120 volts at :w m/a.
•
Cash price or C.O.D., £2 19s. 6d,

RECOMMENDED
ACCESSORIES

ATLAS H.T. UNIT, MODEL A2 (.-\.C.
Ever Ready have just sent me a folder Mains)Three tappings, 60/80, 90/100, 12U/l51J
describing the whole range of Ever Ready volts, 12 m/a. Suitable ior 2 or 3-valve sets.
Cash
price
£2 12 6.
Balance in 9 monthly
high~tension batteries from the popular payments of 5/10.
portable up to the big 120-volt power types.
Grid-bias batteries are also described in AMPLION MOVING·COIL SPEAKER,
M.c.a.
Permanent magnet, with outth is catalogue and all battery users wi"ll TYPE
put transformer.
Complete.
Cash price
find this handy for reference,
562 £3 7s. 6d. Balance in 11 monthly pay-

ments of 6,'2•

New Varley Parts

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/6.

Wilb

5/6
order

EKCO K.18 COMBINED H.T. ELIMIN• With
ATOR AND L.T. TRICKLE CHARGER.
Delivers r8 m/a. and suitable for 1- to s-valve
sets. 8.G., so/So volts, 120/rso. Charg('s at .25
order
amp. at :2, -1, or 6 volts.
·
Cash price £4 12s. 6d.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 8/6.
REQENTONE
ELIMINATOR,
TYPE
With
W.1F. Three tappings, S.G., Detector, and

8/6

With

5jl0
order

Power.

Output

·

120

volts at

12

Cash price

m/a.
£2 7s. 6d.

With

Balance in 5 monthly payments of 8/4.

6/2

REQENTONE W.S COMBINED H.T.
ELIMINATOR AND TRICKLE
CHARGER. One S.G., I variable, and I fixed

order

tapping for H.T. L.T.charging forz, .~, and6volts.
For A. C. mains.
Cash price £5 17&. 6d.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 10/9.

8/4
order

With

10/9
order

PERMANENT
MAGNET
With
All the new Varley parts, transformers, W.B.
MOVING • COIL
SPEAKER,
TYPE
EXIDE 120·VOLT TYPE W.H., H.T. With
chokes, resistances, and so on, are described P.M.3.
\Vith 3-ratio input transformer, 5/10
ACCUMULATOR, in crates.
Price
£2
12s.
6d.
Balance
in
9
monthly
Cash price £4 139. Od. 8/6
order
in the latest Varley folder. The new Varley payments of 5/10.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 8/6.
·
order
slogan is "Quality at Popular Cost," and
this certainly is borne out by these new ESTABLISHED IN 1924.
FIRST WITH EASY TERMS
parts. OBSERVER.
563 .................................................---·--·---·-·-·-···........................~......................

GET THESE C.1TALOGUES FREE.

Here" Obser1'er" reviews the latest b~and

folders issued by well-knowr1 manufacturers. If
you want copies of any or all of them FRE"E OF
CHARGE,just send a postcard giving the lnde_,.
numbers of the catillogues required (shown at
th<! end of each paragraph) to " Postcard Radio
Uterature," "AMATEUR WIRELESS," SB-61,

Fetter Lane, E.C.4. "Observer" will see that

you get all the literature you desire.

·------------------------
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I
5

NEW TIMES SALES

eo. ss

LUDCATE HILL, LONDON, E.C.4.

(a) Please send me further particulars of... . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . •

I enclose ........... _,_ ............ d as fir,t payment for .............................. ·------ ..... · · •
NAME ........................................... .....................................................
ADDRESS ..................................................................... ·· .......... ·· · · ·· ·····
A.W. I9/9/3I.
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I

THE BOW AND WRY OF TUNING-If

INDU.CTANCE AND

CAPACITY

EXPLAJNED

The second of a short series of articles on tuning, specially written /or newcomers to Wireless.
Here the first ideas about ·tuning are Presc:nted. In the articles that follow, "Hotspot •• will clecil
with all the difficulties about tuning that the beginner is likely to meet
EADERS >vho propose to keep. me Condenser Action
company il'l this.series of sim.ple articles . Suppose we start with a source of elccon tuning must now learn something about . tricity, namely a 1 Y2-volt cell. If we coneach of the two ingredients of tuning, which nect one of the two plates to the positive
are, as I explained last week, inductance ·pole of the cell and the other plate to the
and capacity. It is no use pretending that METAL PLATE
METAL
when we understand the nature of inducPlATE
tance and capacity we shall understand
tuning. The truth is that tuning consists
of oscillatory circuits. But since an oscillatory circuit acts by the aiq of inductance and capacity, it is clear that a knowledge of these two ingredients will help us NE£ATIVE
POSITIVE
along.
Firstly, let us examine capacity. H0w .is
it formed? And when formed, what does it
hold?
I expect these are two of the first questions that are asked. I know they occurred
to me! \Vel1, the capacity can be formed
by any two conducting plates. That is, if
we choose two flat pieces of copper or aluminium or some such metal, we can form a
"voltage container" that will have a certain
capacity for storing electrical energy.
\Vhich answers the second questicn, does it
A simple diagram explaining condenser actioa
not?

R

negative pole of the cell, the condenser
action of the two plates is started. See
the accompanying diagr<tm.
The two plates shown by the diagram arc
snpposcd to be well separated. \Vhen the
cell is first connected up, there is great
activity among the electrons, which flow
from the positive plate through the cell to
plate marked negative. This is only a
momentary action, for a state of equilibrium is soon established.
The electron movement or, as v:e ought to
call it, the electric current, will cease as soon
as the potential difference l>ctween the two
plates is the same as that between the· poies
of the ce1l. This state will be when the
plate connected to the negative pole i3
crowded with electrons and when the plate
connected to the positive pole has lost
enough clectmns to enable the positive
ions left to exert sufficient attraction on
remaining eiectrons to prevent them from
departing.
Kow we must Sl'C what happens when the
two plates are brought otoser together.
The effect of the positive charge on one of
(Continued on page 446)

SENSATIONAL NE"'" DEVELOPMENTS
1.

CYLDON COMMODORE MIDGET GANGS

CYLDON Midgd Gang Condensers for modern sds, particularly those incorporating the VARLEY SQUARE PEAK COIL.
Rigid pillar construction, perfect insulation, accurately ·
matched sections separated by massive polished end plates
carrying extended interstage screening. Provision For mounting trimmers. A modern condenser embodying all the latest
technical refinements. Fitted with wedge friction slow motion
drive, if desired.
3 Gang S.P.3 Plain Type
Single Condenser S.P.1
Plain Type 9!6
3 Gang S.P.3V
~ing·le Condenser S.P.1V
Slow Motion
Slow Motion •
15 '6
4 Gang S.P4. Pldin Type
2 Gang S.P.! Plain Type 17/6 4 Gang S.P.4V
. 2GangS.P.!VSiowMotion23/6
Slow Motion
Trimmers for dbove 1/6 edch.

25/6
31/6
33/6
39,'6

2. CYLDON SLOW MOTION DIAL

AT OLYMPIA
STAND

I

,.,Q

.,..,

EMpjRE

HAlL

(FIRST FLOOIU

SEND FOR
NEW CATALOGUE'
S. S. BIRD& SONS LTD. CYLDON WOJ,1KS
SARNESFfELD RD. ENFIELD. MiDDLESEX

New wedge friction drive, CYLDON Duplex Illuminated Slow
Motion Dial, 8:1 reduction, non-slip, rotation in same direction
as condenser, illuminated scale, hair-line sight. Sector vision.
CYLDON are proud of the fint CYLDON Slow Motion Dial.
Price 716
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10% MORE FOR YOUR MONEY!
Another great triumph for Osram Valves !
After extensive research and experiment a
new 2-volt filament has been evolved giving:-·

10/o GREATER ELECTRON EMISSION

t.OIIGEST
2volt VALVE

FILAM£M1
Ill THE

D

THAN

ANY

OTHER 2•VOLT

FILAMENT OBTAINABLE

This is the latest discovery of the G.E.C.
Research Laboratories at Wembley.
The
"Wembley" filament means, that without loss
of amplification, valves of amazing efficiency
can be made with adequate electrode clearances. The avoidance of close electrode
clearances results in:
1 Greater consistency between valve and valve.
2 Cutting out internal contacts and valve troubles.
3 Production of non-microphonic valves even under
most exacting conditions of use.
THE NEW "WEMBLEY" FILAMENT MEANS MORE
RELIABLE WIRELESS, PURER TONE AND MORE
FOREIGN STATIONS.

SOLD BY ALL
WIRELESS
DEALERS.

Write for the Osran~ Wireless
Guide

(1931

Edition),

Sent

POS I' FREE on requeBt.

,SUPREMA«:Y IN RADIO 7 G·8·C R.adio
Ad1;t, of The General Electric Co. Ltd., Magnet Hcuse, Kingsway, London, W.C.2 (also at the National Radio E:-chibitioiJ),

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."

•
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"INDUCTANCE AND CAP AClTY EXPLAINEp ''

(continued from page 444)

the plates is then to cancel out part of the together., the electrqns in the atoms of the
Since a .current is caused bv the joining
electric field . created by the negati\·c dielectric are tending to go tmva.rds the of the two plates after the b<it:tery or cell
charge on the other plate. The effect of positive pl.ate, although, due to their rigid has been cut out, it is clear that the plates
the negative charge on one plate is also to cohesion, they cannot actually get away. must tQgether store electricity. Capacity
cancel out part of the positive charge on the So, although the constitution -of the i'S simply the ability of the plates to store or
other. The net result of quickly bringing dielectric is not changed by the charging preserve electricity, as imparted to them by
the plates together is therefore to lower of the two ·plates, the electron strain is a cell, for example.
We' will return to dielectric
the potentials on each of the plates. The increased.
Certain general consider~ttions will now
equilibrium is, in fact, upset, and so there is struin in a moment.
be fairly easy to gras;p. For example, the
another momentary fiow of electrons, until
1\ow we ought to see what happens when capacity depends on the area of the plates,
the potential difference between the plates the 'lroltage applied to the pla'tes of the ccm- on the distance apart of the plates, and on
is again equal to that between the poles of denser is removed, that is when the cell the type of dielectric materiaL Later we
connection to the plates is broken. \\'e shall consider in detail these and other
the cell.
Since the charging up of the two plates shall then leave the condenser in a charged . attributes. of the condenser, but for the
creates a field of force around the plates, it state, that is with one plate the voltage of present it will be enough to have understood
is clear that the intervening medium the cell positive with respect to the other. that when a condenser is said to be charged
between the plates must play an importccnt So if we then join the two plates, a momen- it is really storing electrical energy in the
part. \Vc call the intervening medium the tarv cuHent will flow, for the electrons at form of an dectric field between the plates.
dielectric. This is an insulating"substance, ·the. negative plate will rush mund to the
that is, a substance in which there are no positive plate until a state of equilibrium Inductance Explained ·
freely roYing electrons, since all are tightly·· is re-established.
I'\ow for inductance, that other ingredient
Tlie strain on the electrons of the of tuning we must know something about
hound up in the atoms that form the substance. In this, a di-electric differs from a· dielectric will be released and the tendencv before we can begin on oscillatory circuits.
\\'hen a voltage is applied to a circuit,
conductor, such as the substance of the two of the electrons to mo>"c towards the poslcondenser plates, copper or aluminium, ti'I'C plate will be stopped. If we imagine consisting of, say, a length of wire connected
where the electrons are sufficiently mobile the dielectric strain at the beginning to be across a cell, the current does not immediin the atoms to be dislodged if a sullicient a ~;light moYement of the electrons of the ately rise to the Yalue determined by the
incentive is provided, such as an electro- dielectric substance towards the positive Yoltage applied and the circuit resistance.
plate, without any 'exchange of electrons, A certain time is required for this to hapmotive force from a cell.
due to the rigidity of the electrons in the pen. What stops the immediate rise of the
The Condenser Dielectric ·
. atoms of the dielectric, then the final con- current? The answer is the E.M.F. of
The dielectric of the condenser has a nection of the cJ.targed plates and conse- self-induction.
This is the voltage that is al\,·ays induced
clefinite function in the action of the con- quently the cessation of the dielectric
denser. For when the density of the elec- - strain is clearly a movement back of the when the current is changing, as from zero
tric field created by the charged plates .is el:::ctrons to their criginal position in the to it.s maximum. Lines of iorce emanate
increased, as by bringing the plates closer atoms.
(Coi1cluded on page H8)

DON'T LEAVE IT TO CHANCL

37 DIFFERENT LETTERlNCS.

Protect your S.G. or Pentode Valve with
a Belling-Lee Anode Coimector. Contacts
are safely placed inside the insulated -ea~.
Short circuits impossible.

Belling - Lee Terminal, T y~ "R." with
insulated engraved heads that can"t come
off.
37 different letterrngs tftal don't
ru) off.
3d. each.
Type "M': 4!d.

.S.G. Safety An<od. Connector
Engraved Wamler·P/ug ·•
Bd/ing-Lre &lleru Cords with mgrav.d Wonder
Plugs and spring griP Spade TermiiUJ!..
5, 6, 7, 8.

-

TYP< "R •. 6d .

lnsuf.Gtetl mu/ non-rotating '""""·

9 and 10 way.

54-in. earls 4/- to 6'/t:l •. Jll-in.<'Dl'ds 2/S to 5/-.
With /use, 1/· eXtra

To take two .terminals of any type

THE

BEST TERMtNALS
IN TilE-

For fM!I'f~ct design, finish anli . work·miHlship Belling -Lee Terminals are
unequalled. Chosen by all the leading
Wireless Journals and by most
manufacturers of sets and battery
eliminators. your choice, too.

---- - - - - - - - -

BELLING-LEE,
Advt. of Belling & Lee, Ltd., Queensu•ay Works ,Ponders End ,M iddtese:<,

-

Sd.
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. A full range of first-clc;~ss valves at prices that will please you.
IRISH & SCOTTISH AGENTS{W·

J. BYRNE, 21, Temple Lane, Dublin.
R. G. JACKSON NISBET, 132, Renfrew Street, Glasgow..

THE ELECTRICAL TRADING ASSOCIATION, Aldwych House, Aldwych, W.C. 2.
Telegrarns : Ekradax·, Estrand, London.

Telephones: Holborn 8139.

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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" INDUCTANCE AND CAP A CITY
EXPLAINED''
(Continued from page 446)
from the centre of the conducting wire
when the current is sent through it.
These cut the conductor as they expand in
concentric circles from the centre. Lcnz's
Law teaches us that this induced E.M.F.
will always act in opposition to the E.!ll.F.
causing the current flow.

'Ihe Opposing Current

a change in the strength and also thtdirection of the current.
\\'e can consider the action in another
way for simplicity. The initial action of the
current delay can be compared with the
inertia of mechanical. actions. In fact, this
E.M.F. of self induction is electrical inertia.
\\'e also call it inductance.
EYen a straight piece· of wire has the
property of inductance when a varying current is sent through it. The inductance
value of a straight piece of wire is very small,
butit can be greatly increased by coiling the
wire, even though the actual length of wire
is unaltered.
Thi.'i week we have leamed that one of
the two ingredients of tuning, namely, capacity, is the property of a condenser of storing electrical energy; and that the other
ingredient, which is inductance, is the property of opposing changes in current flowing
through the wire or coil of wire.
There arc several other facts that should
be learned about inductance and capacity
before the part they play in tuning can be
really understood. Next week I will give
these additional facts.
.HOTSPOt.

Thus the effect of starting up a current
round a conductor is to set up an opposition
force that tends to delay the growth of the
current. All the time the current is increasing, so are the lines of force forming this
opposition. But as soon as the current has
reached its maximum, the lines of force
cease to increase and so the lines of force
cease to cut the conductor. Consequently,
tLe induced E.M.F. ceases.
From which we may gather that there is
no E.M.F. of self-induction unless the current is changing in Yalue. This is very
important. In wireless we are dealing with
currents of high frequency that are constantly changing in \"alue, for they ;n·e AN UNUSUAL ACCUMUalternating currents, waxing and waning in
LATOR TROUBLE
opposite directions many times a second.
N unusual kind of accumulator troub'e
Just as the current is delayed in its
which recently came within the
growth by the induced E.M.F., so is it sustained when the applied E.M.F. is cut ofi or experience of the writer is worth recounting
reduced. Thus we see that tlli.s property for the benefit of those readers who still use
of conductors of inducing an opposite filament accumulators and who are in the
E.M.F. is achieved whenever the current is habit of sending them to a local garage or
changing in value, either increasing or charging station.
The incident concerned two two-volt
decreasing. The effect is always to oppose

A

accumulators which were being used in
series to provide filament current ior fourvolt valves. The cells, newly charged,
were received from the charging station, but
on being connected to the set in the usual
way, failed to give any current at all.
A voltmeter applied across the terminals
gave no response at all, although a hydrometer test showed the specific gravity to be
quite O.K. and ail connections and terminals were absolutely free from corrosion.
As a last resort, they were separat~ly
tested for voltage. One cell read ·a perfectly good two volts on the meter, but
when the meter was applied in the usual
way to the other cell the needle merely
kicked slightly backwards and returned
to rest at the "o'' on the scale.
This provided the clue to the my;;tery,
and when it was found that the second cell
gave a full two-volt reading by reversing
the meter, (i.e., assuming that positive
was negative and vice versa) the whole
thing was clear.
The man who had handled the accumulators at the charging station had removed
the red and black terminals, and when he
replaced them, had inadvertently reversed
them. On some cells this is not possible,
because different sizes are used for the
positive and negative terminals, but in this
case they were the same size and the only
indication of polarity, once both lpd been
removed, was o.n the glass sides of the
cells. Coo.sequently, instead of being in
series, the two cells were in opposition.
R. B.

" A. W."

~o. ves vMr

Wireless Probhms

Masterpieces of desiga., coDstruc•
tion and performance. In the
moving-iron class the R. & A.
"Type 40" is supreme; in the
moving coil dass thtl R. & A.
"100'' sets a standard. Designed
for perfOI'D1.ance, and not propuced to a price.
The R. & A. "106" Permanent Magnet M.ving Coil Reproducer
is the supreme ac:hievement in M.C. Speaker desip. Sensitivity
is equal to mains -rgised types and the quality of reproduction challenges comparison with the most costly speakers.
Speech coil resistance 8.5 ohms, requiring a suitable ontput
transformer, Overall dimensions 10" x 4i"

At the Radio Exhibition,
Olympia, R. & A. " 100"
and R. & A. "Type 40"
are exhibited on the stands
of the leading Radio

Distributors.

The R. & A. "Type 40 " is admowledged by
critics and public as "in a class by itself."
Purity and volume thrpughout the whole
audible range, without the slightest "chatter"
in the·beaviest passages, or loss in the most
delicate pianissimo aotes. Speech amazingly
lifelike. Its performance constitutes the
nearest approach to moving-coil reproduction
it is possible to achieve. Overall dimensions
14" x
Your dealer will demonstrate.
Write as for full particulars.

sr·

REPRODUCERS& AMPLIFIERS LTD., Frederick St., Wolverhampton

t!:===========:J
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LEAD
THE

BATTERY

WORLD WITH

REDUCTION
IN PRICES
OF L.T. BATTERIES
FOR PORTABLE SETS
• In some instances the redu~tion is slightly over 25 per cent. ·
tmd in some slightly under.

The most important official price-movement
/

in the wireless industry of recent years. These
reductions apply not only to the Exide freeacid "unspillables" but also to Exide "Gel-

Cel"-the first satisfactory jelly-acid battery
ever produced. Exide "unspillables" live up
to their name. They are utterly unspillable.
They are fitted almost universally by the
leading manufacturers of portable sets. They
are chosen by the general public for their
known strength and efficiency and for the
great name they bear. When you replace the
battery in your "portable," get an Exide•

• l!xibt "C" TYPE BATTERIES for Low Tension also reduced in price.
Ilxi<\e Batteries, Clifton Junction, near Manchester. Branches at London, Manchester, Birmingham, Bristol, Glasgow, D1blin and Belfasa

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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A Detector Matter
N most sets the grid leak is taken
between the grid of the detector valve
and the positive side of the filament circuit.
Mc1.ny detector valves work very well
when the leak is connected in this way.
But when it is essential that the greatest
sensitivity be obtained, it is advisable to
take the grid leak to a potentiometer joined
across the positive and negative leads of
the filament circuit.
When the contact of the potentiometer is
moved the voltage of the grid changes a
little and often a surprising difference in the
results is obtained. Not only is the sensitivity varied, but the operation of the
reaction circuit is affected and also the
quality.
If the reaction is a bit "ploppy" when
the grid· leak is connected to the positive
end, there is sure to be a point nearer the

I

e

negative side where this effect vanishes.
Reception may sound a little better. when
the contact is about halfway instead of at
the positive end of the potentiometer. In
fact, the halfway position is often the most
satisfactory. But it is easy enoughto fit
~ne and to find by experiment the most
useful setting.

Humming Mains Units
Have you ever heard a hum from a
mains unit? This is known as a mechanical
hum and is due to vibration.
Transformers and chokes have cores composed of laminations. If one or two are
looSe and are, therefore, free to vibrate,
they will do so under the in:f:l.uenre of the
magnetic field produced by the current
flowing.
The humming may be stopped by tightening the core which is loose. A piece of wood
may be driven between the bobbin and the

laminations to hold them, or they may be
jammed and coated with wax or Chatterton's compound. Sometimes it is very
difficult to stop the hum entirely, but there
is usually no difficulty in reducing it to the
point where it is not a nuisance.
Bolts used for holding the laminations
should be tight. Fixing bolts must be tight,
in fact, it is essential that parts such as
chokes and transformers shall be well
secured. The hum does not affect the set,
and so will not be heard from the loudspeaker.
If you hear a hum and you arc not quite
sure whether it is a mechanical hum from
the mains unit or a hum from the loudspeaker, short-circuit the loud-speaker
terminals and listen to the unit. In this
test the load upon the unit is not altered
to any appreciable extent.
(Continued on page 452)

BUILD FROM THE ONLY
OFFICIALLY SPECIFIED KIT OF

UA.w·" LINEN SPEAKER
(described in this issue)

COMPRISING

WEEDON'S

.

PATENT SELF - CENTRING ROD

24 in. x 24 in. ~· Birch-ply board frames, fretted circular, wood supports free from knots,
machined, drilled and countersunk for screws. Linen cut to size as specified. Tm of
special \Veedon's Golden Tautening Dope. Thumb tension and tone regulating screws.
,..........................................
All necessary wood screws and tacks.

! Speaker assembled and :'
i tested at Works. Ready ,1
: for use (except
25/ - :i
· ! Unit.) .........................................................
car. paid
'R~~-~-----

o/J

Complete as above for making Speaker as illus-1ftf6
trated. Strongly packed. Carriage paid. Price
71

FOR BEST RESULTS USE "MOTOR" UNITS,
UNIT.S with the I..:it at following prices: -

Type 5.8, 23/6

· We can
S.4, 27/6

supply "MOTOR"
S.ll, 35/•

YOU NEED THESE PATENTED WEEDON ACCESSORIES FOR HOME CONSTRUCTION

WEEDON'S SELF-CENTRING ROD
Indispensable for all cone speakers.
Relieves driving
rod of all side stress and chatter by means of universal
ball-joint which automatically aligns the rod.
Post 2d.
Price

116

116

WEEDONtS ACCESSORIES

WEEDONtS ADAPTACONE
(As specified in this issue for the Olympia 3). Tool
pressed cone with corrugations ensuring rigidity and tone
balance. Patent rattle proof centre and chuc:k.
Post 4d.
·
Pnce
•

31

11

WEEDON'S ADAPTADISK
Fits any size or angle of cone.
Eliminates the bugbear
of rattle common to ill-fitting cone washers. Vice-hke
grip which improves reproduction enormously.
Easiest cone chuck assembly yet devised.
Post 2d.
Price

WEEDON'S GOLDEN TAUTENING
DOPE
Improves the tone of your Speaker as it matures.
Bleaches out - easily applied. Sold in airtight tin.
Post 3d.
Price per tin
•

11

Wood frame and screws (only) for A.W. Speaker, 10/6
Post 1/-. Thumb tension screws only for A.W. Speaker,
set of 4, 2/4. Post 2d. Best quality linen, 40 in. wide,
per yard, S/6. Post 4d. Frame aerial wire. Stranded
enamelled, 27/40 and 9/40. Green·covered overall, 6/per set, 2 reels. (As specified for Super 60 and Century
Super Sets.)
Your Dealer can Supply, allo obtainable direct from

WEEDON 11 CO., LTD.
26a Lisle Street, Leicester Square, London, W.C.2
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Columbia
for

1931

Columbia has advanced ahead of the
times • • • the new season"s models
include radio and radio-graphopbones
of super efficiency in performance
and at amazingly low prices.
The best in technical skill and work...
manship has gone to their making.
Every purse and every requirement
are met by radio sets from £5, and
radio..graphophones as low as 32
Guineas.
In design and price Columbia has
advanced ahead of the times •••
Model lSl
A long distance high
power set of ultra modern
design and appearance.
One knob tunes three
ganged coadenaers; no
reaction. Volume control

THE NATIONAL
RADIO
EXHIBITION
OLYMPIA
Sept. 18th-26th

STAND7
Demonstration

23 Gns.

Room

0.2.
c.o\umb~

~.

llA.o10
'-=--"WTT----1

also acts as the " oft'"

switch. Coil excited
speaker.
Provision for
connection to a gramo...
phone pick-up, and to an
additional speaker. Mains
aerial
attachment.
Iu
Walnut Cabinet. For A.C.
Mains.

A NEW RADIO-GRAPHOPHONE
ADVANCED in DESIGN AND
PERFORMANCE

Model 601
A highlv efficient Radio·
Graphophone, embodvinli:
the latest 3 valve circuit
with two screened·srid
valves. Double band pass'
tuning for great selectivity.
Single tuning control, illu•
minated and marked in
wave-lengths. Mains aerial
equipment. Coil excited
speaker.
Standard
Columbia Graphophone
equipment with electric
motor. Dark oak cabinet.
For A.C. mains.

32 Gns.

Also 4-valve Radio-Graphophone 40 Gns.
and Electro-Graphophone 20 Gns.

COLUMBIA

-The first and last word in home
entertainment For a quarter oF a century.

THE COLUMBIA GRAPHOPHONE CO. LTD., 98 108 CLERKENWELL ROAD, LONDON, E.C.l.

Mention of "Amateur Wireless'' to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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" IN MY WIRELESS DEN "
(Continued from page 450)

Mind the Metal Screens
The effect of metal shields, metal parts
such as tuning condensers, and even the
metal electrodes of vah·es, upon tuning coils
is most noticeable when ganging circuits.
You have, for example, a two-gang
tuning condenser, the two parts having
practically equal capacities in given positions. The two coils, too, may have equal
inductances when they are tested.
But ·when an attempt is made to tune the
circuits accurately, it is found that if they
tune properly at a low wavelength they are
out of balance at the top end of the range.
This may well be due to the fact that the
inductance of one of the coils is being
reduced owing to the proximity of metal.
A piece of metal lying near a coil reduces
its inductance. The extent of the reduction
depends upon the state of the coil, as well
as its size and the material, size, and position of the metal.
If you bring the metal nearer the coil the
inductance falls off and the wavelength of
the circuit is reduced. A few years ago
there were sets tuned by altering the
position of metal spades relative to the
coils, so it will be understood that the
tuning effect is considerable. The point is
that coils should not be placed too near
metal parts, particularly when matched
coils are being used.

Stout-construction Cabinets
A cabinet used to house a set and
speaker ought to be of stout construction.

The movement of the loud-speaker is
likely to vibrate thin wood. This vibration
is passed to the valves and the set generally,
causing noises and poor results.
The
vibration may be sufficient to affect the
detector valve so greatly that reception is
impossible. Covering this valve sometimes
helps, but as a rule the noise cannot be
stopped without taking an amount of
trouble.
In some designs the whole of the receiver
is mounted upon rubber and the valves are
shielded from air waves. The cabinet mav
be lined in order to deaden the vibration
and pieces of wood may be fitted inside for
the same reason.
It is usually necessary to have an open
back, a few holes not being sufficient. It is
surprising what trouble is caused by having
the set and loud-speaker together in a
cabinet of poor construction. Good thick
wood ought to be used and the cabinet be
strongly made.
A. Good Test
A test that quickly shows how well the
modern screen-grid valve is made is to connect a wire to the anode of the vah·e and to
place it near the grid terminal of the valve
holder.
You will find that the circuit will oscillate as the wire approaches the grid terminal. The wire must not be allowed to
touch the grid circuit. I therefore use a
covered wire.
''"hen the screen-grid circuit is working
normally it easily oscillates as the wire is
placed close to the grid terminal. A reaction
effect is obtained, but so little capacity is

needed that the length of wire is sufficient.
This test shows how important it is to
screen the grid and anode circuits properly.
Lack of sufficient shielding is often the
reason for poor magnification and instability.
Complete screening is advisable in all
cases, but where there is only one stage
partial screening is sufftcient, provided the
parts arc carefully placed. A compact
arrangement is not likely to prove satisfactory unless the screening is good. The
'valves, too, ought to be shielded.

Tracking a Stray Noise
A noise, spoiling the reception, is a fairly
common occurrence, but, fortunately, the
fault is usually easily traced.
There are several methods of tracking the
fault. One that is satisfactory in many
instances consists in taking out all excepting the power valve. If the noise is still
heard, it is probably due to a fault in the
loud-speaker or its connecting cord, to the
grid or high-tension circuits, or perhaps the
valve itself is noisy.
Should there be no noise, put back the
next valve, which is usually the detector.
If the noise is now heard there is a fault in
the detector circuit. Perhaps tli.c valve is
responsible, the coup] ing transformer, or the
connection to the high-tension supply.
Look over the detector circuit, including the
grid condenser and leak.
Finally, connect the screen-grid valve, if
one is used, and if this brings on the noise
the fault may be found in one of the tuning
coils or condensers. Perhaps the valve is
faulty or a by-pass condenser.

fUll()T()~lflrGREATEST

VALUE

years ago Fullotone took the gramophone trade by storm with a
RADIO- C_RAM 203 Ten
range of beautiful models at less than half the prices then prevailing. RADIO·GRAM 201

16.16.0
24/3
'
Carriage Paid U.K.
Or 30,'- secures and 14 monthly
payments of
•••
...
.. •.

To-day they are achieving an equally big success in the radio world
with many wonderful high-class instruments at amazingly low prices.
The models illustrated exemplify Fullotone value, which cannot be
equalled anywhere.

FULLOTONES ARE SOLD ONLY AT FULLOTONE SHOPS
TWO-VALVE SET
No. 200. This wonderful
'Iwo-Yalve Radio Set will be
welcomed bv enthusiasts
and nm·ices ilike because it
is so compact. Scn t complete with Accumulator,
Batteries, 2 B.V.A. Valves,
and Fullotone Cone Speaker
in handsome Oak·fmished
Cabinet, 19 in. high. Effi-

11.11.0

CarriaJ?,e Paid C.K.
Or 25,'- secures and 14
monthly payments of ...

If yOu cannot get to th~
Exhibition, call at your
nPares t Fullotone Branch, or
write or 'phone for a free
beautifullv illustrated Bro~
chure of I{adiograms, Radio
Se-ts, Loud-speakers,
Eliminators, and Tricklu
Chargers, all obtainable on
deferred terms.

cient with outdoor or indoor

,.~e~i7:'i

ART
COLOUR
BOOKLET
SENT
FREE ON REQUEST

Or 12 monthly payments of 11.'6

1

----;;:u-Li:ol-oN'E-'EL-iMi-N"AToRs--i·N-o·-:rR-iEKL:E:--cHi-RGiE-Fis----~
Run Your Radio off the Mains-it's clieaper, more re-liable. and improves
any set! Fullotone are now able to offer a complete rang~ .of Main~ Units at
extremely reasonable prices, from a D. C. Eliminator at 30, 6 or A. C. Ellminator at 46,"6

:

i

IL-------·----·---·-·------··-------------------.---·--------·-------------------·-----------------'!
FULLOTONE

GRAMOPHONES

(1929)

(Dept. A.W.2.)J 73, Camden RoadJ LONDON, N.W.1

Specification:

Four • valve

S.G. Circuit (B.V.A. Yalns),

Super-power Battery, large
Accumulator, Daptacon Pick·
up, Cone Speaker, powerful
Motor, and Record Compart·
ment, etc. Royalties paid.

:

LTD.

'Phone---Gullit'cr 1017.

Also Branches at CROYDON-41 Goorge Street; LIVERPOOL-13 Paradise
Street; EAST HAM--149 High Street; MANCHESTER-85 Oxford Road;
TOTTENHAM-561 High Road; BOLTON--47 Bradshawgate;
HULL-Monument Bridge; GLASGOW-312 Argyle :;>treet.

EMPIRE STAND 201

SJ)flciflcation ~ Two·V':tl n•
f'irc:uit (B.V.A. Valves,)
Super-power
Bat.tery,
lltrge
AC'enmulator,
Daptacon Pick-up. Cone
Speaker,powerful Mot<:~r,
etc.
Royalties pf\id.

16/4
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Accumulators is
undoubtedly the • PLb • ·types • No separators ••• sturdy,
well-built plates ••• grease cups in the terminals to
prevent acid creeping ••• charge indicator ••• these, and
many other outstanding features make this type or PERTRIX
Accumulator absolutely ideal for radio • They can be had
from your. dealer In three capacities, '25 a:h. for 8/6,
50 a.h. for 12/3, 75 a.h. for 16/6 • Get one to-dayyou will find that it will COft you less per ampere hour
than ~ other and will clve you years of sterling service.
M•da by BRITANNIA BATTERIES, Llmlt.d
at Reddltch who also make 1

SUPER LIFE

ACCUMULATO

8atlerles for Central Stations • Batteries for Country House Lighting. •· Emergency
end Stand-by Lighting Batteries for Theatres, Cinemas, Hospitals, etc. e Bart.rles
for the Starting and Lighting, and LJghtlniJ and tg_nillon of Motor Cars, Motor
Cycles, Buses end Coaches e lettertes for Elec:trlc Vehicles, Trucks, Locomotives,
Ships and YKhta e PERTRIX Super Life Dry Biltlerles for Radio e The only Nickel·
Iron Alkaline Batter)' on sale In BrHaln that Is entire!)( made In this country.·

Advert. of PERTRIX LTO., Britannia House, 233 Shaftesbury Avenue, london, W.C.2. Phone: Temple Bar 7971 (5 Unes) Works: Reddltch,
To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertiser•

A

'¥
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i~~d~~d.b~;s re~:m;~ ~tst~~~a~~~~~- E~l~ad
1

POST
OuR LISTENING
B JAY COOTE

1

enjoyed a short life and had been closed for
many months.
In the neighbourhood also of Huizen (298 8

1L-----------~·~Y-------------------~I ~tr~~~~S~u~~~~b~u~ll~g
I
T is not often that ~ sleepless night brings
its mn1 compensation, but With me on
August 29 last such was the case. On t_hat
evening at 9.36 p.m. the German dmgible
Graf Zeppelin left Friedrichshafen _on a nonstop flight to Pernambuco, Brazil.
As It
'happened, towards 10 p.m. I happened to tune
into 1\Iiihlacker, and from that station picked
up an announcement which induced me to
return to mv wireless receiver after midnight.
From the start the GE'rman station kept in
touch '"ith the airship, and in turn advised
Radio T<mlouse and Barcelona (EAJr) of the
progress of the flight. Later, during the night,
this duty devolved on the French transmitter. 'the Graf Zeppelin in return communicated with the stations and commented,
amongst other things, on the excellence of the
gramophone records which were·being broadcast for the benefit of its passengers. Towards
the earlv hours, as the dirigible approached
Spain, B·arcelona participated in the gamE', and
from that moment from the three stations it
was possible for anv listener to keep in touch
with the airship. On a previous flight a similar
procedu'l'e had been adopted, but in the present
instance the broadcasts were far more successful. Possibly you may have heard the dirigible.
on the return trip to its home quarters.
carrying out a similar programme.
Curiouslv enough, on that date I picked up
also, via i:\:alundborg, the new Copenhagen
interval signal. It is based on a very old.
Danish melody and sounds musical-box-ish,
but I understa.nd that it is produced by small
felt-tipped hammers striking duralumin bars.
It is verv distinctive and pleasanter, by far,
than the-monotonous B.B.C. heart throb.

After several attempts on varying wavelengths in the vicinity of Rome's allotment,
the Tallinn (Reval) station has definitely
settled down on 445 metres ((>74 kilocycles). I
am afraid, however, that the power of the
Italian transmitter will preYent our hearing
the Estonian broadcasts.

A Mystery Station
A new mvstery station has noppect up in
the ether; or is it only half a mYstery? Almost
on the top of Sottens and when this station
has closed down vou may hear on some evenings a Spanish tnl'nsmitter. I cannot yet vouch

DO YOU KNOW?
THAT a hydrometer is the best way
of testing the state of charge of an
accumulator ? On the instruction sheet
of a battery you will generally find the
acid's rated specific gravity and a
hydrometer will enable you to keep this
correct. Some hydrometers have coloured
balls, which without bothering about the
actual specific gravity figure, show the
state of charge.
THAT where several baseboard-type
fixed condensers are mounted close together you must take care that wires do not
short between the terminals ? In mains
units it is sometimes usual to group
smoothing condensers next to one
another, and here doUble care must be
taken because of the high voltage between the terminals.

broadcasts of gramophone records with
frequent announcements in many languages,
including English. Often when the latter is
spoken a call is made to." Mr. illacdonald, of
California" -a peculiarly vague address. These
transmissions usually take place after midnight
and last until 2 or even 3 a. m. They emanate
from Radio Idzerda, an experimental station
at The Hague, Holland. The wavelength, as
announced, is '• about 300 metres." Not far
below, on 291 metres, equally in the latish
hours you will find Radio Lisboa, a privately
owned transmitter at Lisbon working fairly
regularly until midnight and sometimes until
2 a.m.
The call : Esta~ao Radio Lisboa, is
repeated in Spanish, German, French, and
English.
The broadcast is S.B. on 42.19
metres on Mondays, \Yednesdays, and Saturdays.
·
·
My reference to short waves prompts me to
add that EAQ, Aranjuez, on 30-426 metres,
can be heard on some evenings giving what
seems to be a relay of the EA]7 programme;
on other nights the gramophone is brought
into play.
The call is EAQ (Ay-ah-koh)
Esta~ion Espaiiol, but in English it has been
heard to describe itself as the Socialist Republican transmitter at Madrid. This is not an
amateur effort, but an official station, Aranjuez
(close to the Spanish capital), possessing several
transmitters for short-wave communication
with North and South America.
The Marseilles (France) station has definitely
closed down. As already stated, most of it
was burnt out, but there is no question of
reconstruction. In its place the State authorities intend to put up their first high-power
transmitter, possibly something in the neighbourhood of 25 kilowatts.

All Portable Sets need a spare JELLY
ACID

Perfect
for aU
Portables
C A.V. Jelly Acid Cells are no'' offered at greath•
reduced prices with still further improvements i;1
design and additional types suitable for the latest
popular sets. Buy a C.A V. replacement cell for use
whilst yours is being recharged and enjoy continuous
reception. There is a C.A.V. type suitable for
every Popular Portable.

Examples of batteries for Popular Portables.
Pye Q and l\larconiphone 55 - Type 2VN9/3
Pye Twin triple B4D
- Type 2VN11/l
l\lcMichael

• Type 2VN11/2

12/6
14/•
14/•

C.A.V. BATTERIES Ltd.,
WELL STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

NON- SPILLABLE
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Realisint the increasing importance of screened ganged condensers,
"UTILITY" designers have produced this year a range of instruments
which for construction and performance surpass all others. All the ingenuity of these experts has tone to the making and perfecting of these
condensers. A new, high degree of matchinl1 has been achieved, and
there are ingenious trimming devices to make any slight adjustment
which might be necessary. Unlike most other ganged condensers
"UTILITY" are so constructed that torsional stresses are impossible
during tuning operations. This means that capacity remains balanced
-the most important factor in securing correct tuning. The inclusion
of special feature, a ball-bearing centre spindle, provides an incredibly
smooth action and dead accuracy of tuning.

a

SEMI-SCREENED
TOTALLY SCREENED
Cat.. No.
Cat. No.
W.305/2 Two-gang
17:6
W.306/2 Two-tang ... 22/6
W.30&/3 Three-gang (as illustra_ted) 22;6
W.306,3 Three-gang 27.'6
Fr.ittion pial 2/6 extra. (Prices of four-gang on application.)

*

NEW HIGH
DEGREE OF
MATCHING
.. PERFECT
SCREENING

Send a post-car'!_ for the new "Utility " Catalogue to:

WILKIN·s & WRIGHT LTD.
UTILITY

WORKS,

HOLYHEAD

RD.,

BIRMINGHAM

AGElfTS-London: E. R .•Varton, Ltd., 22 Bartlett's Building.•, Holliorn Circus, E.C.l. Scottish: E. B.
Hammond 113 r1~nrent Strett, Glasgo~r; Lancashire and Cheshire. J. R. Li:stet, 93 Old Roru1. Blackky,
MancMster. Jrestmorlund, Cumberlaud. lJurhmu. Northumberlaud, Yorkshire ana Derbu.,hire : 11. C.
Ra~t·son, Ll•l., lUO L•ndon Rood, Sheffield.

STAND NO. 90

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A. W."

-·
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THE B.B.C.'s STATION ON WHEELS
Our Special Correspondent describes the portable transmitter with
which the B.B.C. tests its Regional sites

equipment is not fitted, and therefore no
music or speech can be radiated. The
transmitting equipment, as well as the
masts and aerials, is carried inside the
lorry. The power delivered to the aerial is
approximately 2 kilowatts.

HE B.B.C. officially has seventeen
stations, but at the Research DepartT
ment at Clapham there is kept an eighteenth

measures to be taken to ensure that radiation is as uniform as possible, having That Long Dash
regard to the formation of the country
A morse key operates an electrotransmitter from which no listener has surrounding the transmitting station. The magnetically controlled signal] ing switch,
ever heard a note of music, and which does B.B.C. uses a Marconi transmitter in a van. which simultaneously interrupts the highnot feature in any broadcasting-station
A light \·an equipped with field-strength tension and low-tension supply.
\Vhen
list !
measuring apparatus cruises round the opened the switch inserts a high resistance
It is the portable transmitter, as powerful proposed site of the broadcasting station, across the contacts in the high-tension
as the old 2LQ plant, which is used for where the mobile equipment is erected, at circuit and a highly inductive choke is
testing Regional sites. Ko real broadcast various different radii. At regular intervals connected across the contacts in the lowfrom it has ever been logged because it measurement of the field strength of the tension circuit. This' allows a small current
transmits only C.vV. test signals_
signals in millivolts per metre is taken and to flow during spacing periods which ensures
plotted on a chart, and the result, the so- smooth keying. A special strap is fitted to
Testing Radiation
called "polar-diagram," shows the recep- the transmitting key which when closed
In the· case of a projected station it is of tion which may be expected around the causes the transmitter to emit a long dash
importance to have an accurate idea of the transmitter if it is built on that site.
until the strap is opened again.
radiation of the transmitter in the area it is
The mobile transmitting gear consists of
Entering the lorry, on the right are
intended to serve. Owing to a variety of a Marconi 6-kilowatt continuous-wave fixed the H.F. tuning controls, the oscillacauses, the absorption of the energy which transmitter mounted in a spacious lorry on tion generator, the rectifying unit and
is radiated may not be equal in all direc- a Daimler chassis. This is provided with a control switchboard, below which are
tions, or it may be that for some reason special chain drive off the gear-box for mounted the power transformer and
the transmitter radiates more strongly in running the 6-kilowatt alternator which smoothing choke. In the middle of the
one direction than in another. Often, also, supplies the power for the transmitting van against the back of the driver's seat
both these effects are combined, so that apparatus.
is mounted the alternator, above which is a
the transmission in one particular direction
collapsible table. On the left are lockers
may be _weaker than in others unless pre- On the Broadcast Band
carrying spare valves and accessories.
cautions are taken_
The transmitter can operate on any
Although normally the lorry is only used
\Vhen a site for a new station is being wave between 250 and 500 metres, and two for broadcasting, it may be desired to
chosen the B.B.C. carries out site testing in 70-ft. masts are provided with three exchange signals between the lorry and
order that an accurate idea of the suitability separate aerials, respecth·ely II5, 2,10 and other stations. For this purpose the van is
of the site may be formed, and the manner 230 ft. in length, to cover the wayeband. fitted with a change-over switch, so that a
in which the aerials and masts should be
In site testing the strength of the carrier receiver may be fitted, for which ample
put up can be ascertained. This enables wave only is measured so that modulating space is available.

''We'reFluxite and

Solder,
The reliable
pair,

Famous for
Soldering-

PERMANENJ MAGNET
MOVING-COIL SPEAKERS

Known every•

where!
We've soldered aD
connections,

And here'• the
rewardGood Programmes

You cannot afford to be without our 1932 CATALOGUE,
beautifully illustrated, and
containing full particulars and
prices of our Season's products
available from September 14
onwards.

come dearly,

From Home aod
Abroad!"

lt contains in addition, a mine
of useful information and is
sent FREE and POST FREE.
Lanchester Speakers are sold
direct to the public only, on
14 days' FREE TRIAL against
c<:sh with order or C.O.D.

We do not exhibit.
NEW MODELS .
. HIGHER SENSITIVITY.

ALL

M/ILL ·HAVE

FLUXI.TI
IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING.
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MADE IN
ENGLAND.
Sold by all
Wireless Dealers.

HIRE PlJRCHASE.
Yott can either buv
OSRAM "FOUR;'

:)!Ot<r

for cash. or on these
attractive HIRE PUR
CHASE terms- 25/Deposlt a11d I2 monthly
of17j-. Your
1>mdi,,u/n.,,.give }'OU full

11

NEW MUSIC MAGNET

A high-class radio kit both in perfm'mance and
appearance, with an established reputation .
Amazing range, power and tone . . . . Reliable
GECoPHONE components and OSRAM VALVES
.... Ease of assembly .... Simplicity of control ....
Handsome polished walnut cabinet .... Low selling
price of £10-15-0. These are the qualities that make
the OS RAM '' FOUR '' another big Music Magnet
success. The OSRAM " FOUR " introduces an
entirely new and improved conception of homeassembled circuits.
The OSRA.,_,I "FOl'R" can be built for A .C. All-mains operation by means of the
new GECoPHO~VE A.C ...J.ll-Pou:er [I nit aHd Conversion parts. This Unit can also
be used to convert last season ~s "Osram 1\Iusic .Magnet 4·"

WRITE for the OSRAM "FOUR" Constructor's Instruction chart which
wilt be sent you POST FREE. FILL IN THE COUPON BELOW. This
chart giaesaimpleand clear instructions how to assemble and wire the various
parts~ i• crammed with useful hints and tips. and contains a rapid guide
for getting, on the OSRAM "FOUR," practically all Home and
Continental stations. Send for a; copy TO-DAY.

; ii;o~ ~;e· ;i;i;~; ilie.NArioNAL ·iAnio Exiiii3iiioN:
1
do not fail to see the OSRAM "FOUR" on the G.E.C. •
: Stands in the National Hall and in the Empire Hall.
I

~----------------------------------·---~
SUPREMACY IN RADIO- S.e.c. RADIO

Advt. of The General Electric Go. Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W.'•

,~nuJ!wr Wu~
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\THE H.M.V. MODERN HALL OF MUSIC
A fine display by the Gramophone Co. outside Olympia
rrHE Gramophone Company, Ltd., were
unable to obtain enough space in the
main Olympia halls for the National Radio
Exhibition. They have therefore built a
hall opposite Olympia which will be open
from September I 8 to 26. to which members
of the public will be admitted free.
The frontage of the hall is of pleasing
modern design and the raised lettering fonns
a striking contrast to the multi-coloured
background.
The interior of the hall has been constructed to enable the various" His Master's
Yoice" instruments to be shown to the best
advantage,
Eleven alcoves, or open
rooms, are situated round three of the
sides of the hall.
In the centre of the hall is a specially constructed soundproof room in which may be
seen the T .U. measuring instrument evolved
and designed in the "His Master's Voice"
research laboratories.
This apparatus measures and registers
the actual volume of sound emitted bv a
radio set or the human voice direct in T~U.
units.
This ingenious apparatus autom·ttically
converts electrical units into units of
"loudness" (T.U. or transmission units), as
appreciated by the human ear.
In order to demonstrate the T.U. meter
,to show how accurately it will register the
'slightest variation in volume of the human
\'Oice, H.M.V. are conducting a "Loudest

Shout Competition" during the period-that
the Modern Hall of Music is open.
Among the sets shown will be the Standard acoustic gramophones, the Model 501
three-valve table radio gramophone, A.C
and D.C models. This instrument incorporates-band-pass tuning and a super-power
pentode; the Model II6 playing de_sk; and
the J\lodel 435 three-valve radio receiver.
The high-frequency stage is a screen-grid
latest pattern high-efflciency Marconi

coillond-speakcr is mounted in the top of
the walnut cabinet.
The Model II7 automatic rccord-chanving cabinet playing desk is shown. This
instrument will be of great interest to
owners, for by connecting it to the input of
any receiver capable of operating a speaker
it converts it into an automatic recordchanging radio gramophone.
There is, too, the Model 521 radio gramophone and Model 522 "His Master's \'oice"

Plan
showing
the
location
ofthe
H.M.V.
Hall of
Music

MS4b valve. The input of the coupling
transformer between the detector and the
output valve is resistance-capacity coupled.
A new type permanent-magnet moving-

automatic record-changing radio granwphone, together with the Model 53 I ninevalve super-heterodyne automatic rccordchanging radio gramophone.

!=====================================================================================

NI!\\'

Hlllltl Slti!AKEIIS

THE PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING COIL SPEAKER
A new and exceptionally sensitive speaker requiring no
energising current. The magnet system possesses a very
high degree of lasting magnetisation thanks to the patent
Hegra method of magnetising steel. The Air gap is perfectly
symmetrical and the coil is located so that chatter is impossible, yet there is no field leakage.
This speaker gives a high degree of purity
Type
~r
and sensitiveness through the whole range.
P M
J •

5

THE HEGRA MIDGET POWER UNIT
Is an extraordinarily neat and efficient balanced armature
type instrument. Over-all dimensions (exclusive of spindle) are only2r x 2" x li",sothatforportablesand other
sets where room is valuable this unit is now indispensable. Triple-tapped impedance 'enables satisfactory
matching with output valves.
Two-hole fixing
makes assembly simple, while the beautiful finish
and high efficiency of reproduction and ample
volume are quite up to high Hegra standard.
Type F, complete with cone
clips and mounting screws

7'6

Geo. Becker Ltd., 39 Grafton Street,
Tottenham Court Road, W.l
M.C.33
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''I nsulated

Bridge"
Mounting
--ensures maxim
mum performance and length
of life ·· .••

T

HE famous "Insulated Bridgew
mounting which
has been successfully employed in
Cossor Valves for
Battery operation
is also used in the
A.C. Mains types.
This system of conslruction permifs
microscopic precision in the
mounting of the eleclrodes. As a result
absolute uniformity is ensured.
Each
individual valve conforms accurately to
its rated characferistics thus ensuring
maximum performance from every type.

fn addition the
Cossor "Insulated'
Bridge • Construction imparts great
mechanical
strength. Rigidly
locked in position
top and bottom,
the electro·de
system is proof
against damage
due to shock
or blow. l hus
exceptionally long life is assured.
Cossor A.C. Mains Valves are stocked by
the best Retailers and are obtainable from
all good Wireless Shops in fypes to suit
every A.C. All-Electric Receiver.

. Folder No. L36
which gives full
technical details
of all types of
Cossor A.C.
Mains Valves
will be forwarded post free on
applicatior:t.

COSSOR
A.C,. MAINS VALVES
FOR

ALL-ELECTRIC

SETS

A. C. COSSOR, Ltd., Highbury Grove, Londou, l'·i. 5

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A. W."
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MARCONI PHONE
fR·POWERTWdA1akers: Marconiphone Company, Ltd.
Price : £11 1Os.

A.!\I starting the new season's reviews
. with a type of set that the development
of the Regional Scheme has made Yery
popular, namely, a two-valver. \Yhy has
the Regional Scheme increased the demand
for this type of set? I think the answer is
that many listeners are quite content to
limit their reception to the local centre now
that an alternative programme is available.
This applies especially to those wanting to
restrict the outlay as much as possible consistent with good service.
Marconiphone Model 246 is a two-valver
of high merit. It needs no batteries, for
the set is worked entirely from the A.C.
mains. As there are still so many different
Yoltages of supply in this country, the
makers have arranged a simple voltage
tapping panel on the mains input transformer. This is quite easily adjusted by the
set user. There are two plugs for this
voltage adjustment, which can be varied
from 95 to 164 or 190 to z6o volts. Th,e
periodicity may be from 50 to 100 cycles.

I

As a matter of fact, there are three valves cigncrs, but only by flattening the tuningin this set, but one is for converting the to an extent that is likely to cause localA.C. into direct current for the anodes of station swamping. Of course, not all listhe two receiving 'valves, which comprise a teners are situated within twenty miles of a
detector and an output valve. The detec- powerful regional station. Those at greate1·
tor is a a l\Iarconi J\'l.H4, which, as many distances than this would be a hle to get full
readers will recall, is a high amplification loud-speaker results not only from the
4-volt indirectly-heated valve. The out- locals but from many of the more powerful
put valve is the new Marconi MPT4, a foreign stations. My tests were done, as
powerful 4-volt indirectly-heated pentode. usual, in south-west London, some twenty
The overall amplification of this combina- miles from Brookmans Park.
tion, which obtains a constant high-tension
During tests I had little difficulty in
:voltage from the Marconi Uro rectifying separating the National from the Regional.
valve, is so great that even with a small To do this with complete success I connected
indoor aerial the signal strength of the local my Go-foot aerial to socket A2 and plugged
regional stations will be more than enough. into C2 of the selectivity control. Thi~
In fact, with full reaction the volume is meant that sensitivity was reduced, and
comparable with that of a three-valve some reaction had to be applied to obtain
full volume on the lV[arconi permanentbattery set.
I would personally stress that the main magnet moving-coil loud-speaker, which i.o;,
use of this set, and all sets of its type, is for by the way, one of the best of the inexpenthe reception of the locals and not the more siYe reproducers I have so far tested.
distant foreign stations. This set will cerThe settings of the tuning dial depend
tainly bring in quite a number of the for(Contimied on page 462)

BUILD THIS NEWEST
SCREENED 4
Once again VOLTRON leads the way with a kit
startling originality and unique performance
Long-distance reception becomes a matter of commonplace
occurrence to the owner of a VOLTRON SCREENED 4.
Go to your Dealer to-day and
get particulars of the new system of Duplex Screening, the
new unit coil chassis, the new
control condenser chassis.

Find out how simple it is to
assemble this w o n de r f u I set.
Single dial control and ganged
condensers make tuning child's
play, and there are only 19
wires to connect.

COMPLETE KIT OF
EX VALVES

£5

••

17

PARTS

••

6

COMPLETE KIT OF PARTS
INCLUDING
FACTORY BUILT CABINET
EX VALVES
A>k ~·our dealer for a copy of the fret
constructional chart. In case of difficulty
·write direct to the manufacturers giving
)'OliY local dealer's 1zanie and address.

VOLTRON ELECTRIC LTD.
Queensway, Ponders End, Middx.

£7

7

•• 6
STAND No. 227

••

(EMPIRE HALL)

OLYMPIA
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All YAliJES
ONE PRICE
Constructors! You have only to handle this new
Lissen Variable Condenser to make you desire
it. The die-cast frame-the one-piece spindles
into which the vanes are solidly r-ivetedthe unshakeable rigidity of the whole con·
struction, the clean-cut finish of the joball these speak of new pleasure in building,
new ease of tuning. And the new manufacturing methods used now for the first
time by· Lissen have enabled the Lissen
Variable Condenser to be turned out
to very fine standards of precision.
You will not find anything like this
new Lissen Condenser in anything
but a luxury set. It enables you
to GET A NEW STANDARD
OF
TUNING
ACCURACY
INTO EVERY SET YOU
BUILD.

llliJMINATED

DRIJM DIAL
Fit this Lissen Illuminated Drum Dial to any set and
at once you give it a new distinction . . . the real
''professional'' appearance which every keeri constructor aims at. The mechanism is robustly built,
and the drive is by tension gut, sure and pleasantly
easy. Can be fitted easily to the new Lissen Variable
Condenser and also to all other condensers singly or
in gangs.

LISSEN

LIMITED,

WORPLE

ROAD,

Every radio dealer will
have stocks of this new
Lissen Variable Condenser.
Be sure to
inspect it if wanting a
new variable condenser.

ISLEWORTH,

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers

MIDDLESEX
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''THE MARCONIPHONE SUPER-POWER TWO''
quite a lot on the particular aerial socket
made use of-there are three alternative
sockets; These are indispensable, for by
their aid the right balance between signal
strength and selectivity is obtained.
In my tests, National was logged at 27
degrees. The serious spreading of this signal was only from 24 to 32 'degrees. Outside these limits the National could dill be
heard, but not loudly enough to interfere
with the reception of other signals. As the
main selectivity need in this type of set is
only 'the separation of the two locals, I
should mention that long before the Regional is reached at 56 degrees the National
has entirely disappeared. The spread of
the Regional was from 50 to 6o degrees,
which I consider is very satisfactory, especially as the Midland Regionql logged at 66
degrees was a good loud-speaker signal.
This proves that selectivity is not obtained
at too great an expense of sensitivity.
At So degrees was located North Regional,
not very strong but quite satisfactory on the
loud-speaker. With this adjustment of the
selectivity the number of foreign stations
~e.~ I.'~!y ~~~.:!!, but by r·h?.!~g~!~g to ft !ljis
3elective socket I was able to log five stations without any trickiness in adjusting the
controls. The controls are well done. On
the front of the set are three knobs, that in
the centre working the tuning condenser and
rotating an illuminated dial marked in
degrees from o to 100.
Then on the right is an ingenious switch

knob working the wave-changing and gramoradio circuits. As the knob is set to any
particular position an illuminated indication of the circuit application is shown just
below the tuning scale. This is really a
worth-while improvement in control. On
the left is the remaining control, a knob for
reaction. This must be treated with a certain amount of care, otherwise the oscillation is apt to be violent. One soon comes
to know the limit of reaction, and as the
point of oscillation can be .-cry closely
approached without actual oscillation being
caused, there is really nothing to complain
about.
On the back of the ea binet are mounted
the several sockets for aerial, earth, and
loud-speaker connections. There also is
the mains on-off switch, which fe'w makers
deem even necessary.
A full evening spent with this set enables
me to say that it is one of the best in its
class. The ratio of signal strength to
selectivity has been skilfully ·worked out.
This means in practice that even when the
tuning is sharpened to separate stations, the
toignal strength is not cut down too badly.
In no small degree must this satisfactory
state of working he attributed to the two
valves, more especially to the new MPT4
pentode output vah·e. Before fi.nally com-

OUR SECOND SHOW
NUMBER NEXT WEEK

Here gou have it
LOW

PRICE •.•

(continuedframpage46o}

mending this set to interested readers, I
ought to mention that it makes a very
satisfactory gramophone amplifier. Used
with the new 1\iarconiphone loud-speaker,
the reproduction oh. this set is ·.·cry
realistic. 'What more could the listener
ask? As with all .Marconiphone sets, this
two-valver is backed by an excellent service
organisation.
SET TESTER

CUTTING OUT "STATIC"

T

HE method used by the A.E.G. concern to reduce local interference in
their show-rooms in Berlin consists simply
in enclosing the down-lead from the roof
guttering to the receh·er in a thin metal
tube, the aerial wire being insulated from
the tube by means of small wooden spacing
hlocks. Although the screening-tube increases the total earth capacity this is a
matter of small importance in the case of an
aperiodic aerial. It certainly had the
desired effect of reducing local "static'·' to
one-tenth the normal intensitv, which
allowed the local programme to
received
free from any perceptible interference,
wirh, of cour~e. e c-Jr~;:;ponding Improvement on more cli,;tant reception. 1\l. B.

be

The B.B.C. is making goocl use of the
town bands of Scotland for programnw
purposes in that country. The Corporation is finding that these organisations
stimulate a taste for music in the most
unexpected places.

llotll wags!

yet

POLAR

QUALITY

These two new condensers,
popularly priced and maintaining
the high efficiency of Polar design
and construction, offer you the
greatest condenser value obtainable.
Capacities for both models:
·0003,
·00035,
·0005
Obrainab·e from all dea·ers.
Cata:ccu:: lree on requ~st.

CONDENSERS
STAND
Wing•·ou IS Rogers, Ltd., 188/9 Strand, Lo11don, W.C.2.

60

OLYMPIA
Polar Works, Old Srran, l.it•erj>Ool.
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How to build a 2·
Loudspeakerfo

anea

r

Here is an intensely interesting development
-the Home Constructor's Loudspeaker, which
you can build for 5/6 and which for tone and
volume compares with many 2-guinea
speakers you may have heard. And from a distance of 2 feet
away its handsome appearance closely resembles a solid walnut
cabinet of fine finish.

A WONDERFUL FREE GIFT to every purchaser
of the NEW LISSEN SOLENOID SPEAKER UNIT
That extra loudspeaker for the other room is now available to
you at small cost. See the completed loudspeaker above. That
is what the Lissen free gift enables you to build. You buy the new
Lissen Solenoid Cone Unit for -5j6. With it you will get(l) Special Cone Paper printed to
exact size ready for cutting out
and glueing up to make a 14-in.
cone.
(2) Full Instruction Sheet with
complete diagrams showing
each operation in the building.

(3) Sheet, size 28 in. by 35 in., lithographed
walnut grained panelling, printed on _
reverse exact shapes and sizes for cutting
out, including front fret. You have only
to stick this on to cardboard to build up
cabinet shown above.
(4) The postal tube in which these gifts are
packed, and which is also used in the
construction.

Anybody can easily build this speaker-the essential parts are all provided for
you at an all-in cost of 5j6. The other sundries such as gum you probably have at
home already.
Go to your radio dealer now
-he will tell you anything
more you may want to know
about how to build this fine
loudspeaker for s;6 only.

LOOK WHAT

NCW ..C>IJ

CllNNC>T

FAIL TCJ

M41<E A

Sl>lENI>II>

41<E~

YO.U QET

FREE

LISSEN

LIMITED,

WORPLE

ROAD,

ISLEWORTH,

MIDDLESEX
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The ''Square-peak Three''
IR.-I have built the "Square-peak
Three" receiver and find results on the
long waves quite good. The stations that
are received on the medium waves come
in very poorly, and the reaction has no
strengthening effect.
I realise there is
some slight fault in the design of my receiver and should be glad to have any
suggestions which may lead to a remedy.
S. W. (Finchley).
From the context of your letter it would
1ppear that you have either a break in the
reaction circuit or you have somehow reversed
the wiring to the coil holders and thus get a
reverse reaction effect. If vou obtain what
appears to be a correct reaction effect on the
long waves, you should merely reverse the
connections to the medium-wave coil holder.
If you do not get a proper reaction effect on
the long waves, vou may have a reverse
reaction effect on ·both wavebands and this
will mean reversing the connections to the
reaction-coil holder instead of reversing the
connections to the medium-wave coil holder.ED.

S

Improving the ''£3 3s. Four''
IR,-I have read about the improve\... ments suggested for the" £3 3s. Four"
receiver, but not being able to follow a

S

circuit diagram, I am afraid the information
published does not assist me. I want to
add the refinements so that I can use a
mains unit and would be glad to know what
wiring alterations have to be made to incorporate the refinements.
F. B. (Cardiff).
A revised blueprint, incorporating the
refinements which have been. published in
circuit form, will be available in a few days,
and this can be obtained, price IS. 6cl. post
free, from the Blueprint Department. The
blueprint No. is AW3o3A.-ED.

It appears that you have arranged your
switch too far away from the first valve
holder, with the consequence that the wiring
between the S\\'itch and the valve is long.
This accounts for your trouble. It is imperative
that all \\'iring leads in the grid circuit of a
valve be maintained as short as possible. If
the switch is mounted on the panel and the
first valve holder is at the rear of the baseboard,
the valve holder should be moved nearer the
panel or the switch should be arranged on a
strip of ebonite at the back of the receiver near
the valve holder. By following this advice
you should be able to overcome your difficulty.
---ED.

Gramo-radio Trouble

S

IR,-I have fitted a gramophone switchover arrangement to my two-valve allmains receiver and have had some trouble.
·when receiving radio I experience a shrill
whistle which cannot be cut out with any
adjustment of tuning or reaction controls
and the whistle develops into a howl as
soon as I approach the switch for changing
over to gramophone work. Can you advise
me where I have gone wrong. The switch
has been wired up correctly according to
the information given by the mak<>rs of the
special change-over swit:h.
C. B. (Bath).

Using a Frame Aerial

S

IR,-1 have a three-valve receiver which
gets a surprising number of stations at
good speaker strength. 1\Iy only complaint
is that the stations all appear to overlap
each other. Having read of the selectivity
to be obtained by the use of a frame aerial,
I would like to modify my receiver so as
to use one. Before doing so, however,
would you explain to me why frame aerials
are not more generally used. I am sure
there must be some disadvantage offsetting
the advantages known to me.
F. L. (Worthing).
(Continued on page 466)

Interesting IGRANIC Price Reductions
Effective on September 18, 1931
Send for our Complete Catalogue D.15 4

IGRANIC "LOKVANE"
CONDENSERS
OOOS mfd.
Price 5/9
.0003 mfd.
5(6
.00015 mfd.
5/-

IGRANIC MEGOST AT
Price
5f•
IGRANIC H.F. CHOKE
Price
~
4/-

IGRANIC "J" TYPE
TRANSFORMER
Ratios 5-1 and 3-1
Price
15/6
IGRANIC JACKS
Single Open Jack - Price 1/9
Single Closed Jack .. 2/Double-Circuit Jack.. 2/3
2/3
Three-Spring Jack Five-Spring Jack
.. 2/9

Exhibit at Olympia
STAND No. 28, RADIO EXHIBITION
See our

IGRANIC
MICRO CONDENSER
Ptice
316

IGRANIC ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
149 Quee,:t Victoria St., LONDON

IGRANIC INDIGRAPH
VERNIER KNOB & DIAL
Price
5/-
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COME TO o·uR
STAND No. 106
AT OLYMPIA (Ground Floor)

AND INSPECT <AND HEAR) THE

FINEST RANGE OF

MOVING-COIL
SPEAKERS
THE WORLD HAS EVER SEEN
Prices from

2716 to £75

THE FAMOUS

EPOCH
SPEAKERS

If you cannot get near enough
because of the crowds around our
Stand, write for the new big
Booklet A.S. 5

EPOCH RADIO MFG. Co., Ltd.
EXMOUTH HOUSE, EXMOUTH ST. (At Junction of
Farringdon Road and Rosebery Avenue), LONDON, E. C. I
Telephone: Clerkenwell 6666 (4 lines)

Mention ol "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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forcing your receiver in an endeavour to over- what wiring should be altered?
come the trouble. You will onlv create oscillaT. W. (London).
(Continued from page 464)
tion in your set by forcing it, arid this will spoil
To omit the pick-up arrangement from this
A frame aerial is only about 15 per cent. reception for other listeners in your locality. receiver,
connect together wires No. 26 and 27
as efficient as an ordinary outdoor aerial, and As a point of interest it might be mentioned and dispense
with wire No. 35· Then connect
1t receiver designed for use with an outdoor that when difficulty is being experienced in
wires No. r6, 17, and 18 and omit the
aerial would give but mediocre results whPn getting loud reception from a station in the together
pick-up jack from the panel. On no account
111sed with a frame. Most receivers, designed for south it is sometimes possible to get surprising should
the volume control unit be omitted, as
use with frame aerials, possess at least one or volume from a station situated in the north or this is an
essential component for the workin?
more efficient stages of H.F. amplification to in any other opposite or nearly opposite direc- of the "ireless
circuit.-ED.
make up for the poor reception attendant tion to the recc·iver.-ED.
upon the use of such aerials. If you alter your
I.F. Transformers
Output Filters and Speaker
receiver to incorporate a frame aerial you will
IR,-Our attention has been drawn to
decrease the receiving range of your set.
Transformers
"Thermion's" note on page 250 of
You are advised to consider the possibility of
IR,--My receiver is fitted with an "A.\V." No. 48r. May we point out that
inct>rporating a band-pass aerial tuner in your
output-filter circuit.
I have just we have been manufacturing, since June
receiver.--ED.
purchased a moving-coil speaker which has last, an intermediate frequency transInconstant Reception
its own input transformer. Is it essential former of the type mentioned, namely, proIR,--I wonder if you could explain the that I retain the output-filter arrangement Yided with terminals and arranged for
direct baseboard mounting.
following inconstancy of reception. At or is it immaterial? W. P. (\Vallington).
If you have no wish to interfere with the
Colwrn, Ltd. (Romford).
times I am able to bring in such foreign
"-iring of your receiver, you may
IR,-I
have
just been reading "Ther:itations as Toulouse at enormous volume; internal
continue to use the existing output-filter
mion's" remarks on I. F. coils. There
, at other times I have great difficulty even circuit. J\Ierely connect up the primarv of
in getting headphone reception of such your speaker-input transformer to the terminals is, after all, something to be said in favour
stations. On numerous occasions I have of the filter circuit to which the ordinary of the plug-in type of I.F. coils. I haw
suspected faults in my receiver, but tests speaker was originally connected.
This made up the "Century Super," which I am
on my part have proved my suspicions to arrangement will not be noticeably detrimental very pleased with, and having practically
be unfounded. Only by waiting for a day to results. Should you be able to make another everything necessary excej>t the coils, to
or so have I again been able to tune in use of the choke in your existing filter circuit, make up a second set, I am thinking of
it "·ill be an advantage for you to exclude the making it up also in the portable form. If
these distant stations at good volume. choke-filter
circuit and to join the primary
None of mv friends has been able to of your speaker-input transformer directly in the c0ils were made with fixed bases I
should have to buy a second complete set,
ctssist me <lnd all complain of similar the anode circuit of the last valve.-ED.
whereas now I shall only have to purchase
happenings.
R. A. (Sutton).
Your complaint is quite a common one and Cutting Out Pick- up from '' Favourite an extra oscillator coil.
Three''
there is no explanation likely to be of benefit
You might wonder why I want a portable
to you. Such changes in reception are due
IR,-It is mv intention to construct as well as a table set. The reason i~ that I
c•ntircly to changC's in atmosphC'ric conditions
your latest" Britain's Favourite Three" use a moving-coil speaker, 6-vol t accumuand are much more noticeable in the tropics
and places nearer the equator than around the receiver, but as I have no wish to use a lator, and H.T. eliminator, which I could
coasts of Britain. When you experience diffi- · pick-up, I want to dispense with the jack not very well carry out of the house \Yith
culty in gC'tting a distant station during one of and wiring. Can this be omitted without me or even from room to room !
C. A. (\\'.2.).
these difficult periods, you should avoid detriment to the working-of the receiverand

"READERS' IDEAS and QUESTIONS"

S

S

S

S

S

YOUR CHOICE WILL BE "WUFA"
after seeing and hearing all makes of Loud-speakers
at Olympia.

------------------------READ THIS LETTER AND THEN
COME AND PASS YOUR OWN
JUDGMENT!!!

No. r.o
"WUFA" CABINET SPEAKEk
No. 50. The purity of rrproduetion nnd :u-tistie <lt.~Ri~u of thiH
"Wnfa'' :lpJwah; to nll looking
for a most rensonab1y prict·d
SprakC'r.
l·'ittC'd ·with the
"\rufa" 00-polr l'nit. rolislt('d
\Valnut l'nUiud.

50/-

A Radio Society member says :
"At a test my 'WUFA' was found to be the winner out of 25
speakers of all makes, including two moving•coil speakers."
"WUFA" CABINET
IJPEAKER
No. 75. The fnC't that.
t hi~ speakerin(•orpomte-s
the famou' "\Yula" 60pole Unit gna&antPPs th(-"
most pe-rfect quality of

tone.
Hs
is in

·

('laF~F>ir appraranr{'
ke€'pin~ with it!i

J)f't'frrt rrproductiou,
and it is tht"reforf' an
a:-;Ret to evf'ry home.

('abinf't iR of highlv
polished walnut.
' ·

75/-

"WUFA" •• UNIT
A unit of rompart
desig-r1. Highly st>n~itivr.

Matche" all type" of
output valve~. Perff"d
rf'produrtion. 'rondrrful volume.

12/6
••• UNIT 15/8
"WUFA" **UNIT
AdterfiBemrnf of ill. Licldf'nberg, 4 at. Queen Strerf~ Ringsway, London JI'.C.2.

"WUFA" 60-POLE
UNIT WITH CHASSIS
TIH'
romhinntion
which has rreeivNl f:.HI'll
T('mnrkahle praisr from
nll sef'tions of the l_.rf'f.)';

"WUFA" 80-POLE
UNIT WITH CHASSIS
l'rirr complete
rnit only

40,'•
27/6

and the pulJlir'.
('an
ht'
matrhed to
powrr.
fill}H't • pOW('l'

or pentode Y~llYPS hY
r€'sist:uu·rs
pmbodird.
Handlr-s hn~r volunw
without strrs.... Extremely sensitive to evrn WP:lk
14-ign;tl..-. I'rirf' f'OJni•lPtr.
40,'·: rnit

on!~-.

27, 6.

,

11
WUFA"
UNIVERSAL CHASSIS
This rhaF.~h; takrs cm.11
typt' of unit.
It is
ri~idly lmilt. An~· make
of unit iseasilvmountr.d.
Arrur:ltPJy dCsigned 15in. rone. No metal parts
to ransr rC'sonam•rs.

12;a
"UNIVERSAL"

CHASSI~
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THE

Junit "Lolos" valve holder
(4- or 5-pin) has proved so exactly
suited to radio users' requirements
that over a quarter of a million were
sold during June, July and August
alone!
Stability of circuits using this type of
valve holder is enhanced by the fact
that the moulding is of a special bakelite, having a very high dielectric
strength. Sockets give a large are :l of
firm contact. There are screw terminals and soldering tags in each holder,
and the terminals are so arranged that
rhe screw and socket cannot possibly
move when the nut is being screwed
or unscrewed. Terminals are easily
accessible. The valve holder is simply
and securely mounted by means of
two-hole fixing.

The Junit Lolos Valve Holder

8d.

4-pin
5-pin

•

IOd.

•

•

Other Junit products include a range
of Mains Units of various types and at
very favourable prices ; switches ;
valve holders of standard types and for
vertical or horizontal fixing ; terminal
mounts ; screens ; a complete chassis ;
and mains transformers and chokes.

You will find them all on

STAND 97
AT OLYMPIA

THF

IUNIT

MANUFACTURING

CO.,

LTD.,

2

RAVENSCOURT

SQUARE,

Telephone: Riverside 0274
Advertisers

Ar,reci<:~te

Mention of "A.w;• with Your Ortkr

LO:-.IDON,

W.6

(M.C.I30)
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What about the output valve of your set;> Are you considering the possibility of replacing
this with an up-to-date type? In this article]. H. Reyner helps you to make the best selection
SSU::\IIKG that you have not recently
changed your output valve, you will
iind it worth your while to look into this
matter, hecai1se the valves available
nowadays are distinctly better than those
which were_on sale only a short time ago.
\'>;l1en one considers this matter, a question which naturally crops up is whether to
use an ordinary three-electrode output
vah·e or to change over to a pentode. Th.e
pentode ...-ah·e, of course, is the screen-grid
,·ersion of the output valve, and in some
respects is as much an improvement over
the ordinarv output valve as the screengrid H.F. v~tlve is over the older forms of
valve. The pros and cons of the case may
be summed up very briefly in the following
manner.
First of all, the pentode is distinctly more
;ensith·e than the triode. \Vhereas, in
order to obtain an output of 400 to 500
- milliwatts with the average 2-volt output
,·alve it is necessary to apply a grid swing
of 22 or 2-J. volts, a pentode will give the
same output 'vith only 8 or 9 volts grid
swing. Some of the more recent triodes
will, perhaps, give the power output with a
smaller grid swing; but for a fair comparison

A

they should be placed up against the latest
forms of pentode, and the ad,·antage is still
in favour of the latter.
On the other hand, the pentode has a very
high A.C. resistance. Many valves of this
type have a resistance as high as 4o,ooo or
so,ooo ohms, although the later types hon·r
around the region of 20,ooo ohms, and this
may be considered as a value which is likely
to remain stable for some time. A threeelectrode output valve, on the other hand,
has a resistance of a few thousand ohms
only. and in consequence of this we are
unable to obtain good response in the low
frequencies. The upper frequencies fall off
somewhat, but the ordinary cone speaker is
more sensitiYe in this region, and the result
is a ...-ery pleasant balance of tone.
\\'ith the pentode, however, the rever~e is
the case, and the power putput is concentrated in the upper end of the musical scale,
gh·ing a wry high-pitched and tinny quality. This may be overcome by connecting
across the loud-speaker a .01 condenser
with a resistance of about 15,000 ohms in
series. This arrangement tends to by-pass
the upper frequencies and prevent them
from reaching the loud-speaker, whereas

the lower frequencies are not affected. and
balance of tone is restored to some extent.
The old-fashioned idea that pentode's
were expensive in anode current is exploded.
True, the average pentode of a year or so
ago takes from 10 to 15 milliamps. It
will, however, give an output of 400 to
500 miiliwatts, and an output val\·e of the
three-electrode type capable of gi\'ing an
output of this order takes much the s.c"l.me
current. In fact, in some cases it takes
more. \\'here the pentode has previously
suffered is that manv readers are content
with a smaller power-output of, say, 200 to
250 milliwatts only. There 8re a\·ailable
small power valves which fulfil this requirement excellently, but there were no pentodes
of this class. This is no longer tme, and
there are several pentode valn·s on the
market now consuming as little as 6 or 7
milliamps anode current only, and capable
of giving from 200 to 250 milliwatts output.

Anode Current
Therefore, for the same anode current \Ye
can obtain the power output we require
with perhaps one-third of the input, making
(Continued 011 page 470)
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OLYMPIAN 3

S.F.B.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
OF NEW SEASON'S
RANGE OF COMPONENTS
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ALL-MAINS UNIT A.C.290

COMPARE THESE
UNIQUE FEATURES
FOR YOURSELF

4 OTHER NEW "ATLAS" UNITS

MODELS No.
A.2. and A.K.22
••ATLAS" llodel A.!.-H.T. Fn:t for 1-, 2-, and 8-valve sets. Three
Tappings, 60/80 volts, 00/100 volts, and 1:!0/150 volts rcspccth·ely.

Output 12m/A.
Prh'e 52/8 "'ash or 10/- depo~it and G monthly payments of 8/· eneh.
.. ATLAS" Model A.K.ft.-All-mainR Unit, ha..'i similar tappings but
incorporates a L.T. Trickle Charger lor 2·volt Actnmulators at
.:l amperes.
]'l'iee 77/6 cash or 10;· deposit and D monthly pa)~uents of 8,'6 each.

Last year the "ATLAS " All-Mains Unit A.C.r88
was voted the finest mains unit at Olympia. Since
then it has remained unbeaten. Now comes an even
finer unit. One that only "ATLAS " ingenuity and
experience could produce. "ATLAS " Model
A.C.290 includes four Grid-bias Tappings which are
entirely independent of the H.T. voltage supply and
incorporates the Westinghouse Rectifier. Moreover,
an exclusive "ATLAS" L.T. Safety Switching
Arrangement isolates the receiver when trickle
charging. The exceptionally easy H.P. terms, of
ro/- deposit and 9 monthly payments of 15/- each,
make this wonderful "ATLAS" Mains Unit the
finest value of the year. See it at Olympia, Stand
No. 33, or ask your dealer for a demonstration.

~·~jr;·~
MAINS UNITS
"ATLAS" Model A.C.244.--II.T. !'nit. :J Tappin"': GO SO volts
tmaxirnum and ininfmmn). VOtOO volts (Hl.aximum. medium and
millimum), 120/150 volt~ n•.;.;pet•tin•ly. Output ~Om.'A at. 1:20 volts.
rrire 51/8 ''a~h or 10 .. d~posit and ti monthly payments oi 7/- f'af•h.
·"ATLAS" llledel A.K.260, .-\.1!-mains Lnit. has similar taj>pings but
i-n~orporates a LT. Tritkle ('hargerior .:!-, -l-, a nU 6-yolt A·~··umulator~

H. CLARKE & CO. (MANCHESTER) LTD.
ATLAS WORKS

OLD TRAFFORD

MANCHESTER

at ·3 amperr:'3.

J'rice 80/· ea•h or 10/· depOilit and 9 monthly payment• oi Ul,· each.

London Office

BUSH HOUSE, W.C.2

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A. W." to Advertiurs

~
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"PENTODE or TRIODE-WHICH? ''
(Continued from page 468)
the set altogether much less sensitive. In
point of actual fact, for a given anode current the pentode will give more power output. Owing to the construction of the
valve, it makes a more effective use of the
power it draws from the battery, although
thi,; difference in itself is not a very powerful argument unless considered in conjunction with the other good points.
The position may be summed up, therefore, by saying that the triode is cheaper,
giwsf better quality under ordinary conditions. but requires more volts to drive it.
The pentode, Oil the other hand, is very sensiti\-e to a small input and is slightly more
economical in running, but requires special
output circuits in order to obtain good
quality.

special promenade crowd. There being no
necessity to run the programme to time,
the solobts, who almost alwavs come on
again in the second part, can· be en cored
twice if it seems desirable. Sir Henrv
haYing retired for the night, l\lr. Charles
\\-oodhouse, the popular first violin, conducted on this occasion the Overture. Fm
Dia;·olo, by Auber. The tin1ding melody
was brought out to perfection and was
loudly <~pplaudecL
L. H.. J.

AT THE PROMS

Station Identification Service is available for identifying stations from
information supplied by readers, and
will be conducted by J. Godchaux
Abrahams in conjunction with "A.W."
The fee is 6d. for identifying any one
station, but if three identifications are
required at a time the fee is only 1s.
A stamped addressed envelope must
be enclosed. Only stations ·giving a
regular broadcast service can be
dealt with.
Address your inquiry to Station
Identification
Service,
" Amateur
Wireless," 58-61 Fetter Lane, E.C.4,
and give fullest possible details. State
type of set used, date and time when
station was heard, wavelength. call or
interval signal, and details of any
programme heard.

ELLY D'ARA:0TYI on Friday gave the
vigorous, but subtle, rendering of the
JBeethoven
violin concerto that is to be
expected of her. The Fourth Symphony
that followed was largely wasted on methe concerto seemed to have exhausted my
ability to concentrate. Possibly I was
tired that night, but some of these
Promenade programmes are very trying to
the powers of concentration.
The concert did not finish with the
symphony of course-that was merely the
end of the first part. On Tuesday I stayed
to the bitter end of the second part. This is
seldom broadcast, but it is well worth
staying. For one thing, half of the audience
has gone, leaving only the kernel of the

A NEW "A.W."
STATION IDENTIFICATION SERVICE
MATEUR WIRELESS has organised a new service of the greatest
A
importance to all listeners.
This

NORTH REGIONAL O.B. 's
To Continue During the Winte~·
HE outside broadcasts which have
been so strong a fe<1ture of the Xorth
H.egional programme this summer will
undergo a change during the next few
weeks, owing to the fact that manv of the
sources-such as seaside concert p:trties-·
will be drying up.
That will not mean an end to" O.B's" of
this sort in the 1\orthern programme, howe\·er. The orchestras at St . .1\nne's-on-the
Sea and at the Imperial Hotel, Blackpool, ·
will continue to broadcast during the winter. and other entertainments may also he
expected from Bl,tckpool, includir{g a relay
from the circus there on Scptemlwr 14.
Arrangements arc being made for the
regular relaying of variety turns from
theatres in the north of England. ancl a big
job for the "Flying Squad" of O.B.
engineers in the north will he a broadcast
of the tattoo at Belle Yue, l\lanchcster, on
October 1.
Pantomime broadcasts will again be a
feature of the N"orth H.egiomtl programme

T

at

Christma~-time.

A concert by the Choir of the Keath and
District Choral Union will be relavecl from
the Gwyn Hall, Neath, for \\'est -Regional
listeners on October I.
Blue Spot Speakers.-On page 336 of
"A.\Y." for September 5 the Blue Spot
type 72 speaker was incorrectly described
as the type 22. Also in the Blue Spot
announcement on page 337 the price of the
model 7oR was given as £3 ros. This
should be £3 rss.

<Gk S;gn·qf~
CONDENSERS AND DIALS
FOR ACCURACY
"ASTRA" DIFFERENTIAL
CONDENSER
Fast and Slow Motion
Slow Motion Differential
Condenser

A Condenser that gives precision
control. High Insulation. Metal
to metal contact. Patente::l ballbearing movement.
One-hole
fixing.

·00015, 3j6. ·0003, 4,'-.
Without slow motion

·00015, 2/6. ·0002, 2,'9.

"ASTRA" POPULAR
CONDENSER
A Low • loss type of condenser.
Sturdily built with aluminium
vanes and Ebonite end - plates.
Smooth action. Terminals and
soldering tags. One-hole fixing.

·0003 or ·0005

3/6
·~Popular

'' Condenser

"AS'(RA" REACTION
CONDENSER

Reaction
Condenser

Exactly suited to modern methods
and particularly ganging. Smooth
action. Sturdily built throughout
of brass.
Removable spindle.
Strong terminals for connections.

·0001, 2;'9.

·0002, 3;'-.

"ASTRA"
Fast and Slow Motion
Dials.
"Astra"' dials have that "masterpiece of precision " geared movement which gives such perfect
con!rol. Firm, smooth, no si ip.
Slow motion and direct drive. Fit
any condenser.

Type No. 2, Diam. 4 in.

4/3
Type No. 1, Diam. 3 in.

3/-

"Astra" Products are obtainable from all dealers.

Fast and
Slow Motion
Dial

Visit the "ASTRA" EXHIBITION-Opposite Olympia, SEPT. 18-26
Adt't. pf Emkabe Radio Go., Ltd., 47 Faningdon Road, E.C.1
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100% SUCCESS AT LAST
See Page 393.
Conforming with our
NEW 1932 POLICY,
announced in page 393
of this issue, PILOT
KITS tor all "A.W."
sets are now prepared as
AUTHORS' KITS exact
to the author's original
published design.

FOR
3 FAVOURITE "A.W." SETS

POPULAR ACCESSORIES

CENTURY
D
KIT "A"

:.~t~:?
£4•17•
4
•
•

SUPER

I~ess vain'~.

eabiuet,
and frame aerial.

CASH.
or C.O.D.

Or 12 monthly payments of 8/11

PETO-SCOTT
CENTURY

with valves, Century frarne
l'a:;hor £9 • 12 • 9
C.O.D.
•
•
~;i~ri~~~~:;i.~~~::iri~·::
-~:-,,:,;·-~ KIT "8" aerial, lc!3s rabinet
0
Or 12 monthly payments of 1719
j1 fo r25 m/ a. Three tappings-S.G.,
detector, and 120,150 volts. For
('Ompletcwithvalves,Ccntury ('ash or £10 • 7 • 9
KIT u C JJ frame
A.C. mains. Cash Price, £3 17 6. only
aerial, and l'abinet.
C.O.D.
•
•

71

1 Balance in 11 monthly payments of 7!1
'--------------------------------------EKCO
K.12
COMBINED
H.T.
ELIMINATOR and L.i. TRICKLE
CHARGER 1~ m/:1 suitable !or 1· to
3-valve sets. S.<l. ~Ov. 12ll/1f,Ov.
charging rate ! amp. at 2, 4 or 6v.
Cash or C.O.D. £3 : 19 : 6. Balance
in 11 monthly payments of 7/4.
ATLAS A.C. ELIMINATOR, TYPE

l'inished Instrument. !loyalties paid.

7f4 f)ETHER SEARCHER
Send

only

Send

AaCa 244.
Three tapping~--S.G.,
detector, power. OutlJLtt, 1:2.0 volt8
at iO m.a. Cash !'rice or C.O.D.,

(Battery Model)
KIT u A/' lc~s valves ami f'abinet.
Cash or C.O.D. ...
...
£5 14 6
Or ~.2 ,;no!1thly payment8 of _1016
~IT B, , wtth valves, butles't·ahl!let.
Cash or l .O.lJ. ...
...
£7 _13 6
Or 12 monthly paynlents ot 14,'1
~IT uc," with valves and cahinet..
Cash or c.O.D. ...
...
£8 14 6

FRAME
AERIAL

Or 12 monthly payment" of 19/2
Cash only, £13 17 6

8

As first speciji.ed Jot t.1;

•' Century Suprr." 'Phree~
way lead and 8iX spacet.r;.

£3 : 3•0 FOUR

Each· wire ·is euamelletl
and corercd overall, which
ensures nw.rimum results,

KIT "A," l<'Sti valvps ttnd rahinet.
Cash or ('.O.D. ·...
...
£3 1 6

Correct ('fnire~tappP.d.
Sent C.O.D.
Pay the

Or 12 monthly payments of 5, 9
KIT u B," with valves le~:-; l'ahinet..
Cash or c.O.D. ...
...
£5 9 0
Or 12 monthly pavments of 10.1
,.

•

~

••

••

. ...

postman or

from your
usual dealer.

tl

20'•

• •

11
1
5f6
Kl~
C, _,complet~ "tth ,,tH.:-:;
an
cabmet. l :l'h or l.O.lJ.
£6. 6 6
£2 19 6.
only
Or
12
monthly
payments
of
16/·
Or
12
monthly
11aynwnts
ol H, 8
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5 16
:Finished Tlliltnuuent. Royaltic:3 paid.
}i'inished ln~rnment. Tioyaltit~ pa1d.
EXIDE 120-VOLT W.H. TYPE
Send
Cash only
£9 9 0
Cash only
£7 16 6 KELSEY SHORT-WAVE ADAPTOR
ACCUMULATOR, in erates. Cash
PILOT KITS prepared with approved substitutes !f desired. Any items Adds more stations
)'rice, £4 13 0. Balance in 11
~
supplied
sepa·rately-specljied
or
substitutes.
If
value
ot•er
10,
-,sent
C.O.D. to your set. Nothing
monthly payments of 8/6.
only
Post charges and carriage paid.
~more to buy-no
valves or any extras.
J>luy.~ direct into JIOUr
IAMPLION
MC.8 MOVING-COIL s
battery
or
eliminator;.
!SPEAKER, with output transformer 6'ef,n2
operafed-receitJer.
...,
j and permanent magnet. Complete.
Rereit•es
short
~raves
(Cash Price £3 : 7 : 6.
Balance
from all o!'er the
!in 11 monthly paymentso_r6_/2._o_nly _
world. l'~'asy to opnate. Senf C.O.D. Postage free.
or from your usual dealer. Pay the
LAMPLUGH OR FARRAND INRend
EMPIRE HALL, FIRST FLOOR
Jfalwg1!ny cabinl'l, 7/6.
postman,
DUCTOR SPEAKER for perfect
6f5
reproduction.
Unit and chassis

8/6
~-~·

SEE AUTHORS'

KITS_

Q L y M pI A STAN 0

complete, ready monuted.

Cash

Price or C.O.D.. £3 10 0. J3alance
in 11 monthly payments of G/5.

M AN U FACTU -RE RS'

only

I LT

17 9

BU

K ITS

• •

C.O.D. LINES

I mmedia~e Delivery from Stock.

37/6

PAY THE POSTJI.LV.
PUST CHA.RGES PAID.

FOR CENTURY SUPER
WEARITE OR LEWCOS SUPER-HET COILS
Screened f:rid, Detector. ami Set of ~ coils. as spe~ified by "A.lV.," and
Power.
Complete with specified "alveH ami
induded in Pilot AutJwrs' Rits. C.O.D.
cabinet.
Or 10/· deposit and 11 monthly payments of 12 6.
•
•
Balance in 11nronthly payment:;of6;11. only
£2 10 0
l•'inished Imtrument. lloyalties paid. Cash only, £7 10 0
FOR OLYMPIAN 3
CELESTION PERMANENT-MAGNET
Srnd
VARLEY SQUARE-PEAK COIL
1932 RECEIVER. Screened Hrid, Deteetor. nnd l'entcclc.
MOVING-COIL SPEAKER.
Type
l)ay the po8tman. C.O.D.
15/With valHs, lt•ss ea hi net. Or 12 monthly payments of 11,.1L 'Vith Cabinet, l'af':_h £7 2 6, or 12 monthly pay·
•
•
l~!'~~for~~~~-~sis ~?~~l r~f;l~~~~~e~nsrat~
DUBILIER .04 NON-INDUCTIVE CONDENSER
ments
of
13
1.
Finished
lust
rumenl.
Less
Cabinet.
Royalties
paid.
Cash
only,
£7
50
1
Pay
the
postnwn.
C.O.D.
2.'·
phragm. Cash Jlricc £3 : 10 : 0
only
Balance in 11 monthlypaymentsof&/5..
NEW MUSIC MAGNET. Impro\·ed ve"ion of the famous J-Yah·e VARL£Y H.F. INTER-VA.LVE COIL
For use u:ith Square-peak Coil. C.O.D.
8 1'6
ULTRA IMP PERMANENT MAG·
Send ,Vith valves .~'3~~~- ca'}:~~1~t:creened Orid, Detector, and J)ower.
~.B.
TRIPLE-GANG SLOW-MOTION CONNET CHASSIS, with input transOr 12 monthly payments of 19,8
DENSER
formerfor power and pt>ntode. l'ash
Finished Ia,trument. Royaltirs paid. Cash only, £11 15 0
Pay tTw postman. C.O.D.
£1 9 8
!'rice or C.O.D .. £2 15 0.
; Balance in 8 monthly payments of6/9
only
RADIO FOR THE MILLION. Powerful, selective, and ultra modern.
FETO·SCOTT S.G. VALVE SCREEN
•
•
Sereened
Orid,
Detector.
and
Pentode.
\Vith
v~lh-es, leHs
Beautifully
fiuishcd
.
. EPOCH
PERMANENT MAGNET Send
cabinet. Or 12 monthly payments· of 10/9.
•
•
Pay the postman. C.O.D., each
2/6
MOVING COIL SPEAKER, type
With Cabinet, Cash £8 13 6, or 12 monthly payments of 12/3. Finished
·A. I. Ca~h price or C.O.D. £3:3:0•..
Instrument. Less Cabinet. ltoyalties paid. Cash only, 16 12 6
Balance in11monthly payments of5,'9. only

BLUE SPOT PERMANENT MAGSend
NET
MOVING-COIL SPEAKER. 6f11

Complete

with i11put transfounf;'r
Cash Prire: £3 15 0. ·

615

COSSOR

MULLARD

OS RAM

6!9

5/9

TRADERS!

MELODY MAKER, Model 234.

V3

£6 •15 •O

£6• 10 •0

£10: IS :O
£5 •17 •6

PETO-SCOTT RADIO KITS FOR "'AMATEUR WIRELESS" SETS SUPPLIED IN DISTINCTIVE
AND STURDY CARTONS. SEND FOR TERMS.

PlfU·SCOfT

PETO-SCOTT CO. LTD. Head Office: 77 CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.l. Clerkenwellg.!o6.
62 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.l. Chancery 8266. MANCHESTER: 33 WHITELOW
ROAD, CHORLTON-CU:\1-HARDY. Phone: Chorlton-Cum-Hardy 2028. NEWCASTLE, STAFFS:
7 ALBANY ROAD. Phone : 67190.

-!X!.!!r~~!iififR•rl=:::===
Please send me C.O.D., CASH/H.P.

:

............................

......................................
.. ........................... ...
for which I enclose
Cash/H.P. Deposit £

..

~

d.

Name ............................................ .

I :~~~res.s.:::

:.: ::.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

1........................................~~!!:..:?!.~~!!;.......

Plea•e mention "A.W." when Corresponding with Advertiser•
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COMMENT ON THE RUNNING
COMMENTARIES By F. D. MERRALLS
E may wake up any morning now to
find in the wireless menu for the day
an eye-witness's account of the Inter~
national Chess Congress (a moving affair),
or a while-you-wait record of a day's shoot
on the Scottish moors, complete with full
details as to luncheon· and individual
"bags" and "braces." ·we may be regaled
by a battle in China (weather and umbrella
supplies permitting), or caustic comments
on an actual day's work in the Mother of
Parliaments, or civil servants in a government being economical.
Where there is opportunity for the spice
)[ the wholly unexpected to be introduced,
l10wever, is in the matter of the commentator himself.
.Many of us must have listened with some
puzzlement to the broadcast of the Davis
Cup match in Paris, where the French comments on the game were interpreted by an
Englishman who was obviously unacquainted with the scoring system used in
tennis.
\Ye may remind ourselves that it was not
the B.B.C. who first invented the running
commentary. \Ve are mindful of the most
amusing one we ourselves have ever heard,
and it occurred many years ago on the
occasion of our taking Aunt Caroline to her
first cricket match at Lord's, before ever
the wirele8s became the popular means of

W

looking on at things. Her references to
the "batters" and to the "retired dentists"
(two rather decrepit umpires), her strictures
upon the amount of walking about involved
in the game, and her wild guesswork in the
matter of names, supplied just that freshness of viewpoint which might be calculated to make the somnolent habitue wake
up and stare and the confirmed barracker
listen to other than his own words.
We have heard them at the theatre, at the
cinema, and at the football match, these
born running commentators (or should it
be "commentors" ?). Like Charley's Aunt
come Christmas-fide, they are for ever
running.
And they have captured our
attention and imagination more ·securely
than the pronouncements of the most selfopinionated of professional critics.
We await, then, with no mean expectations, an impromptu description of a first
night by someone in the gallery-some
artiste in local colour who can present to us
straight from "the gods" a first impression
of a play or film as seen through the
medium of the man in the street, or rather
the woman in the seat.
Not that we would wish to belittle the
expert critic or supersede him by these
relay figures. But in this department of
broadcasting we would have a reshuffle of
experts; we would, for our own delectation,

have them bring their critical faculties to
bear upon things outside their own pet
themes.
.
We would welcome, for example, Mr.
James Agate's or Mr. St. John Ervine's
treatment of a football cup final; we would
delight in Mr.' Bernard Shaw's "putting
over" of the gourmandising at the Lord
Mayor's banquet. Dean Inge might be
induced to convey to us the cheery riot of
Derby Day at Epsom or the fun from
Blackpool's sands in August. A Covent
Garden porter, instead of describing his
night's work "while London sleeps," might
be "taking you over now" from cabbages
to kings, and devote his most colourful
adjectives to the Royal box at Ascot, the
opening of Parliament, or the Lord Mayor's
procession.
As a surprise item, Mr. Thomas Handley
(one scarcely recognises the name of cet·emony) might at some future date bring 11s'
into close and improving touch with the
Convocation of Bishops.
\\'e throw out these suggestions for a
new profession-that of, shall we ~ay,
"running commentarisf? "--for what they
arc worth.

Telsen Condenser Prices.--The prices
of Telsen bakelite dielectric condensers
were given incorrectly in one of the Telsen
announcements in last week's issue. The
differential q:action condensers .ooor,
.ooor5, and .ooo3 sell at zs. _The .ooor5
and .ooo3 bakelite dielectric reaction condensers sell at zs., and the .0005 and
.00075 at zs. 6d. The plain bakelite
dielectric tuning condenser .00035 and
.0005 cost zs. each.

RADIO FO-R THE MILLION!
Backed by the resources of nine
leading manufacturers

Sold by the resources of London's
leading Radio House

W I l L D A Y L T D.
19 Lisle Street, Leicester Square,
London, W.C.2

.•

Phone:
Gerrard 4476

T h e V. 3. K it Set
complete with valves
less cabinet
£5:17:6

Cabinets, table models
from
• 10/Cabinets with speaker
compartment, from
22/-

All metal chassis- no soldering
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THE FULLER
BATTERY
'LIFE PRESERVERr
Every Fuller LT. Accumulator of the Free Acid Type
in glass or celluloid box is now fitted with these
simple but invaluable indicators. You can't mistake
the message. When both indicators are at the top,
the battery is fully charged. When the white indica·
tor sinks to the bottom, half the charge has been used.
When the red indicator sinks, the battery needs
re-charging immediately. With this infallible guide,
you need never find you rselfwithout an active accu mu.lator, doomed to a week-end of silence and boredom.
More than this-the life of the battery will be lengthened. Nothing puts a battery out of action so quickly
as allowing it to become completely discharged.
This is just one more illustration of Fuller attention
to details. Type L.D.G.H., L.T.Accumulatorhasother
patent devices, exclusive to Fuller. Patented doubl€.
grease-cup terminals, with moulded polarity signs,
preventing corrosion by acid. Mammoth plates,
With micro-porous paste. A patented non-slip metal
carrying handle which folds out of the way when
not in use. Ask your dealer to show you type
L.D.G.H.-2v. 60 a.h. Price, 9/6.
Dry chargedalso other sizes for low intermittent current service.

The new patented
Fuller "Life Preserver.'' which tells the
state of the charge at
a g,lance.

llER

SUPER BATTERIES
LONDON AND PROVINCIAL DEPOTS.-LoNDON: Hanover House, 73-78, High Holborn,
W.C. ('Phone: Chancery 7453);
BIRMINGHAM: 29, Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street
('Phone: Midland 3I03); MANCHFSTER: 19, Chapel Walks, Cross St. ('Phone:,City o857);
GLASGow: ror, West Nile St. ('Phone: Douglas 4367); BRISTOL: 28, Cumberland St. ('Phone:
Bristol 7958); LEEDS: 9, Mill Hill ('Phone: Leeds 22865); SHEFFIELD: 48, Sandford Grove Rd.
('Phone: Sheffield 20738); HULL: 69, Ryde St. ('Phone: ~o2Y2); NEWCASTLE: 59, Side ('Phone:
Central 24068); SWANSEA: IO·II, St. Helen's Road ('Phone: Swansea 3208); BELFAST: 23a,
University Rd. ('Phone: Belfast 5566); DUBLIN: 17, Pearse St. ('Phone: Dublin 44977).

Contractors to British and Overseas Government Departments, Railways, etc.

MOTOR CAR BATTERIES

SUPER H.T. DRY BATTERY

Patent double grease-cup terminals
eliminate risk of acid creep.
Strong, durablt ebonite container..
Micro- porous paste. There is
a type for every car and motorcycle. Ask for lists.

Machine made and teste.hroughour,
each battery is guaranteed pe~fect and
gives up to 20 milliamps emission, Type
Fx 6o v. 7/5, Type FS 120 v. IS/3.
Complete range of standard triple capacity, portable, grid bias batteries.

"NON-SPILL" L.T. Jel~y acid
type ACCUMULATORS
For Portable Receivers. Microporous pasted plates. Indestructible separators ; large non-spill
vents. Standard on many wellknown Portable Sets. Can be used
in any position. JAPII 22 a.h.
I2/-,JUA9I8 a.h. I I/6.

H.T. ACCUMULATORS

Dry charged. Micro-porous pasted
plates. Patent grease~cup terminals.
Moulded glass boxes. MHG IO
volts 3,000 milliamp. hours capa.
city s'Also DMHG 6,soov
milliamps 6:9.
Ask for new list.

Full list of H.T, Dry Batteries and L.T: and H.T. Accumulators on request.

fULLER ACCUMULATOR CO. ( 1926) LTD., CHAD WELL HEATH, ESSEX

Telephone: Seven Kings 1200.

Telegrams: .. Fuller, Chadwell Heath,"

You Will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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HE opening ceremony of the Faraday
Centenary Exhibition will be relayed
from the Albert Hall on September 23.
Lance Sieveking has adapted Gulliver's
Travels as a radio play, which will be
heard some time in November. The microphone version is to be called Y oyage to
Lilliput and the music is by Robert
Chignell.
John Morel, the baritone who achieved
fame in a single night when he sang at
a Yromenade Concert two years ago, will
again be heard by National listeners in
a light orchestral concert, conducted by
Joseph Lewis on September 23.
E. 1\T. Delafield is the author of a
lomestic comedy called_ To See Ourselves,
which is to be produced by Val Gielgud in
the National programme on September q.
This play was recently performed at the
Ambassadors Theatre.
A recital of Schubert songs by Robert
lVlaitland is the outstanding feature of
Midland Regional programmes on September 27.

The first of the season's concert~ by the
Manchester Tuesday Midday Society will
be broadcast on September 22. T8:se concerts will be relayed weekly on the Regional
wavelength and will be available to listeners over a much wider area than
formerly.
Hayden Coffin, the musical comedy actor
and singer, is to sing some of the songs
that made him famous in a programme of
"Musical Comedy Memories" to be conducted by Joseph Lewis on September 22
(Regional).
An all-star vaudeville programme will
be heard by Regional listeners on September 19. Florence Marks and \Vilfred Shine
appear in Washing Day; Chick Farr will
"address the meeting," assisted by \V ells
Farm an; l\Iax l\liller, That Certain Trio,
Geralcl Kaye, and Jack Payne are also in
the" bilt"
Mr. Froom Tyler takes "John Locke"
as the fifth subject in his series, "\Yise
Men of the \Vest." This talk will be given
for \<Vest Regional listeners from the
Bristol studio on October 2.
On September 20 an orchestral concert
of special interest will be provided by the
augmented Northern Studio Orchestra
and Appleton .1\Ioore. Grieg's "Lyric
Suite" and the Elcgie and \\'altz from
Tchaikovsky's "Serenade" will be played.
A Nave Service will be relayed from the
Cathedral, Bristol, on September 27, when
the sermon will be given by the Dean of
Bristol. This is the last of the special
broadcasts arranged in connection with
Bristol Radio ·week.

A rmming commentary on the laimching
of H.lVI.S. Lcander, England's latest battleship, will be relayed from Devonport
Dockyard in the National programme on
September 24.
Edgar \Vallace is to give a series of talks
entitled "Stories for Broadcasting," the
first of which will be heard on October Jo.
The evening concert on September 20
for North Regional listeners is contributed
by four artistes who have already made
their names as capable broadcasters. They
are Stanley Kaye, Harry Hopewell, Frank
Park, and Lily Allen.
The recital to be given on September 21
by the 'cellist, Carl Fuchs, is the eleventh
in a series of recitals which has established
itself as a feature in the musical life of the
North.
Short plays by F. A. Carter have
become a feature of the Korthern dramatic
programmes. On September 25 a comedy
in two scenes, entitled :More TT'ays Nor
One, will be staged. It will be performed
at Leeds by the Yorkshire Comedy Players.

PARK ROYAL

THE NATIONAL CABINET!

"PIVASPRING" INSTRUMENTS

TYPE
M.C.
1! F.
ONE HO.LE
FIXING

(Patent applied for) Regd. Design No. 759295

HIS is the smallest British instrument
made and is recommended by "A.W."
Fitted with MOVING COIL movement, hi~h
~rade jewels and sprung pivots, cobalt steel
ma~net, in best quality bakelite case.
VOLTMETERS 1,000 OHMS
AMMETERS AND
PER VOLT
MILLI-AMMETERS
150v ... 32/3
250v ... 33/·
300v .. . 33/9
30/-

T

VISIT STAND No. 194 AT OLYMPIA
.

Send for List

.

PARK ROYAL ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
CUMBERLAND AVENUE, LONDON, N.W.10
Telet>hones : Willwlen 2223, 2224 tmd 4715.

Te/egrams: Isobar, Phone, London

The "V\Iindsor'' Cabinet for Set and Speaker is one of Cameo's new range. It Is
arousi..,nthusiasm throughout the country. The cabinet is removable from
tbe stooT, a novel feature which makes it Ideal for use where space is limited.
As used for the V.J. all-electric model and by leadln~ mannfacturers; In fine
shaded walnut, the "Windsor" costs only 751-· See the Cameo range at
. Olympia Stand 51 (Empire Hall, ground floor). Post coupon now for FREE
copy of the new 24-page Radio Cabinet Catalogue to :

· CARRINGTON
MFG. CO. LTD.
24 Hatton Gdn., London,
•:,c. I. !'hone: Ho! 8202.
Work': S. Crordon.

....................... ----. ····-------- ------------------ . -::
;.;ame----------------

.----~-----------······

l
~

Addrtss _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

L ............................................

·-···················~~~::·!.~..1
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R.I. OUTCLASS COMPETITION
NOW is the crucial moment when Britain must
respond to the challenge of World Competitors and
economic stringoncy.

/i'1l place "DUX" in the field of universal corn~
cy petition to uphold British Radio Prestige and
to protect the interests of the British Radio public who
demand low priced commodities with the efficiency to which they are entitled.

LOW PRICE WITH EFFICIENCY
The transformer is the heart of the modern receiving set
-its reliability must be certain despite low price and
"DUX, the most modern of all transformers, is
guaranteed to be absolutely dependable by its makers,
who have been the pioneers in radio for over 30 years.

"DUX" A PROVED SUCCESS
"DUX" is already acclaimed by the Wireless Press as a
"Leader "-its qualifications of low price and high efficiency
are unchallenged.

BUY ''DUX" FOR ECONOMY & SATISFACTION
The published technical data

supplied with every

"DUX,, transformer is your guarantee of satisfaction.

Remember this information is as essential with a low
priced transformer as with the higher priced article.

•• DUX" L.F. TRANSFORMER
Primary Inductance 30 Henries
"DUX" Transformer, List 1Vo. DY.zg
Full technical dat" a11d diagrams supplied.
R1~1'io I : 3t (slmzdtwd) or r : 4i (auto-connection).
Weight, uicos. Dimcnsio11s: 2X3}X2iin. high.

Get a copy of the new edition of the RJ.
Catalogue. It is the finest component refer·
ence obtainable.
r••••••••••••••••••••·•••••••·•••••••••••••••••••

SEE "DUX"
at STAND No. 29
National Hall
(Ground Floor)

1931 Radio Exhibition
OLYMPIA

"DUX"

:-------------------------------------.......................
Radio Instruments Ltd., Croydon, England
Phone: Tlwrnto1t Heath

3~11

The Leader

.

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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A panel
guaranteed NEVER
TO DISCOLOUR •
At last!

• t~

se\eC.ti~l

·J

NEVER BEFORE
ACHIEVED without
loss of Sidebands.
Specified by the leading technical journals and recognised
as the only Ebonite Panel that will never discolour.
Neither chips nor splinters. Easy to cut and drill.
Splendid insulation. Low in price.
.Such h PERM COL, the Panel with the·
mirror-like surface. :Black or Mahogany.
Ask yout Dealer, nt· dir~t, ~sh. ~.>i C.O.D.

-'...

BRITISH MADE.

-·

PERM COL MIRROR-POLISH 1~" PANELS
She,

7•
7"
7"
8"

X
X
X

X

Black Polished.

'Mahogany Finish.

3/6

4/3

4/6

5/6
6J4
5/6

14•
18"
21"
16"

s'rl

4/7

I

•

A new development in Tuning
Units which is unique in Its scope.
It overcomes the dimculty which
is experienced in achieving separation of near stations withou'
destroying the ellectlve range ol
the Set. This new Band Pass Unit
gives the separation of 10 KiloPRICE
cycles as laid down by the Inter.. Aft:, including non-inductive national Radio Convention and
1~/V
t.~~~ii .:;~xm~r.
rei "9vm t!J.~ tntire wllveb49'j
BRITISH GENERAL MANUFACTURING CO. between 230 to 550 and trom MO
LTD.
to 2,000 metres on onedial.
Brockley Works, London, S.E.4.

SEE US ON
STAND

Stand No. 182
OLYMPIA RADIO EXHIBITION

30

BLITISH HARD RUBBER CO. LTD. (Dept. A),
Whatf Road Works
•.
Ponders End, Middlesex.

RADIO
EXHIBITION

HERE IS THE

RADIO GRAMOPHONE CABINET
YOU ARE LOOKING FOR
INSTALL A

"LANGMORE"
and have your Gramophone,
Wireless Set, Loud- speaker
and Batteries all in one cabinet.
These cabinets are very strongly con•
structed of selected Oak and Plywood.
Size overall, 3ft. 2 in. high by 21 in.
wide by 15 in. deep.
THE TOP SECTION. Size, 4~in.
high by 18 in. wide by 14 in. deep,
gives ample accommodation for gramo•
phone and pick-up
THE CENTRE SECTION. Size,
I 0 in. high by 18 in. wide by 14 in.
deep, is for the Wireless Set, to take a
panel either 18 in. by 7 in. or 18 in.
by8in,
THE BOTTOM SECTION. Size,
14in, high by IS in. wide by 13;fin.
deep. gives accommodation for Loudspeaker and Batteries.

SLOW-MOTION
CONDENSERS
"STATION -CROWDING ••

is one of the greatest
problems of modern set designers. A high degree of
selectivity will permit the
reception of dose stations,
but, even then, everything
de~ds upon the fractional
adjustment of the tuning
condenser.
The new Fornro Slow-Motion
Condencser permits perfect
control to the tmest limits of
movement, Fit one to your
set and nolice how eas.lly
neighbouring stations are cut
out and how the chosen
broadcast ,comes thr~h
with perfect tone and clarity.

PRICE

6/•

FROM ALL RADIO DEALERS

ComjJiete Catalogue of all Formo
Products from:-

Alsosupplie<l with Bottom (Speaker) Soction
16" high inside, making overall height 3' 4" at
2/& extra·
The whole of the back is enclosed by double

doors. so th1.t all parts are easily accessible.

AU.. are litte<l with hinged top. h.avy plat•
fonn to talre a 12-in. turntable forth. Gramo•
~i:;,L;,:~t." substantial baseboard for th.

4 9/6 each

Price

Packed FREE and sent Carriage
Paid to any address in Gt, Britaia.
Trade Inquiries lm•lted.

BEAUTIFULLy FINISHED
::

JACOBEAN OAK

..

THE MISCELLANEOUS TRADING Co. Ltd.
13 & 17, NEW OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.C.l
Phone : Holborn 4894.

Adverti.ers Appreciate Mention of "A.W.'• with Your Order
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B. B. C.
.DEVELOPMENTS
IN SCOTLAND

T

·HE new Scottish Regional high-power
transmitters of the B.B.C. at Falkirk
are to be opened next year, and in a talk
broadcast from Scottish stations on Septemh2r 9 the Scottish Regional Director,
Mr. Cleghorn Thomson, gave some interesting det<1ils of the B.B.C.'s plans.
Mr. Thomson said that there were some
li~teners who regarded the Regional programme policy with aversion and who were
irritated on every occasion when a new
Scottish feature was introduced because it
must inevitably cut out something in the
National programme which they preferred.
, He knew that there were a gr~at man¥---... people who did not favour the etiorts the
B.B.C. had made in past years to bring to
the microphone as much as ever they could
find that was characteristic of Scottish
genius and character. On the other hand,
there was a great body of listeners who
considered that the B.B.C. was not nearly
active enough in the provision of Scottish
fare and which resented the large proportion of programme time for Scottish
listeners occupied by wirekss programmes
relayed from London.

Scarcity of Talent
To those who object to Scottish programmes, ~lr. Thomson's reply was that
the B.B.C. believes that Scotland has an
artistic contribution to make to the general
stock of wireless programmes. To the other
listeners who complain that there arc too
few Scottish programmes he said:"We have simply got to face the fact
that there is not sufficient Scots material
or Scots talent of high order to justify
our increasing to any' great extent the
space allotted to Scottish material in our
programmes. Our plans for the coming
year involve experiments which will increase the opportunities for broadcast
talent to be found in rural districts."
The series of programmes relayed from
country areas such as the Borders and
Galloway in which an attempt was made to
give the listener a picture of the charac. teristic life of the community, would be
continued. There would also be some formal
concerts for the fostering of local talent, to
be held in such places as Inverness, Perth,
Ayr, and Kirkcudbright. The B.B.C. would
also relay excerpts from. the concerts
organised by the Glasgow Choral and
Orchestral Union and the Reid Symphony
Orchestra. In the sphere of drama the
largest event to which they were looking
forward was the production of a play
about Prince Charlie by Compton l\Iackenzie in the first week of next month.
"Before I talk to you again next year,"
said ::\[r. Thomson, "our new transmitter
ctt Falkirk win be co111pleted, which hopes
to reach out to more outlying d~stricts
than our present stations can attain:
Cntil the establishment of this transmitter
(Continued overleaf)

TRANSFORMERS
Dario Transformers are made
under a special process of
wiring and in~ulating: the
OiHerent circuits. );ot\vith·
standing their vay low price
they giYe marvelluus re~mlts.
Ratios lp3 anJ 1-.j,
Constructor
. . 4/6

Normal . .
Super

..
..

5/·

6/·

Also availal.Jle extensive
range of mains transformer~

aull Filter

Ch1)l~cs.

DARIO SILVER
OXIDE CHARGER

Made in one of the most modern factories
in the world under a special secret process,
Dario valves incorporate the new Radio
Micro Dull Emitter Filament which ensures great sensitivity, unequalled performance and utmost current economy.
DARIO UNIVERSAL BIVOLT - 5/6
DARIO SUPER H.F. BIVOLT
5/6
DARIO SUPER POWER BIVOLT 7/6
etc., etc.
Also 4 volts and A.C. Mains type.
Write for illustrated folder giving full
particulars.

the best in the ,~~,·orlJ. En·
abies you to charge your
accumulator~
in
your owu home.

17/6

DARIO SETS

The Dario S.G.3 Battery
Type Receiver 111)\V reduced
to £5 17s. 6d. coll1pletc with
Dario \"alves, represents
amazing value. Highly sensi ..
tiVe, gin·s 'vonJerful volume.
Renowned ior its purity of
~cception.

The Dario Regional Straight
3 Transportable housed in
an attractive modern oak
cabinet complete with Dario
valves and matched speaker.
£4 17s. 6d.
lnside frame aeriallO/~ extra

IMPEX ELECTRICAL LTD., 538, HIGH ROAD, LEYTONSTONE. LONDON, E.ll
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"B.B.C. DEVELOPMENTS IN
SCOTLAND''
(Continued from preceding page)
we will be passing through a transitional
period in which wt: must ask our listeners
to await the eventual fructifications of ourplans. With regard to the problems of
reception in the Highlands, and Galloway
:md the Borders, I can do no more than
assure those who are concerned on this
score that everything possible will be done
to overcome the obstacles which geography,
climate and the circumstances of international broadcasting have raised to. keep
one section of Scotsmen from the fu.ll
enjoyment of Scottish wireless fare."

ELECTRADIX
HEADPHONE BARGAINS !
War Office Economy Sale of Huge Parcel of
New Headphones and Single Earpieces.
A wonderful opportunity of buying Headphones at a price
below the wildest cut price ever imagined.

"

I

~

218

Upper

Thames

Handsome- easily assembled.
dACOBEAN OAK CABINET
for

WIRELESS OR RADIO - CRAM
Thisexceptionatly low priced Cabinet is made to suit your
apecial requirements. For Wireless only (Overall size, 32 in.

high, 21 in. wide, 141 in. back to front, panel 20 in. x 8 in.)
or forRadio..Cram (Overall size 36 in. high, 21 in. wide,

16! in. back to front, panel20 in. x 8 in.
structed from 9 m/m oak faced ply.
PriC'es

Fret front, con•

As Wireles.s Cabinet. As Radio-gram Cabinet.

- . 201·
~~1f::~~;d :ead:,' fo~ 27f •

R.T.A

~~:f~~~~~d fir:tsh~

30f•

Cash with Order.

2616
341·
311·
Carriage Paid.

(Dept. A7), A. H. FOSTER &. CO.
11 HIGH STREn, E1101NGTON, BIRMINGIIAM.

w

I

!

1\fAINS ELIMINATORS,
RECTIFYING UNITS,
MAINS COMPONENTS
SPAGHETTI RESIST ANCES
ETC., ETC.

Double Field Head- s. d.
phones D.III with
all-leather Headhands and cords L.R. 2 6
Ditto pairs without
Headbands
2 0
Single phone with
cord
each 11

Street, LONDON, E.C. 4

;

we are showing

FIElD HEADPHONES

RADIOS,

• •

Coils, Chokes, L.F. Trans~
formers,
Speakers, Speaker
Units, Condensers,

Per pair

ELECTRADIX

w

TUNEWELL

H.W.SullivansWire- s.d.
less Light Headphones new 120ohms 3 6
Ditto store soiled unboxed 120 ohms. 2 9
New High Res. Long
Range Model8000
ohms.
4 3
S. G. Brown's Headphones with Headbands 120 ohms. 7 6
Ditto, 1500 ohms. 12 6

Phone: City 0191

Professor T. H. Parry \Yilliams, of
University College of \\'ales, Aberystwyth,
will read some of his own poems during the
\'\'elsh Interlude on September 28.

In addition to the well-known

UGIITHEADPHONES

Double
Headphones

l\lurray Ashford's concert party, "The
Bouquets," from Scarborough, will again
be heard on September 22.

THIS YEAR AT
OLYMPIA

We guarantee these Headphones for 12 months.

Sullivan Wireless

Investigations made by the E.I.A.R. at
Rome, l\lilan and Turin regarding the
caqses of interference to the reception of
the radio programmes by the tramway
systems in those cities, have conclusively
proved that much ofthe trouble was due
to the electric signals given by conductors
to drivers. These starting and stopping
bells are to be replaced by \Vhistles.

"Amateur Wireless and Radiovision." Price
Threepence. Puhlislied on Thursdays and hearing the date of Saturday immediately following.
Post free to any part of the world : 3 months,
4s. 6d.; 6 months, Ss. 9d.; 12 months, l7s. 6d.
Postal Orders, Post Office Orders, or Cheques
should he made payable to " Bernard Jones
Publications, Ltd."
General Correspondence is to he brief and
written on one side of the paper only. All
sketches and drawings to he on separate sheets.
Contributions are ·always welcome, will be
promptly considered, and if used will be paid for.
Communications should be addressed, according to their nature, to The Editor, The Advertisement Manager, or The Publisher, "Amateur
Wireless," 58-61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.

STAND No. 8 2
EMPIRE HALL
NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION

TURNER & CO .. ,
S4 Station R?ad

High-Grade

RADIO GRAMOPHONE
CABINET
of exclusive modern design, hand made
and polished, uu Queen Anne legs.
Figured Oak
..
..
• . £S:• 5-0
Figured Walnut or Mahogany £5·19-S
Carriage pazd.

THE ACME OF CRAFTSMANSHIP.

Radio-Gram Cabinets from £3:19:8 to £21
Wireless Cabinets •
from £2
Photographs and 30wpage Ulustrated
catalogue frte.
Cabinets made to order a speciality.
Furniture at 1\laker's prices.

GILBERT,
CABINET MAKER, ·
SWINDON.
Estimates free.

· Estd. 1866

New Southgate, N.II.
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~LIMES

EEL

that will

be the talk of

the Exhibition

mm
FRAMEAERIAL

Originally design3cl for use with superhet. n·ceiver it \\ill be found to be vcrv
dli:icnt when used with anv circui·t
with or without centre tap. ~Definite
minimum silent point. Satisfies a huge
demand. Price

20'

n-•~J

SHORT.WAVE
CONVERTOR
This wonderful instrument is just what you
have been looking for.
It enables you to receive statioi1s on the
short-wave bands with
your present set.
Price

Lead again!
With the

MULTIPLE MAINS
CONDENSER
PRICE 916
Simplified construction for the builders of the

"'A.W.' OLYMPIAN 3"
The Formo Company have again pioneered the
latest development in simplified set construction
with a bank condenser fitted with coloured
leads for easy fixing in the circuit.
The condenser illustrated above, embodies the
Formo "Vacuum Process" condensers as sped·
fled in the "A.W." circuit and is specially
designed for this super efficient set.
Formo Mains condensers have set a new standard
of high working and test voltages with a high
insulation resistance that ensures long life and
great reliability.

~

BYLDURONE
CABINE17
The ideal system for the home cabinet-maker. You
can safely rely on "Byldurone ''because no experience is needed to build a cabinet the " Byldurone ''
way. ::\Iany amateurs have already. matle use of
this efficient and cheap method of making their own
cabinet. Here it is!

Write for illustrated list No. Br

J.. J.

EASTICK l1l SONS
EELBX HOUSE

MAINS CONDENSERS

118, BUNBILL ROW, LONDON, E.C.1

Obtainable from all Radio Dealers.
Complete catalogue of all Formo pr9ducts from:-

Teleplloae: lletropolita G314/S/6

ARTHUR PREEN & CO., LTD.,

VISIT OUR STAND N°·252

Golden Square, Piccadilly Circus,

Emp/re Hall, first Floor.

and see for yourself the amazing
Vaue

LONDON, W.1
Crown Works, Southampton,

Eelex Offers!

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A. W." to Advertisers

~mowuW~
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VISIT

~ST~

3
YEARS

MAINS
CONDENSERS

GUARANTEE

URING 1931 Watmel
components
were
D
specified by the following
STAND

papers for use in their

~~~~[:~:~

···--·-···········Post This To-day-·-··--···--··-I enclose 3d. stamps for full details of the
Heayberd Mains Units. Guarantee warrant and
particulars and circuit diagrams of Mains
T-ransformers

sets:
M .............................................................. ..
100
IT AND
"Amateur Wireless " in
Address.......................................................... .
100
their "Century Port·
STAND
able."
100
"Wireless
World" in
STAND
their
"
D.C.
Mains
100
Three,'~ "Super SelecSTAND
tive Five," •• Super Se100
lective Six," •• D.C.
STAND
10 FINSBURY ST., LONDON, E.C.2.
Super Selective Six."
100
STAND
"Wireless Magazine" in
100
their •• Band-pass In·
STAND
ceptordyne."
100
STAND
See these components for your·
100
self on Stand 100. Try Watmel
STAND
products this season for your new
100
sets. They give maximum effiSTAND
ciency and get the best out of
100
any set.
STAND
STANDARD MODEL 5/6
If you are unable to visit the
100
SUPER
DE LUXE MODEL 7/·
ExfiibTtfon~WiUfEdirect:Tolis
STAND
Only the enormolL" sales of
or ask your dealer for full par~
100
Rotor-ohtns has made this
ticulars of our new Wire~wound
price reduction
STAND
remembN, the quality and
Potentiometer, Resistances, Coils
workmanship uot only t·e100
(as
used
in
the
"Super
Selective
mains, but hasdefinitelj: lJecn
STAND
improved upon.
Six"), Wave Traps, Tuners,
100
It 0 T 0 It ·0 IDI potentio·
Chokes, Screening Boxes, Pickmeters are now pure wjrr
STAND
wound np to 50.000
ups. etc.
100
and are truly dcpentla ble
N.B.-Our. latest product : a
eomponents.
STAND
Resistance specially wound on a
\Ve are year::; ahead in the
100
tnanufactu-re of Yariahle
tapered former, giving a perltesistances. thnt is whv the
STAND
fect square-law reading, is now
leading sefma md<H·turtrf5 inready.
Full particulars on
100
corporate Rotor-ohms.
and
Anode
Resi!'ltanees also availrequest.
Trade
inquiries
STAND
able. Send for
Invited.
100
STAND
ROTOR ELECTRIC L1 M ITED
100
2f3, Upper Rathbone Place, London, W.l
STAND.
100
STAND
F£ -··-.=::::aatl
100
IMitEDISTAND
EXPRESS POSTAL PILIVERY STOCK
GETS THE BEST OUT OF ANY SET
ATE DELIVERY. The Ad,·ertise~~~\.\.~
100
OF THE
STAND Watmel Wireless Co., Ltd.,
100 Imperial Works, High Street, Edgware.
STAND
Telephone: Edgware 0323.
100
)
or C.O.D.
100100100100100100100 Let "A.W." Solve your Problems

tilSH}m

ROTOR-OHMS
REDUCED
PRICES

pos~ible--bnt

"HIGH
INSULATION
RESISTANCE"
is the esse.ntial quality that a good condenser
must possess. Poor insulation is analogous to
a storage tank that leaks and is therefore
useless.
The new Vacuum process employed in the
manufacture ol Formo Mains Condensers
has reduced
current
leakage to
an inftnitesimal degree. Another important
\'-"' feature is
that Formo
""'SE~ condensers
are submitted to
the sudden application ol the test voltage and
not, as is usual, through a non-inductive series
resistance. Higher test and working voltages
are therefore achieved, producing a condenser
of amazing reliability and accuracy.
Formo Mains Condensers are used and re·
commanded by the set designers of the Radio
Press. Could there be a better reason for
fitting them?
PRICES

1.0 Mfd. 2/6
2.0Mfd. 3/3

4.0 Mfd. 6.0 Mfd. S,'5/6 8.0Mfd. 10,6

Obtainable from all Radio Dealers.

Stand No. 61 Radio Show

ohm~,

~pag:hetti l{t>f'.i~t::wees
li~tfo;.

84.1Y ·rrtHUuG

rnE POST

ThE M_,D

A.; WAY 1

YOU WANT AI>YEJlTISED
GOODS-we ha,·e all of them IN
antl can giH you

.....1)

WOR~D

ment columns of this puhlkation
are our eatalogue-freC' deli~·en· at

Wlnrttmi4i~~~;l· i~f
~

The vanes are
separated
from
each other and in
such a way as to
avoid abrasive defects and short
circuiting. It has
the
smoothest
possible control of
reaction.
PRICE 3'·
Ccmplete with '
knurled knob.

Always Use This
D~ENTML
CONDENSER
for reliability and accuracy.
Complete catalogue from:-

ARTHU R PREEN &: CO., LTD.
Golden SQuare,
Piccadilly Circus,
London, W.l

(M~· 38)

Mentt"on of .. Amateur Wireless " to Advertisers wUl Ensure Prompt Attentinro

CrownWorl<s,
Southampton
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37 Acoustic experts ·

ANEW
RESISTANCE
With ALl...., the

commend to ou the
: marvellous new
Kingston Wearite

Home Recorder

BEST
FEATURES

A great advance has been made in home recording. The
Kingston-Wearite Home Recorder ha;, reduced it to a simple,
non-technical process.
Home recording is Jhe latest and most popular form of
home entertainment, whereby you can record anyone's
voice, musical instrument or any radio broadcast on your
own gramophone and through your own wireless set.
Directions are so clear and concise that a child of 12 can
operate it.
It is impossible to give you full particulars here, but, if
you will post the coupon below, an illustrated folder will
be sent !O you free. Or ask your dealer for a demonstration.
King;ton- !f7earile E!ectricu! IIome
R<•cordPr (Broadcml J[ode/) - 67,6
Kingston-ff'earite /;touj·tic Jiode! 45,'Killg.rton -[1/'earifc Record Blanh· .
per doz.
- 4, 6
KingJton- ff7earite Microphone
- 42,'-

PRICES:

MANUFACTURERS
OF

THE

WEARITE COMPONENTS
Copyright injri11gement is not pamitft•.d

HOME RECORDER
~-C-0 l~PO_N______________________________

I,
i
:

11

'To

\\-RIGHT

Send me frc~ illustmtl?d folder dealing ·with the Kingston\\ earitc Home Rccordl?r.

K.~111C______________________________________________________________

.i
1

!

'

i

I

I A::,:::::-:-:;~:~:~~~~~~~=-~~=,_--p--~-e-~s_c_p_-::_t_.JIII

· L-~-~~~~~:~your~an1c._

· ....

__

each

p

.........................

i

i

, ....................................... ~~;;;~~;.. at
%
S
We areL e~ADIO EXHIBITION a
! THE NATIONA
18 TO 26 :
OLYMPIA, SEPTEMBER
·
5
STAND No. 92 .........................l'

--------------------·I

& \'CEAIRE LTD., 740 High Road, Tottcnham, N.17,

1/-

1 WATT TYPE
2/- each
2 WATT TYPE
3/- each
3 WATT TYPE
·
: -t
s caters for every
This range of. resi"d~nce d fulfils a long. .l
.
1t m ra w an
requiremei
reall reliable Bntls Jfelt wan~. for a whic~ is manufactured
made resistance
mbodying all
der a patented process e .
a
un
·, 1 f tures required at
the essentm
ea
rice within the reach of everyone.

FAMOUS

I )~;!J!;t!~R
11

N. Acton, London. W.3.

Don't Forget to Sa.v That You Saw it in "A.• W."
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13ROADCAST Ttl[PHONY

IN USE ALL-OVER

THE WORLD
A story in figures-figures which
prove the efficiency and economy
of these famous batteries. Columbia
4780 (Triple Capacity) outlasts
three ordinary batteries. Through·
out its long life its larger cells give
you a constant flow of smooth even
power. It is still the world's best
battery value.
6o volts.
Now reduced in price to 17/6
Ask your dealer for Columbia 478o.
If your dealer has not Columbia in
stock send to us giving his name.
Other famous Columbia Batteries.
4486 "Layerbilt" for large sets using
power valves. Truly a battery and a
half-45 volts 24/4755· For Portables, 99 volts, IS/-.
No. 6 Dry Cell. Red label. Highly
recuperative, 2/6.

Broadcasting Stations classified by country and in order of wavelength:;. For tbe purpose of better comparison,
the power indicated is a"ial energy.
KiloStation anl
Power
Kilo·
Station ani ·Power
Kilo·
Station and
Metres cycle3
Call Sign
(Kw.) Metres cycb
CaU Sign
(Kw.) Metres cycle;
Call Si~n
GREAT BRITAIN
NORTH
AFRICA
328.2 9r 4 Grenob!e (PTT) 3.0
25.53II,75I Chelmsford
363.4 825.3 Algiers (PTT} ••. 13.0
328.9 9I2 Poste Parisien ..• 1.2
(G5SW) 16.0
345.2 869 Strasbourg(PTT) 15.0
41~
7 z I 1<.au10 Maroc
242 r,2,18 Belfast............ 1.2
(Rabat) 10.0
370.1 810 Radio LL (Paris) 0.5
261.3 I,148 London Nat. ... 68.0
384.1 78I Radio Toutou» 8.0
NORWAY
288.5r,o4o Newcastle......... 1.2
447.1 6yr Paris (PTT) ...... 2.0
235.8 r,27I.9 Kristianssand ... O.G3
28S.5r,o4o Swansea ... ...... 0.10
466
644 Lyons (P'fT) ... 2.3
240.6 I,247 Stavanger ......... 0.02:.
288.5I,040 Plyrnou th ....... .• 0.16 1,445.7 207.5 Eiffel Tower ••• 15.0
36!.1 824 Bergeq ......... 1.3~
288.5r,040 Edinburgh ...... 0.4
1,724.1 174 Radio Paris ...... 17.0
367.0 8z6 Frederiksstad ... 0.8
288.5I,040 Dundee............ 0.16 1,724.1 174
" . u ...... ij5,0
453.2 662 Porsgrund......... 0.3
288.5I,040 Bournemouth ... 1.2
(testing)
493.4 6o8 Trondheim ...... 1.35
288.51,040 Aberdeen ...... ... 1.2
560
536 Hamar ............ 0.3
GERMANY
301.5 995 North National •;o.o
1,083
277 Oslo ............... 75.ll
31.~8
9,_;6o
Zeesen
............
15.0
309.9 968 Cardill ............ 1.2
217.1 I,JSJ Konigsberg ...... 1.7
356.3 842 London Reg. •.. 70.0
POLAND
218.5
I,373
Flensburg.........
0.6
376.4 797 Glasgow ... ... •.• 1.2
2l4.2I,4M Warsaw(2) ...... 1.Q
227.4 I,JI9 Cologne............ 1.7
398.9 75• Midland Reg. ... 38.0
234
I
,283
Lodz ... ...... ... ... 2.:!
227.4 r,JI9 Munster ......... 0.6
470.2 6z6 N ortb Regional 70.0
244.1 I,229 Wilno ............ 21.0
227.4 I,JI9 Aachen ............ 0.3
l,oa4.4 :r93 Daventry (Nat). 35.0
31t.8
959
Cracow
......... ... 1.5
232.2I,293 Kiel ............... 0.31
335
896 Poznan ......... ... 1.~
240 z,z55 Niiroberg ........• 2.3
AUSTRIA
381
788 Lvov ............... ~l.O
245.9 r,z2o Cassel •••••...•.•• 0.3
219 :r,3697 Salzburg ......... 0.6
408
734 Katowice ......... 16.0
253.4 r,IS.# Gteiwit• ......... 5.6
246 1,2zo Linz ............... 0.6
1,411.8 212.5 Warsaw
259.3 I,I57 Leipzig ............ 2.3
283 r,os8 Innsbruck......... 0.6
-Raszyn 153,()
269.8r,rrz Brernen............ 0.2
35:!
85I Graz ............... 9.5
PORTUGAL
276.5I,085 Heitsberg ......... <5.0
4.53,2 666 }(Jagenfurt ...... 0.6
290.5
r,o33
Lisbon
(CTIA.\) 2.0
283.6r,osS Magdeburg ...... 0.0
617.3 s8r Vienna ............ 20.0
also on 42.9 m:
283.6r,oj8 Berlin (E)......... 0.6
also testing on 1,255 m. from8.0 p.m.
283.6r,osY 5tettin ............ 0.6
ROMANIA
(Mou. Wed. Sat.)
318.8 94I Dresden ... ...... 0.3
3c0.5 768.2 Bucharest ......... 16.~
325
923 Bres\au ............ 1.7
BELGIUM
RUSSIA
360.1 833 Mtihtacker ...... 75.0
206 :1",456 Antwerp ......... 0.4
~02.; Kharkov ......... 2.:;.0
4~7
372.3 8os Hamburg ......... 1.7
216 I ,39I Radio Chate!ineau 0.3
4S)7
60_1.5 Moscow ............ 1.~
390
770
Frankfurt.........
1.7
245.1 I,223.9 Schaerbeck ...... 0.2
&11
585 Archangel ......... 1.2
419
7r6 Bertin ............ 1.7
388.2 887 Brussel> (No. 2) 20.0
416.6 Moscow (PTT) ... ~0.0
7~0
453.2 662 Danzig ......... ... 0.6
608.5 590 BruS>ets (No. 1) 20.0
sou
37 5 Kiev ............... 20.0
472.4 635 Langenberg ...... 17.0
8!0
357 Nijni Novgorod
1.8
532.9 563 Munich............ 1.7
BULGARIA
.
937.S 320 Kharkov (RV20) 25.0
559.7 536 Kaiserslautern ... 1.7
318.8 94I Solia(RodnoRadio)l.O
300 Leningrad ......... 100.0
1,000
559.7 536 Augsburg •.••••.•• 0.3
283 T1llis ............... 10.0
1,000
566
530 Hanover ......... 0.3
CZECHO-SLOVAKIA
279.b Rostov Don...... 4.0
l,Ui3
569.3 527 l'reibur,: ......... 0.3
263 :r,IJ9 bloravska·
27 2 Moscow Popoff ... 40.0
1.103
iss
Norddeich
......
10.0
1,620
Ostrava 11.0
230 Moscow (Trade.>
1,301
279.5 I,07J Bratislava ......... 14.0 1 634,9 .183.5 Zcescn ... " ....... 75.0
Unions)l65.()
2,52:t IIg.] Konigswusterhausen 1~.0
293 z,o:u Kosice ............ 2.5
202 ·5 Moscow ( Kom)
40.()
(press)
1,481
341.7 878 Brunn (Brno) ... 34.0
2,900
IDJ-5
Konigswt1:sterhausen
15.0
5.5
4186.2 6I7 Prague ( Praha)
SPAIN
(press)
486.2 6r; Lieblitz (test) ... 60.0
2:i2.3 r,IS9 Barcelona (EAJ1:>) 1.0
HOLLAND
268.5I,L25.4 Valencia (test:i) !:).0
31.23 9.599 Einclboven (PCJ) 30.0
DENMARK
349
86o Barcelona (EAjl) 8.0
298.8
r;'Oo,t
Huizen
............
8.5
281.2 z,o6; Copenhage11 ...... 1.0
366.9
811.7 Seville (EAJ5)... 1.:>
:OW8.8 I,OOJ 1\.adio lctzerda
1,153
£00 l(a!undbor~ ...... 10.0
42!
707 Madrid(EAji') ... 2.0
(The Ha~uo) 3.0
450.1
666.5 San Sebastian
1,071.4 zSo Scheveningen·
ESTONIA
(EAJ3) O.G
Have<l
10.0
44~
674 Tattinn ............ 0.7
SWEDEN
160
Hitvcrsum
......
8.5
t65.8 044 Tartu............... 0.5 1,87.)
230.3t,J04 ~!atmo ............. 0.7~
HUNGARY
2o7 .3 I ,r66 Horby ............ 15.0
FINLAND
!45 Budapest ......... ~3.0
550
306.11 977.2 Falu11 ............ O.G
291 I ,oJr Tamperc ... ...... 1.0
3~2
932 Goteborg ......... 15.0~
ICELAND
201 z,o3r Viipuri ............ 13.2
436
689 Stockholm ...... 7>.u
~50 Reykja\·itc ...... 16.0
36B.l 8 I 5 Helsinki ......... 13.2 1,200
51~
554 Sundsvall ......... 15.0
1,796
167 Labti ............... 5!.0
770
389 Ostersuud ......... 0. 7
IRISH FREE STATE
1,2~U.5
244
Boden ............. 0.7a
2~4.4 I ,337 Cor!< (6C Ki ...... 1.5
FRANCE
1,35t
22I.9 Motala ............ 4U.O
413
725 Dublin (2RNJ ... 1.5
222.91,346 l7 Ccamp ........... . 5.0
SWITZERLAND
ITALY
23q.2r,2b5 Nimes ........... . 1.0
2·U.l I,2z9 Basle ............... O.G)
Rome (3R0) ... 9.0
25.4
237.9 r ,z6r.2 BE-ziers ........... . 0,()
246 1,220 Berne ............ O.:i
247.7 I 2ll Trieste ............ 15.0
237.2 r,z6o Bordeaux~
403.S 743 S6tten:; ............ 3~.0
296.4 I 0!2 Turin {Torino) ..• 3.5
Sud·Ouest 2.0
4;:)9
653 Beromuenster .•• 75.0
Genoa (Geneva) 111.0
~~~.8 959
2~0.3r,zoi.2 Juan·les·Pins ... 0.5
7liJ
395 Geneva ... ... ...... l.:J
Naples
(Napoti)
l.7
33~
905
255 z,I75 Toulouse (PTT)
1.0
441
68o Home (Roma) ... 75.0
!:65.4I,IJO Li!le (PTT) ..... . 2.0
TURKEY
Bolzano
(IBZ)
...
0.2
453.2
662
276 1,087 Rennes ........... .. 1.2
1,204.8 249 Istaubul ........ . 5.0
501
599 Milan (Milano) ... 3.5
2S4.!J I ,053 1\!ontpeltier ..... . 2.0
1,5311
195 Aukara ........... . 7.ll
542.5 553 Palermo . .. . .. ... :;, 7
287 I,043·5 Radio Lyons ... 0.5
J,ATVIA
YUGOSI.AVIA
2D4.4J,o18 Limog~s(PTT) ... 0,5
308.~
9i3 Zagreb (Agram) 0.1
:lOt
936 Bordeaux (PIT) 15.0
525
13.o
431.7 695 Belgrade ....... .. 3.0
314.3 954·5 Natan·Vitus
(Paris) 0.5
1\.aunas. ........... . i.O
1,93;;
5H.7 522 Ljubljana ....... .. ~.8
1

1

1

s7b-}WuA.'Ni'A .......

c---~~~~~~~~!!~~~~~·~~~~!~;s-·~~=~~:~·:~·:::::~~·-~~~··:.~:=~·:~~::~:~:•••--~~0
OUTLASTS
3 ORDINARY BATTERIES

Columbia
RADIO BATTIIERIIIE§
J. R. MORRIS, Imperial House,
15 Kingsway, London,

W.C.2

Scotland: J, T. Cartl<'right, 3 Cadogan Street, Glasgow
-~------

--

~----

--

-----~

--

ticulars. A Fee of One Shilling (postal order).
a stamped addressed envelope, and the coupon Otl
the last page must accompany all letters. ThJ
following points should be noted.
Not more than two questious should b~ sent
with any one letter.
The designing of apparatus or receivers cann:.t
be undertaken.
Modifications of a straightforward nature can b)
made to blueprints, but we reserve to ourselve:;
the right to determine the extent of an alteration
to come within the scope of a query. Modification;;

cor.a.temporary journals cannot be undertal<en.
Readers' sets and components cannot be tested
at this office. Headers desiring specific informa·
tion upon any problem should not ask for it to b-'
published in a forthcoming: issue, as only querie;
CJf general interest are published and these only at
(JUr discretion.
Queries cannot be answered by
telephone or personally.
Readers ordering blueprints and requirin~
technical Information in addition, should addre:i5
a separate tetter to tbo Query Department and
conform with the rules.

.I

i

:
:

J
=·..=

i

.....................-...··--·······--·········-······..·········......······-······-··-··. . ·······················~·······-··-···-····3
The " Olympian Three '' Cabinet : It
should be noted that the special "Windsor"
cabinet used in the "Olympian Three" is
the registered design No. 764r:;8 of the
Carrington Manufacturing Co. Further details of this fine set will be given next week.

Two short plays will be given on October 3· The first, The Threshold, by Harold
Chapin, tells of a miner's daughter whose
father is killed in a mining disaster. The
second, Sir Hubert is Deeply Touched, is by
H. C. G. SteYens.
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r====CLIX====-- I ANNOY
CONSTRUCTOR'S KIT
RADIO
Saves you Time and Money

for the connoisseur

This kit contains an assortment of
nineteen Clix fitments specially
selected for the set builder.

MIDCET SUPER-HET RECEIVER
f'om})fi:..;ing of :t hil!:h-gra.de chnAAiB

wlii(·h i-'mhodif--5 pre-deteetor H.ltt.
tll~tplitkation multi llnnd-pn~stuning,

wtth ~~orreded L.I~~. amplifier.
Hou~efl in :111 attractive walnut
11glnf'd Vt>llf'f'f dotued ea.binet, with
Ringle dinl tuning. Incorporating
Rntlio and Hramo f--witd1in~ with
iudepemlent Yolume ~nntrol and
ncoving-,~oil ..,IWakcr.
PRICE (complete)
MAINS operated
28 gns.
BATTERY ,
• - 25 gno.

Buy a Clix Kit for your next set
and save fivepence.
Value 3/5

Couunrs:--2 Spade Terminals rngraved L. T.,·
:; P!ugsmut Sockets tA and£)~· 7 Term1uals H.T.,
!,.T., L.S., 6 Wander Plugs, H.T., and G.B.

Price

1

Value 3!5.

3/·

Price 3/-.

PANEL
TERMINAL

"VICEGRIP"
WANDER
PLUG

J

1td.

ANODE
CONNECTOR~__ ""'
Hon:::outal or
J
1-eJ ttcal

3d.
Fully lllusUott'd Folder"A"

F'1u•.

See the full Clix range on Stand 202 Olympia
~-------'

SUPER-HET RADIO CRAMO.
PHONE (JUNIOR MODEL),
Thi~

i

\\llid1 (•mbodit:·:o; a. prf-detector JI.F.

11111lti

Lectro Lin., L'd., 254 Vauxhall Bridge Road, S. IV.!

Wireless is the World's
finest hobby,
Make it a profitable one
BAVE ltiOIIEY.
MAKE MONEY.
NO OUTLAY.

tlEC1lOCE1 cl\\1,

.. J0\1 liE

Every
WireJesg

Amateur:
Experimenter :

Constructor :
~houhl \Hitc his B<lllle ~utd
addr~'";-; in the margin, and
post this advertist'ment in a
!d. un::~t~alcd enyelope to:-

THEELECTROCETCLUB

"Poplar Rd., Solihull. BIRMINGHAMr
RADIO

FURIII'l'URE

DE LUXE l

PICKET'IS
rsual rrh't:l
18--15·0. . . .

Rlldio rf'C!?'iY(>rawlt;r/llnopfwne

'nn1hine'l h:1..; a h:gh-:.tro.,de clw~~<j8

I

Yal..l'r~ l~rka

£8-18-D
Saves
£7-7-0 ............ £5-16-0
You
!3-3-0 ............ £2-7..0
Money,
Famous erpert~ B.B.C., 3,000 clientele.

fknt ON APPROVAL FREE !-return at

OlJR. eX]Ien!Je if not delighted. Deferred
Terms 10:- or £1 monthly.
Photograph! and List FREE t
PICKETTS Radio-Furniture (A.M.)
Albion Road, Bexleybea.tb.

hand-p;l::.:.-s tunin!:!:

:;ut>t~r-ll(~t

awl ~~orrected L.F. amplifi~r.
IJitl''P(·Iiflt··nt volume eontro1, \\ith
JJt:>t:f?:-:""ary Rattio and ~3ramo 8Witd1:11g a rr proYided . ..\ utomatit"! bralw
on tOramo _\fotor whid1 workc.; on any
mnkc: or ~izt:- rd r~~~ord wit bout iutl~
J)t:>ll~h~nt -;etting.
Hnu ... ed in a hf'il11tif111Iy J1:;!11TPtl
poll-.,l!ctl wah111t ,~alJiw't of Tntlor
,Jf•-.,ign.
Tbi"i i11~trnnwnt j .... nnt mn..:~, prcclwl'd
J f-'t·dH·r

EASY TERMS
We supply all r;OOd quality Radio Receivers, components and Accessories on deferred terms. We
carry adequate stocks and can giwe prompt delivery

lmt

NEW COSSOR 1932 EMPIRE KIT No.23t.--~ remarbUe
advance on last season's model.
Cash Price, £6/15/0
or 10/· with order uud 10 monthly payments of 1~ 1 •t
NEW HEAYBERD A.C, ELIMINATOR KIT C.160.-Com.
plete liit of Parts for building an 11.1'. Eliminator,
iurluding steel case. Output, 25 w.a., 150 voltg,
3 ll.T. Tappings, one variable.
Cub Price, £3/18/•
or 710 with order and 11 monthly payment.~ of 7/-.
12 EXIDE W.H. HIGH•TENSION ACCUMULATORS
ll ~0 ~olts, 5,000 m,'a.). Uighcr voltages if desired.
Cash Price, 13/15/·
or 7(6 with order and 11 monthly payments of 7/-.

i~

intli\·irlu:dty IJIIilt ior a

,.Nl!ill~hu\"('1'.

\Jl

JllOtl~i-;

ilwnrpomte

~.li'")

"P~dally

lll:;t1f·[lt~d muying-~oil ~Jwo.~ker-;.

PRICE, MAINS operated 45 gas.
BATTERY ,
43 gns,
SUPER-HET RADIO GRAMO·
PHONE (SENIOR MODEL).
"'iilllilon in appe:~r:tlle,~ tu the .Tunior
\I odd h11t hworporuth,~ a. f'01J~idf>r

<thly J;tr~('l' 1lnt1io awl fjramophOJlt"'l
tJHipHt,

PRICE, MAINS operated 55 gns.

Carriage charged on aU orders from Scollund.

N.K. FARRAND INDUCTOR LOUD-SPEAKER UNIT.-Quality ot reproduction almost ('illlal to a moYiH~,·oiJ

~peaker.

Cash Price, £3;10t··

·or :l,'O with order and 11 monthly payments of tjjt1.
B.T.H. PICK· UP AND TONE ARM.-One of tiJC beot
pick-ups available.
Cllh Price, 45/·
or 5/· with order and 9 monthly payments of 5/-,
!IIEW BLUE 11POT 81R UNIT.-The finest balance•l·
armn.ture movement on the market. Cowplcte \Vith
large Cone and Chassis.
Cash Price, £211 0/·
or 5/· with order and 10 monthly payments of 5/-.
NEW CELESTION MOVING COIL L.S. UNIT •PERM.
MAGNET), with Transformer.
Cash Price, £4/5/-.
or 13/6 with order 11nd Ill mouthly payments of S!·.

Send list of requirements ond quotutlon will be
sent by return.

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY CO.
-TAYLEX WET H.T. BATI'ERIES--N.w Prices: Jal'!l 1/3. Sacs 112. lines 1 ()J, Sample doz.
18 Volts complete with bands and ele<:ti'Oiyte 4/1 po•t9J.
Sample unit 6d. Ill us. booklet free. llar¥ain list free.

AMPLIFIERS. 30/•. 3 VALVE ALL-STATION SET £5.

A. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road. Stockwell, LONDON.

11 OAT LANE

NOBLE STREET, LONDON, E.C.Z

TANNOY PRODUCTS

Telephone: Nationall977

1-7 DALTON ST. WEST NORWOOD,

Please mention "A.W," when Corresponding with Advertisers

S.£.27

emaltur wir~
PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements under this head are charged
THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum charge
THREE SHILLINGS. DEPOSIT SYSTEM
" A:\IATEUR \YIRELES::; '' ADYERTISE:\lE:\T DEPARTME~T,
58,61 FETTEH LA>eE, LONDON, E.C.4

NEW ELECTRIC GRAMOPHONE MOTORS, fi-guiuea
IHodeb, ~ait A.C. or D.l'., coHtiJlete with !:!~in. turntailh·.
.:wltdl. regulator, etc· .. blueprint in~tnwtion:-;. mow·y
rf"turH guarau1re: ·iO/w ea~:h.-.Kiug, 1 h]ug:-:ley l{u~,u,
llouu:-;low. l\Iidtllesex.

D.C. ELIMINATOR KIT, :;o milliamll'· :; tappings (1
Yariahlt>). ;;G/-. Linen Uiapllragm Hvf'aker 1\it. ~! in ..
'' Amatt•ur \Yirf'less" spPdtieation. 1Si6. Bronze ~pray
ftnbhed, H~.j(;, Any unit supplied. f'arriat-re paid. 1\Ioney
n•turnerl if un~nti8tied.-K. l\Ta('(_:eodl, 13 Richmond

FULL-SIZE BLUEPRINTS

]{oaU,

B.B.C. Crystal Set

Hawl~\rort!J.

PHOENIX THREE-VALVE KITS, ('ompll'te with eaLiuet,
i'.l,:li;G. Ditto with Yalre:-;. £~/U,/-. l>itto with H.T.
m1d I..T. hatterif':-- aucl ~peaker, £-t-,/10/0. 'l'hrPt--vnlY{'
H.(~. kits, 30/- f:':...tra.
JI.P. tetmb ou kit; 10/.-~ tlepo~it,
'.!.,i pt:<r week.- Phoenix~ ~a-t High ltoad, LrP, l-'.E.I::L
HIRE A MCMICHAEL PORTABLE SET, 13/- .11eekly.
1--C't3 Yhsited, n·pairPd, overlwuled.-Alexander J3la(·k,
\rirelrss Consultant: !)3 Ebur:· ~trect: ~.\Ll :OSlmme lG.i~.
)'Oil

ea1uing le'" than

no

per weck'1

:If so, you cannot atfonl to ('arry on without readiHg
''Enginf'eriug Opportuuitir~.·· 'l'hi~ :wo-pagc book i::; tilled

with matter::; of vital importance to you. Among othrr
thing:":~, it explaius the methods of our unique Avpolutments ])(•p:uhueut. gin:~ detail~ of all leading Et if!.
Exams (A.~l.LMcrh."L., A.~l.l.E.E .. l:l.Sc., O.P.O .. eti'.).
ami outlines modern Cour~f's.in Chil.l\lechaniral, Elcetrit:al
.:\lotor, Aero. Undio. Talkie nml all othtr brauclt(:-3 of
J~ng:ine('ring. ·This bo?k will alter )-·our entire outlool.;: and
earuiug power. It is quite Free. Send a l'.C. for your <'opy
Sow.--British ln~titute of l~ngineering Technology:
109 ~hakespeare llOtllie, ~Of;ll Oxford Street, London.

Hirmingha111.

RADIO AND TALKIE INDUSTRIES NEED TRAINED
MEN. Grt pnrtif'ulnrs of uniqur hoJm·-~twly ronn.;rs for
'' ('crtitkate of Protkiprwy ·· from Uadio Tnlining ln.-.;titute. linion Hnildiugs. ~t. ~John ~treet, Neweustle-on-Tyne.
"UNIVERSAL" RADIO BARGAINS.--Yah·es. 3lll.
tiix-pin ]lnal t'oil:-o. ~: . 11. Ditfert•ntialf', IN. H.F. ('ltokr~.
1/:J. Trau.t-iOl'lllf·r~. :!/0, P{)lol.tal!e Pxtra. Thommmls of
~ltltrr barg<tin:... f'ellll for li~t.--" rniver~at;· ~0 Yietoria
J:Oa1l, PP-1·k!w.nl. fi.E.l:l.

FREDERICK PATERSON, late llurwlt·J•t Teehuical Stalf
Eng-1neer. Au~; radio ;;et f'!ll'fJlieU, rnodernbetl, ret,airlll.
Your set takcll a~ part vayment for UC\\' ~et.~-7 Lblc
:-;~red, \Y.('.2.
Phoue: ltc·gent 3:5G;J.

ENGINEERS.-Are
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Earth-at last!

"GODWINEX"
J..Yon~cotroding

EARTH TUBE
Giw~s

1'u b~

of hea>r

~;~:::.· i~~~idu~fi~r ~:!~1

installed~

3 /6

or direct (Postage 6J.J from

d. DYSON & Co., Ltd. (DEPT. AB)
5 & 7, Godwin Street, BRADFORD
2, Coleman Street, LONDON, E.C.2.

DOES YOUR SWITCH SPINDLE TURN ROUND ?
IF SO, YOUR SET

"CRACKLES!"
Dy

MODERN THREE-VALVE SETS with valves, £0/15/-.
Century Super kitl-', £;{/13/-. Auything wirelcl:l:i supplied
.ut keenest prh.'l·~. Send list of n•ttuirements for quotation.
:--Sernrell \rirelrr:,::; Supplit!s, 74 Uough Street, Lomlon,
.E.14.

MOVING-COIL SPEAKERS.
"AcouRtou" 4-\·., 2(1;-·
lllareoniphone Pots .. 6-v., 1;,;-. Tapped L.l-'. Chokes, 4/6.
--Hillier, 22 Corli ~tn·et, \Y.l.
COMPONENTS.-1-lend for partic-ulars, special otfer to
ltome comtructors.--~\lagradio . 112a 'Varstoue .Lane:
]Jirmingllum.
CABINETS.-Xew illu.,trateu lists; keen price': iuuncdinte delin·r~·.-Imperial Cabinets, 1~ Summerhill Street:
·mnningham.
"CRAFT EASE" CaLinets, for radio or gramophones.
Supplied-" ready for assembling" or "a:;sembl(•d." Catalogue '2d.-D., t'raftease "·orks, 'rinscomlJe, Somerset.
CON~URING CATALOGUE FREE.-Good tritks, very
ehcup. l'rofitable hobb~·.-Yandys Magic, Hastiug~.

BIRMINGHAM'S WIRELESS DOCTOR.-It. E. SummerHeld, M.RS.G.B .. will tall am! service vour set. An)' l\·pe
f'ct made, modernised. or repaired. Component parti or
set supplied.-1 Newhall Street, llirmingham.
ETHER SEARCHER KIT.-.T.ll .. Colvern. 'l'.('.l' .. Telsen,
.:\lullard nthes, £3,:7_ro.-Yinceut, l'~u;tlc lledingham,
Esi'::\rX.

"OLYMPIAN THREE," •· \Yirelrs!; l\lagazine," "1\fusic
I\lngnrt ," Cos8or awl !\Iullard Kits.-iumtftli:tt<• delin•ry
from stoek. Any l{ee€"ivrr . .l\101\-ing-eoil Sprakrr. ('tf'.,
• Bnpplied. HeliCl tl' your enqnirr.--The ;Jupiter Itadio
Srrvier, 9 8ansom ~trcet, London, 8 ..E..5.

iS

for en:-r.
Will not corrode
like copper.
Over 1BU sq.
ins. earth-

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS, wiremen, accumulator service
nwn. the T.E.C. will train :·ou at home for a better job.
rmmrpassed cour~es in t·lectrieal eugiw.:ering, wiring and
battery charging; pro~pectm~ and ''{;uide to Sutccss"
po't free.-W. !>. l!JIJet,on, B.Sc .. A.~l.LE.E., Tei'hnical
En.!-!ineering CoUege, 16 Spee11ham 1\oad, Stockwell,
t'.\\'.9.

BANKRUPT BARGAINS.-List free with a-valve dia!(ram.
Kitg for all cireuit~~. ~trai~ht 2. '2.4/-; StraiJ,!:ht ~;. :J2;G;
Century Super, ':3'!./-; £;~f;~l- .Four. f)7,'"6; uJl with cabinet!:'.
TransformN·s. 2/9: Selector allor cure. 4/~1; TelRen Are,
4 1 H; Uadiogrand, 7/o: \Yavema~ter Yariahle:s .. 0005. 2/6:
l>itferentinlR, 2/·; Telr-en Dilferentialb~ 1/U; Zelco llakelite
~.)1., .0003 and .0005 .. 4/-; \Yavemaf5ter. 5/-: Astra. !J/·;
<tll with dials. Midget .ouo;;, 1/\l: H.F. chokes, 1/3; Te!Hen,
1,'9; Dnal eoils, 4/-; Teben, 4,'9; l'lug-in from 1/-; fixed
(·ondensers, 2·mfd .. '2i-; 1-mfd., 1/~; .0001 to .002, -;':1;
.01. -/H; leaks, -/7: pre-sets. lN; switche~, w/6; ~{-point. 1/-;
Yalveholders. -/5: panels, 14in. x 7ln., 2/6; 18in. x 7iH.,
:3 ..'·. Cabinets, oak. 12iu. x ~in., 6;'6; 14in. x-7in., 8/-;
lt'in. x 7in., 10/-. !:;peaker. 5/-. Speaker units, Zelco, 4/-;
Telsen, 4/9; Triotron. [1/u; also Motor, etc. Speaker kits
from 10/6. Eliminator~, A.C., with \Vestinghousc, £2,
D.C' .. 22/6. Keen price• for all types. Ynlves, Ttmgsram
Triotron, 4/6; power, 5/6; l';.U.~ 10/-. Sets, a· valve in
cabiuet, i37/6. or eomvlete Tun~:;rams, IL'f·., L.T .. (LB.,
t\~ '6.
Ynrley elettric- A.P.1, £16/16/- set, A.C.: Mazdas
£5/10/-; screened-grid portable complete, £5/10/-; l\larconi
:>~ntlve 8.0., 8('Coudlwud. 2':J/-. Ve-t my prke for anything
radio first.. QuotationH by return. State yourret{uiremcnt~.
Satisfact-ion or Inoner hack. Uash or C.O.D. No H.P.
All goods new.-Btit!in, 14Jb PrC!!ton ltoad, Brighton.

pC'rfett earthing

from the moment it

j!auge steel
fitted with
cast point and
~tt·el drh·in~ cap.
Heavy lead coating
inside U!.td oqt defies
r-orrrosiun nmi allo\\ s \\ire
to siuk in \dlen thumb~crew·
i~ tightened, gh.ing- perfect
lastiug connection, without ID1 -

'-"GUt

FrTTING \

trouble is ended because then

is oo cootac~ point to turn roun:t.
and wben JOU •• switch oo" you
ba ve contlt'Ct like a power swih:h.
WHY NOT FIT OliE?
'Ibey are as ebeap as the inferior

iype but far superior io operatioll.
Frffm

your

local de_a.ler,

Haljord's Cycle

~rottores,

or

BUSBY & CO., LTD. (Patentees)
Dept. A.W., PFiiCE ST., BIRMINGHAM

When ordering, please send Postal Order, NOT STAMPS.

CRYSTAL SET (6!1.)
•.• AW231

ONE-VALVE SETS

(1s. each)
•.

B.B.C. One
.•
Easv to Build 011e ..
Hartley One

•. AW2&•
.. AW31l·
.• \\';\119

TWO-VALVE SETS (1s. each)
Talisman Two (D, Trans)
..
•.
No-battery Gramo-radio 2 (D, Trans) • .
1930 Talisman 2 (0, Trans)
Arrow Two (D, Trans) • .
•.
Forty-five-shilling Two (D. Trans)
Searcher Short-wave 2 (D. Trans)
Everybody's All-in 2 (D, Trans)
Twenty-shilling Two (D, Trans)
B.B.C. Selective Two (D, Trans)
The Room-to-Room 2 (D, Trans)
Gleaner Two (D Trans)
Merlin Two (A.C. Set) • .
Five-point Two (D. Trans)
•.
Broolcrnan's A.C. Two (D, Trans)
•.
Aladdin Two (D, Trans)
••
..
Ever Tuned Regional Two (D, Trans)..
Station-finder Two (D, Tram) . .

THREE-VALVE SETS

. . A\V19
A W23
A\\'23'
A W24'
AW25l
A W25'.
AW27.
AW27
AW29
AW29
Wl\120
Wl\121
WM22
W(\122
Wl\123
\\'l\124
Wl\125

(1s. each)

1931 Ether Searcher (SG, D, Trans) • •
,•
1931 Ether Searcher (A.C.model)
,.
•.
Mains Unit
..
..
Ultra-selective Straight Three (SG, D, Trans)
1 YJI Ether Searcher (D.C. model)
,•
•.
Mains Unit
Square Peak Three (SG, D, Trans)
.•
B. B. C. Selective Three (D, RC, Trans)
1931 Britain's Favourite Three
.•
Universal Short-wave Three (SG, D, Trans)
Olympian Three (SG, D, Trans) . .
.,
Brookman's Three (SG, D, Trans)
•.
Five-point Three (SG, D, Trans)
••
New Brookman's Three (SG, D·, Trans)
Five-point Short-waver (D, RC, Trans)
Baffle-board Three (D, RC, Trans)
••
Plug-in-coil Three (D, 2 Trans)..
Regional Three (SG, D, Trans)
•.
•.
Band-pass Inceptordyne (SG, D, Trans)
•.
Ether Marshal (SG, D, Trans) . .
••
•.
Meridim Short-waver (D, RC, Trans) • .
•.
Five-advantage Three (D. RC, Trans)..
•.
Everybody's Radiogram (SG, D, Trans)
..

FOUR-VALVE SETS

(1s. 6d. each)

The £3 Js. Four (SG, D, RC, Trans) • •
. • AWJO
Regional Band-pass Four (SG, D, RC, Trans) WM21
Five-Point Four (SG, D, RC, Trans) . .
• • WM21
Regional A, C. Four (SG, D, RC, Trans)
•• WM22
Supertone Four (SG, D, Push-pull)
.•
• • 'VM22
llrookman's Three-plus-one (SG, D, RC, Tram) Wl\123

FIVE-VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each~

Regional D.C. Five ~SG, D, LF, Push-pull)

"CRAFTEASE" CABINETS
·

For ~'irele-ss or Gramophones-Distinctive
Designs-Moderate Prices-Supplied "Mach~
ined Ready to Assemble" or "As,;embled."
Send U. stamps (may be deducted first order)
for Cata/ogue No. RD-1.

CRAFTEASE WORKS, (l'Jept. RD)
Wlnscombe

-

Somerset

AW27
AW27
AW27
AW28
A:W28
AW28
AW29
AW28
AW29
AW30
AWJO
WM16
W:v121
Wi\121
Wl\122
WM22
Wl\123
Wl\121
WM24
\\'M24
WM2:
WM25
WM25

, • Wl\125

SIX-VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)
Century Super (Super-het)
.•
••
• • AW28
A. C. "Century Super" (Super-het)
•.
• • AW29
Mains Unit (1/-)..
.. AW295
Super 60 (Super-het)
••
••
•.
• , WM22
A.C. Super 60 Radio Gramophone (Super-het) WM2J
A.C. Super 60 (Table Model)
•• WM2~
Super 60 (with Wearite base)
•. WM2~
Super 60 (with Leweos base)
•. Wl\125

. SEVEN-VALVE SET (1s. &d. each)
Super Senior (Super-het) • •

WM25

AMPLIFIERS

(1s. each)

High Quality Amplifier for A.C. Mains
2-Watt Amplifier for A. C. Mains
A.C- Push-pull Amplifier
.•
Add-on H. F. Screened-grid Unit
Universal Push-pull Amplifier ••
D.C. Fader

AW27
AW28
AW2S
AW2~

AWJC
W!\124

PORTABLE SETS
Companion Portable (2HF, D, RC, Trans) AW279 1
Portable "Century Super" (Super-het) . ,
A\\'297
Super 60 Portable (Super-het) . •
,,
WM238 1/
Home and Garden Three (D, RC, Trans)
Wl\1246 I.

1;

MISCELLANEOUS (1s. each)

Our H.T. Unit for A.C. Mains ••
Gramophone Tone Control
Short-wave Super-het Adaptor . .
••
,•
H.T. Unit and Trickle Charger for D.C. Mains
llooster Speaker (od.)
..
"A.W." Tone changer (6d.)
"A.W." Selectivity Unit (6d.)
A. C. Trickle Charger
••
..
B.B,C. Official Selecti\'ity Unit (6d.J
Big H.T. Unit for A.C. Mains ••
Loud-speaker Tone Control
.•
.•
"\V.M., Linen Diaphragm Loud-speaker
Two-Minute Adaptor for Short \Vavec •
Super 60 !\.C. Unit
••
S~ple Neon Oscillator
••

AW2(
A\\'2(
AW2(
AW2;
AW2E
AW2E
AW2\
AW3U
AW2\
WM2J
\\'l\12:
Wl\!2:
\Vl\12'
WM2,
Wl\12!

Copies .of the u Wireless llagulne 11 .and of "Amateur Wireles! " eo.
taining descriptions ot any of tbese aets can be obtained at Is. 3d. ani 4
respectively, post tree.
Index letters " A. W., refet to " AmatO
Wireless" sets and •i W .M."
Address lellen:

to "Wireless MagaziAe.n

Amateur Wireless Blueprints Dept.

I

sa-st
r.uerE.C.
La
lltllioo,

INFORMATION BUREAU
COUPON

Available until Saturday
SEPTEMBER 26, 1931

!SEPTEMBER 19, 1931
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TO INTRODUCE

I

BLUE SPOY
PRODUCTS
FOR

f9lt=f9ll
66R The most e:Ii ..
Cient balanceJ arrnat:.ue unit on the
market.
Fr;ce 35/•

PERMANENT
MAGNET SPEAKER
with dw.ssis ~.nd Lrao::::fc:-m.er. A rcmnrkably
fint: :n~trument.

!'rice 75/:r

MOVING COIL
SPEAKER (D.C.)
MODEL 72
Ncc1t
and tompact. f:x!r:Jordinary diicient.
Pric-.-: 47'6

MAINS
DISTURB,
ANCE ELIMIII:ATO/l
!:treciJvely (:!ir.1W~11c;
hum. Pr:cc 10,6

r~.a·ns

WAY~'

REJEC:OR

TRAP Cut., t~ut u:J\vanted statwns W1t'1
ea3e.
Price 15"'
66K

UNIT l't 'cc 25(,

6CP UN'l

Price 17/6

C"' ASSIS

SpeciaUy
de:-.igned f(lr BLUE
SPOT Units.
Jv:ajor Chassis fS/~
Speci<•l Chas.sis 7/6

PICK.UP

Cornpkre
with volume umtrol

39'6

63/•
SPI:AKERS
IN CABINETS

The Wonderful New lnductor Type
LOUD SPEAKER UNIT
This new BLUE SPOT Unit will be enfhusiasfically re(:eived by
amateur and professional alike.
The qu.:~lity and range of sound
produced by if is equal to that of the more expensive Dynamic
Sp2akers, and if has other advantages. Connections to the receiver are
exceedingly simple, and no field current is required.
A broad frequency band enab!es 1 OOU to reproduce voices and music
with perfect fidelity, and in the b3ss notes part:cularly, it gives a clarity
that is absolutely unique.
1 OOU is suitable for u~e with any receiver. 11 is also
suitable for Pentode Valves since it requires no matching
transformer. The overa:l sensitiv:ty is such that per:ect
reproduction wilh good volume is given from vuy small
inputs. Make a point of seeing and hearing this new
unit and other interesting new Bl~e Spot productions.
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ELUE ~POT HOUSE, 94 96 ROSOMAN ST. RC SEBERY AV., LO\iDON, E.C.1
TeleJ.hone: Clelkenwell3570.
Tetegrarns: "Bluosp:n, Isling, London."
Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and North Wales: H.C.
.• RAWSO~, (Sheffield and London) Ltd., too, London Road, Sheffield:
() 22, St. Abry's Parsonage, A1anchester: 183, George Street, Glasgow.
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Advertisers Appreciate
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Mentio~

BLU:::

~POT

70R

(w:lh C6R un:t)
Pric~ 75,/:ll

BLUE

SPOT

(w:th 66R

44~

uni~)

Price 52 6

SPOT 4H
(with 6 oR ~ni )
BLUE

Price 51 6

BLU; SPOT 1 :JO:J
(with 1 OCU u .it)
Price

63/•

3D PM
(;::ermanenl magnet)

BLUE

SPOT

fi'

Pr:c > 110/'

OLYMPIA

Stand 65
EMP:RE

Stand 9

1-iA~L

Regd. N·,,: 51563) and 515180.

'

of "A.W." witlt Your Order

.
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In Days of Economy ...

Best for reception, best for the pocket.
The initial cost Is low and the period of
FRo M
effective service prolonged.
That Is why wireless enthusiasts insist upon Fotos
Valves in every set

ASK

FOR

A grand little instrument for portables
or wherever space Is of special value.
p R 1c e
Slightly smaller than the
• super' model, but of ,the
same high quality and accuracy In operation

ACCEPT NO OTHER

258/7 BANK CHAMBERS
329 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON,
W.C,1
' Phone : Holtorn 8667

CONCERTON
RAD IO
AND ELECTRICAL CO., LTD,

. PRODUCTS
PROVE BEST

JltrrlJ J a.,,
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